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If you believe that all recording tapes are the same . .. read these facts about Soundcraft: today's great motion
pictures depend on the most extensive stereophonic techniques and effects. To achieve them requires a magnetic product capable
of satisfying the most critical demand. For years one name has consistently won virtually 100% acceptance of the uncompromising
technicians of this industry. That name-Soundcraft. The fact is the development of the Soundcraft Magna-Stripe Process revolutionized the course of the entire industry-led to the advent of the stereo sound tracks of the great wide screen films. For this,
Soundcraft was awarded the only Academy Award "Oscar" ever given to a recording tape manufacturer. Today the sound you hear
in the great MGM (Camera 65), Todd AO, Cinemascope and other wide screen productions is reproduced on Soundcraft magnetic products. Motion picture producers investing millions of dollars can't
afford to take chances. That's why "It's Soundcraft in the great motion pictures!" You, too, can
have thi s same measure of superior performance and reliability in your own recordings by switching
to Soundcraft-where professional performance is the standard and satisfaction the guarantee.
See your Soundcraft Dealer today and let him put you on the right "sound" track with Soundcraft.

REEVES SOUNDCRAFTcORP.
Main Office : Great Pasture Road. Danbury. Connecticut· New York: 10 East 52nd SI.
Chicago: 28 E. Jackson Blvd .• Los Angeles: 342 N. laBrea • Toronto: 700 Weston Rd.
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At last, Stereo Multiplex is here ...
and, once again, Sherwood is first .. .
ready immediately with a brilliant
combination of Sherwood 's "high rated"
FM tuner design plus all circuitry
necessary to receive the new
FCC-approved FM multiplex stereo . ..
two 32-watt amplifiers, two phono/ tape
pre-amplifiers and all controls
necessary for playing record s, tape or
TV. The S·8000 Receiver needs only
the addition of speakers to complete a
basic system for FM stereo listening
enjoyment. Overall size, just 16 x 4 x 14
inches deep.
Sherwood's dramatic Correlaire
Furniture Modules are the perfect
setting for your Sherwood hi fi
components. Choose from sixteen
interchangeable modules, styled with a
contemporary flair in hand -rubbed
Walnut and Pecan woods. Have truly
flexible room arrangements. A beautiful
four-color brochure is yours for th e
asking. Sherwood Electronic
Laboratories, Inc., 4300 N. California
Ave., Chicago 18, Illinois.
.
For Complete Technical Details Write Dept. A-2

AUOIOclinic
JOSEPH

GIOVANELLI '~

Indoor FM Antennas

Embossed Alum i num Records

My question concerns getting maxim~tm
possible gain from indoor, flexible, foldeddipole FM antennas (1nade of SOD· ohm
twin lead). 01ttdoor ,a ntennas a1'e ba1'1'ed
wll m'e 1 live.
My olel FM t~mer, though fine in s01md
quality, is unfortunately low in sensitivity
cO'TItpa1'ed to 1nodern tuners. 1 get full
limiting on most local stations. On some
s"tations, however, 1 get decent limiting only
after wearying experimentation with antenna placement. A few stations cannot be
limiteel.
1 find that sometimes a few inches in
length makes a lot of difference in reception. Perhaps the s'ize of my present ,an·
tenna (53·in. long, lead·in about 5 feet)
01' its type is not ideal. 1 have seen indoor
antennas which WC1'e ab01d 10·in. longer.
Is there an optimum length ?
1 have also noticed a stub of SOO·ohm
line attached to the junotion of the antenna
midpoint and the lead·in on some antenn,as.
I was not in a position to measure this
antenna and stub or to exa1nine how it was
constructed. Pe1'haps this type could provide a little m01'e gain (every little bit
helps). If you think the stub·type antenna
has advantages, could you kindly tell me
wh,at length (dipole and stub) to ~tse in
making it? Is the free end of the SOO·ohm
Une stub joined (that is, the two wires at
the free end) or are they left unconnected?
S. W., New York City, New Y01·k.
A. The length of the folded dipole made
from twin lead is not really critical. Any
length between 47·in. and 54·in. will work
well.
The stub arrangement will not improve
the sensitivity of the antenna but it can
sometimes be helpful when attempting to
eliminate multi·path distortion or to eliminate interfering signals. This is done 'by
tuning the stub to the interfering station's
frequency. The length of the stub can be
anything from IS·in. downward. No exact
figures can be given for this length as it is
a function of the kind of interference and
of the room's loading of the antenna (which
would shift the resonant frequency of both
antenna and stub). Connect the stub to
the junction of the lead·in and the dipole
proper. The free end of the stub is shorted.
You can use a single·edged razor blade to
short the wires at different points along
the length of the stub until you find one
position which gives you better performance. ( I n many instances, however, the
stub is of no help. Hence, such a location
will not be found). Once you find the
proper point, however, you can cut the
excess lead and short the wires at this
point. The stub is then complete.

Q. 1 have two recordings made by my
father in the early 1930's on al'Ull1tinum
discs. The label says : "DO NOT USE
STEEL NEEDLES. USE ONLY FIBRE
NEEDLES."
As I1'emember, we used a bamboo needle
sh.arpened to a triangular point. Later, we
used cactus needles, sharpened to a round
pOint. 1 now wish to transcribe these old
1'ecords onto tape. What do you recommend
to get the best possible fidelity and cause
the least possible damage to the orginal
recordings? Charles F. Hempstead, Millington, New Jersey.
A. Some readers may not be familiar
with the type of recordings described here.
These recordings were cut, or rather, em·
bossed directly onto the surface of an
aluminum disc. No acetate covering was
placed over the aluminum as is done in
present· day recordings. This embossing
p!"ocess is similar in a way to clay model·
ing in that the tool does not actually cut
the material but rather shapes the material
to fo!"m the grooves and thei!" associated
pattern.
The discs were played with cactus or
thorn styli. On no account should you, when
transcribing these discs onto tape, use anything but thorn or cactus. Heed the instructions on the label. Sharpen the stylus
to a sharp, round point with the included
angle between 60 and 70 deg. A few rotations of the disc with the stylus riding in
the g!"ooves should then be sufficient to give
the stylus a shape which will give excellent
reproduction. After each record is played
the stylus must be resharpened. If at all
possible, try to obtain a sharpener intended
for this use. They are, of course, difficult
to obtain, but, when they can be found,
save a considerable amount of time.

* 3420 Newki1'k Ave., Brooklyn S, N. Y.

2

A Passive Phono Equalizer

Q. 1 would like to use a passive network
with RIAA equalization to connect between
my magnetic phono pickup and the crystal
microphone input of my tape recorder.
An input of one megohm and 1.S mv rms
will give maxim'Ull1t recording level of zero
VU. The phono cartridge is a variable
reluctance type. With both coils in this
stm'eophonic unit tied together 1 get 5
mv 1naxim~tm output from most records.
1 could connect the coils in series if 1
need more sign,al to make up for losses in
the network. Robert E . Consoliver, Min·
neapolis, Minnesota.
A. Here is a verbal description of a
passive equalizer network which could be
used between a cartridge having a recommended load resistance of 47,000 ohms,
and the microphone input of an amplliier
or recorder. From what you tell me about
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This entirely new ultra·compact 4·speed
record changer was designed to provide
reproduction of Garrard calibre in a minimum of
space. It is the most economical Garrard automatic
ever presented. Introducing a new standard of styling,
features and performance in the low budget range, the
Autoslim will grace any music system,with the precise look
of engineering excellence built into it.
Only

$39 50

Autosl im is so co mpa ct , i t will fit
in where other auto mat ic pl aye rs
wi ll not. On ly 6'/2 inches in height
ove rall . . • ideal replacement unit.

Unified control panel ha s com·
pl etely separate positions for
pl ay ing re co rd s automati ca lly or
ind ividually .

In termi xes any size or se qu ence;
with separate removabl e spin·
dies fo r safe handling of records.
Short sp indl e for sin gle play.

Garrard's 4·pol e shaded "Induc·
ti on Surge " mot or, wit h dynamo
ica ll y bal anced ro t or, gives
Autoslim con st ant speed, with no
hum or vibra ti on.

Ext ra ·sensi ti ve stylu s pressure
con tr ol in cas t al uminum t one
arm insures correc t t racking pres·
sure at all t imes as pe r cart rid ge
manufa ctu re r' s spec ification s.

FOR LITERATURE WRITE DEPT. GB · 12 GARRARD SALES CORP. , PORT WASHINGTON , NEW YORK .

Th'~': 'G:'rn~~:;,~~ high 'd."~ 'YS~;'m:::,~.'n"red "d WI~;';~:reo~';;'~::,

~
.

'f.urntable
$79.50

TurntatHe
$54.50

Changer
$39.50

Canadia n ipQuiries to Ghas. W. POinton, Ltd .,66 Racine Road. Re~dale. Ontario •

<9

Player
$32.50

Territories other than U. S. A. and Canada 1.0 Garrar" Engineeri ng & MIg. Co., Ltd .• SWindon. Wilts.• England
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your equipment, however. I am not sure if
you will have snfficient gain. Unfortnnately,
when a passive network is used, there must
be losses so that apparent boosts can take
place as is required iu equalization circuits
of this type. In order that there be the requi red boost and rolloff, there must be some
sacrifice in gain. The following network
seems to offer the minimnm amount of loss
in gain.
One side of the cartridge is grounded as
is the "cold" input terminal of the amplifier . The "hot" side of th e cartridge is connected to one end of a 270,000-ohm resistor,
th e other end of which is connected to one
end of a 27,000-ohm resistor. The far end
of the 27,000-ohm resistor is connected
to one end of a 0.02 I.d capacitor, the other
end of which is grounded. The "hot" amplifier input is connected to the junction
of the two resistors. The cartridge is
shunted by a resistor whose value depends
upon the characteristics of the cartridge,
but is likely to be in the range of 4700 to
6800 ohms. The value of this resistor is
adju sted to give you the flattest possible
fr eq uency r esponse in accordance with the
RIAA playback curve. If highs are too pronOllnced, reduce the value of the resistor,
and vice versa.
All components should be placed in a
shielded container with appropriate connectors mounted on th e container but insnlated f rom it. The container itself is
grounded to the preamplifier.

What Kin d of Amplifier?

Q. I own a t1mej'-pj'eamplifier comb ination. Th e outP1Lt of this is connected to my
tape ?'ecoj·d e?'. I 1Lse the speake?' contained
in that t ape j'ecoj'cle?' as the t?'ansd1wer f01'
the equipllw nt. Howeve?', I wish to impj'ova
upon this a·r range1nent. I know I n eed a
power ampz.ifie?·. COlLld I use an integrated
ampl'ijie?,-pj'ea111,plifiej' com bination with 'my
present unit? Would the d1Lplication of controls be a hinclranc e? Later on I p lan to
purchase another t ap e recorder and FM
tuner and I will then have two systemsone for my son. I could then use the amplifier and preamplifier for my own setup .
If I g et a power amplifiej', I would stW
need an aud'io contj·ol. I pref er the integrated ar?'angement. Joseph Diaz Jr.,
Bj·idgep01·t, Connecticut.

MINE, ALL MINE!

THAN KS'.- It

has been only a few months si nce t he Lu xor Magnef on
Stereo Tape Recw rder was Introduced to the Editors, the Engineers and
the Aud iophi les on thi s side 'of the Atlantic. Since th en the Ed it ors have
praised ; th e Engi neers have been amazed and the Aud ioph iles bless
them, have been BUYING! Had we known earli er th at the Luxor Magnefon
was the recorder that you had been wa iting for, we would have se nt a
supply over with Lief Ericson in th e first pl ace. We now have a whole
bat ch of new literature on this fabul ous " Do Everyth ing" record er .. . why
not wri t e for some now .. . in stead of borrowing from your know ledgea bl e
neighbors? The Luxor Magnef on is avai labl e at better Audio shops f or
$289 (slightly lower i n the EAST) . .

[illJMwffi

THE
MAGNEFON MP 410 A FROM SWEDEN
Sale .U. S. Dist ributors
AmeLux ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 60 East 42 Street, New York 17, N. Y.
4

A. You certainly can use the tuner section of your existing unit with whatever
integrated combination you purchase. If
you connect your present unit to the new
preamplifier-amplifier combination, by way
of the tape output connection which is
probably incorporated into your unit, you
will not need to be concerned with the
duplication of controls. You see, the volume
and tone controls on your present unit
are not effective at the tape output counection. Thus, these controls may be rotated
to any position without altering the sound
quality which will be hea.rd at the speaker
t ermin als of your new, integrated unit. In
making these connections, it is necessary to
use the shortest possible lengths of cable
to av oid a loss in high frequencies. (There
a.re exceptions to this rule wher e the t ape
output is from a cathode follower.) If a
long run of cable must be used, then nse
the conventional output and set the tone
controls of yonI' present unit to their "flat"
positions and set the volume control to some
level that does not cause overloading of
either unit.
After these connections have been made,
(Continued on page 65)
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toot
That first note on an honest-to-goodness instrument of your very own! Can you remember th at magnificent moment? Surely no accomplishment since
has seemed quite as satisfying, no sound as sweet.
We can't provide that kind of sonic bliss. But we can
offer the next best thing-Audiotape. Recordings on
Audiotape have superb range and clarity, minimum
distortion and background noise-all the qualities
to delight jaded adult ears. Make it your silent (but
knowledgeable) partner in capturing everything from
small fry tooters to symphony orchestras.

Remember, if it's worth recording, it's worth Audiotape. There are eight types, one exactly suited to the
next recording you make. From Audio Devices, for
25 years a leader in the manufacture of sound recording media-Audiodiscs *, Audiofilm *, and .••
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"it speaks for itself"
AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Madison Ave., New York 22" N. Y.
Offices in Los Angeles • Chicago • Washington , D. C.

LETTERS
"Red.Face" Department
Sir:
I wonder whether there isn't a numerical
slip, which might cause confusion, in Mr.
Herlocker's article "Electronic Organ Tuning" (AUDIO for December, 1961 ). After
examining his handy Table in Fig. 1, it
seems to me that the 'indicated number of
seconds' should be reduced by a factor of
two, or that the frequencies assigned to the
notes on the keyboard should be reduced by
this same factor (i.e., that all notes should
be lowered by an octave).
Consider, for example, the first fifth
listed in the table, from A at 220 cps to
tempered E at 329.63 cps. It is quite true,
as Mr. Herlocker states, that in tempering
the note E we have to reduce its frequency
by 0.37 cps, i.e. from 330 cps to 329.63 cps.
It is also true that if we were to sound untempered E at 330 cps together with tempered E at 329.63 cps we would have beats
at the rate of 0.37 cps. However, it does not
follow that we heal' beats at this same rate
when we sound together the note A and the
tempered note E. In the latter case, the
beating notes are the third harmonic of A
at 660 cps and the second harmonic of E at
659.26 cps, so that the beat rate is 0.74 cps,
rather than 0.37.
JAMES W. ALEXANDER
29 Cleveland L ane
Princeton, N. J.
Mr. He1'locker's Reply:
I have checked my figures, both mathematically and experimentally, and find, of
course, that your val ues for tempering of
the tones are correct. As you pointed out,
beating one tone against another a fifth
higher effectively beats the third harmonic
of the firs t tone against the second harmonic of the second tone. For a given number of cycles per second detuning the second
tone (as in tempering the scale), this beating of the harmonics will give twice that
number of beats per second. The caption
for my chart, therefore, should be altered to
read that "fifths are flatted by twenty beats
in the indicated n umber of seconds."
R. D. HERLOCKER
8528 Schreiber Dri \' e
Munster, Ind.
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Send Us
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For A
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Kit Magazine

What's different? The anti-feedback positionwhich equalizes frequencies most sensitive to
generation of feedback " howl" without reducing articulation_ This increases sound output
under difficult acoustical conditions by at
least 100%_ And there's plenty more that
makes the new Harman-Kardon COMMANDER
Series of public address amplifiers different.
Features usually reserved for much costlier
equipment are included: 25 & 70 volt and recorder outputs, fader/ mixer and master volume controls, magnetic cartridge input, locking covers, etc_ Find out why sound men now
use the COMMANDER Series for all their needs_
Write for detailed catalog. Commerical Sound
Division, Harman-Kardon, Plainview, L.I., N.Y.
j$;;;di'r;;;;;;ailed';;atalogs-:-oes;:-;;l

I

I

I

I

Name

_I

Address

'*,'' 'lil
City

State

ZI

kardon

"I

Sir :
I have been aware for years that AUDIO
is a progressive magazine. My December issue has convinced me that it is also a novel
magazine. The concept of issuing such a
p ublication in "kit form" is certainly novel.
However, I did not receive all of the parts
for my kit. I would appreciate it if you
would forwar d to me the copy for p ages
60, 61, 64, 65, 68, 72, 73,76,77, 80, 81, 84,
85, 88 and 89, so that I may paste it in on
the blank pages. As an altel'nate, a nice
fresh, complete copy would do nicely.
DANIEL A. RICE

7 Alexander Ave.
Sausalito, Calif.
.
.
(Otbl' expen1nent wtth a 7cU magazine pl'oved
to be unsuccessful. We al'e discontinuing
p?:oduction of this model and will replace it
wtth a factory-assembled tmit. ED.)
THE CAMPBELL LE'fTERS
As promised last month we have
gathered together the most pertinent
letters concerning John W. Campbell's
article about "sinewarcl distortion."
See page 50.
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HIGH POWER
HIGH STABILITY
17W + 17W Stereo Tuner-amplifier

SM-Q300
We are indomitable in our effort to develop audio devices capable of
reproducing natural tone as well as of high performance.
Our new product, Model SM-Q300, which we have recently put on
the market, is an excellent stereo tuner-amplifier incorporating our
unique ideas and high-level engineering skill.
The most outstanding feature of SM-Q300 is its ability to reproduce
wonderful distortion-and noise-free hi-fi tone, in addition to its powerful
output. This is an outcome of the adoption of the following features:
1. A new circuit unique to PIONEER is used for the phase inverter of
the main amplifier.
2. A silicon diode voltage doubler circuit of excellent regulation is used
for the power supply circuit.
3. The use of 4-gang variable resistors makes it possible to regulate the
volume simultaneously at the intermediate amplifier and the power
amplifier.
4. Noise elimination much sharper than any hitherto available has been
achieved by incorporating a scratch filter and a whistle filter into the
cathode following circuit.
Also adopted is a new control system under which switching from
stereo to monaural and vice versa, adjustment of horizontal tone spread
and mixing of the left and right channel tones can be operated with a
single knob.
In addition, adjustment of the tone balance for the right and left
channels can be made without budging from the listening position using
a remote sub-balancer terminal. Output jacks for FM multiplex and a
center channel amplifier are also provided.

Specifications:
19 Electron tubes and 6 germanium diodes
Tuner left
Tuning range: MW 535 to 1,605KC, SW 3.8 to 12Mc
Practical sensitivity:
MW 1 OOuV (1 Mc, output 500mW, at 30 %
modulation)
SW 1 OOuV (7.5Mc, output 500mW, at 30 %
modulation)
Tuner right
Tuning range; MW 535 to 1,605Kc, FM 80 to 108Mc.
Practical sensitivity: MW identical with. Tuner 1
FM 1 OuV (95Mc, output 500mW, at 30 %
modulqtion)
Audio section
Circuit: 6BQ5p.p. 2-channels
Inputs and gain:
MAG PU 3.4mV, MIC 4mV, XTAL PU 35mV
TAPE (PLAY) 160mV, AUX 160mV
Equalizer: NF type, RIAA curve
Output: For speaker- 4, 8, 16 ohm (each channel),
cen ter channel terminal, tape recording terminal
Output power: 1 7W x 2
Undistorted output power:
15W x 2 (distortion below 1 % at 1 Kc)
Response: 20 ci s to 50Kc, ± 1 db (main amplifier
section, at 500mV output)
Outerdimension: 18 '/, (W) x 14(0) x 5 'I, (H) inch
Weight: 26.61 Ibs.

CD"

!:~o~~~~!,~~!~!!~1C CORPORATION
~ DISTRIBUTORS ;i~;~~~;el~P~~I~~~~ ~~~ea~~~~ ic~~~o~;~c~n~~:i~,
Singopore
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at the turn of the century a r e suggested only
slightly in the accents of the leading players.
Walter Chiari, featured in many Italian plays,
musicals and films for the past 16 years, natm·ally sounds less American than other members of the starring trio. Jules Munshin knows
h is way around in enough accents to hold
down the comedy role with aplomb to spare.
Barbara Cook still reveals plenty of the
healthy Mid-Western ebullience that carried
her through "Plain and Fancy," "Candide,"
and "The Music Man." She comes closest to
soundin g Austrian when denouncing French
girls in The LabeZ on the Bottle. The poignant
tunes in the score-Magic Moment8 and
SornetMng YO!t Never Ha.d Be/o,·e-fall her
way gracefully. Compromises are to be expected whenever Broadway tries to produce a
European-style comedy with a mixed cast.
The irony of the "Gay Life" recording is the
fact that Barbara Cook, who makes the least
attempt to sound European, turns in the most
spirited performance.

The symbol 0 indicates the United
Stereo Tapes 4-track 71f2 ips tape
number.
Percussion! Staged For Stereo
Capitol STAC 1637
Strings! Staged For Stereo
Capitol STAC 1639
In its new Staged For Stereo series, Capitol
has combined the best ideas put forth by other
labels for ultra-directional ste reo in motion_
Avoiding the excesses occasionall y indu lged
in by others, the label now makes available to
t he stereo convert a group of recordings that
will keep him happy during his apprenticeship without drawing a wi nce from his acquaintances who happen to have more sophistication in stereo matters. Ou the basis of
the first five releases, the series is off to a
very good start. The arrangemen ts show restraint and more than a suggestion of taste.
In the percussion album, a group called th e
Mallet Men handle the dr ums, tympani, vibes,
bells, maracas, celeste, xylophone, triangle,
chimes, and bongos that make up the typica l
orchestra of this type. Reeds, brass, and
strings lend variety to tunes t hat contai n the
word "eyes" in their title. The cohes ive pattern of the rhythm would indicate that these
men all occupied the same room du ring the
recording sess ion . A step forwa rd t hnt other
firms might well emUlate.
In "Strings Staged For Stereo," the thir tythree strings of maestro Norrie Pal"llmor offer
an opportunity to judge how well recording
crews

in Britain

have caught

OLl

to

our

sound-in-motion techniques. The switching of
instrument location is done with moderation .
In place of the added reverb so popular in
domestic r eleases of this type we have the
wide-open space of the vast stud ios t lwy "·e
generally favo red over there. This record·s
strongest poiut is the enormous depth of th e
stet·eo sound. I'ye noticed Improved depth on
some of my oth er stereo discs si uce sw itching
to a pickup with only .3 mg stylu s mass but
this record bea ts them a ll. Some tapes will
have to improve in range, clarity and flatness
of response if they are to compete with recen t
discs reprod uced with the la test crop of stereo
pickups.
This new Capitol series is pacl,aged in gray
plastic con tainers that reveal both sides of
the record throu"h "w indows" of clear st·yrene. A plastic ;pinclle holds the r ecord in
place within a circular r eceptacle deSigned to
prevent contact of the disc's playing sm·face
with t he album package. The contraption can
be opened with one hand bnt the pacl,age has
the weight and bulk of th ree discs in regu lar
cardboard jackets. The "window" of one
album in my shipment arrh'ed WiOl a crllcl,
that strecbed from "sur' to "sill" l'equh'inO'
the Immedhtte application of som~ cloth tap~
In order to protect the hands of the unwary.

Mort Sahl on Rel.ationships
Reprise R 5003
Mort Sahl, I'm happy to relate, is still a
member of our group. Quite early in the

* 12 Forest Ave., Hastings-on-Hudson,
N . Y.

course of t·he long rambling, discussion on
t hi s record, he mentions a component so und
system currently in process of installation at
h is home. The story shows some signs of
having been embroidered into a gag for the
act. The audience is quick to get the punch
line that will ce r tai nly draw a chucl<le f rom
anyone ever involved in an elaborate in stall ation . Sah l (perhaps we should refer to him
as Mr. Subl from now on as a sign of respect
I'or one who wou ld consider plac ing eleven
Bozak 310's in his ceiling) draws his laugh
when he recounts that be doesn't know how
t he system is going to sound but that the
street lights have already dimmed when the
system was t urn ed On . The rest of the Sahl
monologue is filled with a lot of other matters
about life in general -all of them quite irrelevant until he tells us in the next record
how It So unds.

Kean (Original Broadway Cast)
Columbia 0 OQ 432
The ca r eer of t he famous Shakespea rean
actor, Edmund Kean, might nevel· have been
chosen as the subject for a musical had Alfred
Drake been unavailable to play th e role. It's
hard to visualize any other curren t Broadway
: in ging star in a part that call s for the
amount of tlor id acting that Drake seems only
too deligbted to provide. Listen in g to his ripe
illlpersonation of the actor, one may well
wonder how Kean 's more flamboyant contempora.ries behaved on stage. If you 're willing
to put up with some or the corn ier a s pects of
t hi s period piece, there is much to enjoy in
·ome of t il e top songs in the score-parti cu lar ly those delivered by Alfred Drake. Man
(lnd Shadow, Sweet Dange,·, and To Lool.
Vllon My Love are in the tradition of the
hetter musicals. They offer ample evidence
that song:mith s Robert Wright anll George
}?orrest are now ready to strike out on their
own after having adapted Grieg's music for
"Song of Norway" and Boroain's for "Kismet." It was while playing in the London
production of "Kismet" that Drake first became acqua inted with the dramatizations of
KeRn's liCe by Alexa ndre Dumas and, more
r ecently, Jean Paul Sartre. The leading role
in the Sartr e play, as a matter of fact, was
offered to Drake when an Amer ican version
was being plnnn ed . He chose in stead to interest Wrigh t and Forrest in a musical version
tha t shows pl"Omise of a good run on Broadwas',
~'be score was recorded in th ree sessions,
eaell three hours in length. The sound is the
cleanest I've heard in any Columbi a original
cast album.

Let It Ride (Original Broadway Cast)
RCA Victor LSO 1064
Funny plays about horses never seem to
stop running. During the depression years,
" Three Men on a Horse" was a smash stage
hit. It later became the musical "Banjo Eyes"
-tailored to the ocular talen ts of Eddie
Can tor. Now, the same story of the greeting
card poet with the uncanny knack for picking
winning horses reaches Broadway as a new
musical with George Gohel in the leadin g role.
Underlining the endurance of the plot is the
presence of Sam Levene in the part that first
brought him in to prominence when he played
it in the original "Three i\Ien on a Horse."
In his first venture in tille legitimate theatre,
Gobel shows no sig.n of fluster in ensemble
song or soliloquy. At the start of his involvement with the racetrack crowd, he delivers a
humorous "pupil and master" duet with Sam
Levene in I'll Learn Ya., a touching ballad in
Eve,·ything Beantiful, and a sad-t~' pe song
H ·is Own Little IsZand when hi l uck is at its
lowest. The Broadway horse crowd that
Damon Runyon used to write about is recalled in B,·oa(ls Ain't People, Let It Ride,
He Needs Yon, and There's Something A.bout
a Horse. The score by songwriters Jay Livingston and Ray Evan s uses no violins in the
or ch estra. Brasses, reeds and percussion put
a hard finish on an alt·eady sbining vehicle.

Mexico! Mariachi Miguel Dias
Audio Fidelity AFSD S957
The sou nd of a typical street band recorded
in a Sou th-of-the-Border studio Is AudiO Fidelity's latest contribution to hemisphere solidarity. Mariach i bands are to be fou nd in
almost any Mexican plaza or market place if
they're not busy at the nearest wedding or
fiesta. Depending solely on their music making
for a livelihood, they play from memory most
of the music of the region that has survived in
instrumental form. The original Mariachi
gr oups played on ly string instruments such as
the guitur, gui tarron , violin, and vibuela. Pres-

ent-gen eration musicians are apt to play anything at hand that can be carried from village
to village. Violin and trumpet lead the guitars
in the brisk tunes selected fo r this AF release.
A novel arrangement of the well-known .La
Cucarac/w is a highlight of the album. Easilyseparated stereo underlines a novel feature
of lIiariachi music. Once he starts a selection
with the others, th is trumpeter keeps himself
busy all the way. Northern ear s accustomed
to an occasion al trumpet solo will be st ruck
by his unceasing commentary. The close-up
miking, unchanged over the yenl's, brings even

The Gay Life (Original Broadway Cast)
Capitol SWAO 1560

t he casual phrases into the foreground.

A new sco re by Howard Dietz and Arthur
Schwartz, no matter how frothy, is an even t
oC some weight in Broadway annals. While
"Gay Life" will hardly erase memories of
Dietz-Schwartz shows that produced DanCing

Live Concert-Music Made Famous by
Glenn Miller
Warner Bros. 0 WSTC 1428

·i n the Da,-k, Yon and the Night and the Music,
Alone 'l'og ether, and other claSsics, this con-

tinental play is reassurance that a great
theatrical team can go back to harness easily
lifter a decade of Inactivity. Fay and Michael
Kanin's book for t hi s show is based on Arthur
Schn itzler's "An atol." Vienna and Carlsbad

8

Thi s tape drives home its main point before
the first selection is over. The best way to
revi ve memories of t h e original Glenn Miller
band is to collect a large audience on the
other side of the mikes and give it complete
freedom to react to t he Miller performers
still available at this time. The Ray McKinley
orchestra has done its share to keep alive the
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Free Cone

Magnet SuppO'rt

%" Enclosure

Prediction:
It will never be exactly duplicated. Our patent attorneys saw
to that. But it is so obviously the right way to design a loud·
speaker that it is bound to have countless imitators.
The Fisher XP·4 is the world's first loudspeaker system in
which the conventional metal frame supporting the outer edge
of the bass speaker cone has been completely eliminated . This
structure is often the source of undesirable reflections from
the back orthe cone, causing uneven frequency response and
unnatural coloration of the sound. It is also vulnerable to
parasitic vibration, which can result in serious distortion.
Now, unit construction, a principle that has revolutionized the
automobile industry, has been applied to loudspeaker design.
In place of the metal speaker frame, the Fisher XP-4 utilizes
the heavy walls of the cabinet itself as a massive supporting
structure for the bass speaker cone. Thus the bass speaker
and the entire enclosure are a single inseparable unit. Reflec·
tions are eliminated by packing the space behind the bass
speaker cone with AcoustiGlas. Cone breakup has been elimi·
nated by designing the cone as a rigid piston.
The combined result of these advanced design features is a
low and middle·frequency sound that recreates the original in
thrilling clarity, without a trace of 'speaker tone.' That fatiguing
'boxy' sound is gone. Uneven middle·frequency 'caw' quality
is gone. Excessive treble hiss is gone. In their place you will
find the music itself, in direct, see-through contact with the
original performance, clean and full·bodied . For only in the
Fisher XP·4 are the all'important middle frequencies totally
unaffected by reflections that are invariably generated between
the back surface of the cone and the near surface of the
conventional speaker frame. The proof is in the listening .

The Fisher XP-4 reflects, in its every aspect, the precIsion
engineering that brought it into being and made it possibie to
produce this novel design with such compl.ete success. It will
set the standard in speaker design for years to come.
Available in oiled walnut, cherry or mahogany, $199.50*.
In unstained birch, sanded finish, $189.50* .
The Fisher XP-1, the revolutionary ' Free-Piston ' 3-way speaker
system that proved it was possible to combine high bass compliance and high efficiency in a compact enclosure, $129.50*.
(Unstained , sanded, $124.50 *. )
The Fisher ' XP-2, the 2-way speaker system that combines
Fisher XP design principles with moderate price, $84.50*.
(Unstained, sanded, $79.50 * .)
r--------------------- -~

I FREE! Write for 1962 Fisher Handbook-a
I 40-page illustrated guide and component
I catalogue for custom stereo installations.
I D Please include complete specifications on
I the XP·4,-i(P-1 and XP-2.
I Fisher Radio Corporation
I 21-29 44th Drive, Long Island City, N. Y.

I
I

'FIS,H:re'R
a

NJ1B®l{

'.

Name'_________________________________________
Address

I ________________________
City
zone___ State
L

I
I
~~~

The Fisher

• Prices sli ghtly higher in the Far West. EXPORT: Canada: Tri-Tel Associates, Ltd,
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the Weathers Moderne Trio
... a complete, three
channel stereo speaker
system which giv(is full
stereophonic reproduction
in every part of any size
room. It consists of two
full range speakers and a
unique Hideaway
non·directional speaker
that is completely concealed
from view. You can place
it anywhere - and still
be sure of superb
performance. The Moderne
Trio is the smallest and
most efficient stereo
speaker system yet devised.
It fits any size room and
blends with any decor.
It produces to perfection
all stereophonic recordings
and adds greater depth
to monaural discs.

Miller l egen d bu t the concert on this tape,
recorded at t he Santa Monica Civic Audito·
r ium, has t he distinct adva n tage of the services of some bandsmen who worked for Glenn
and t he spotlighted efforts of most of the old
vocal crew. Only Marion H utton is m issing.
Ray Eberle reminisces about the old days
before singing A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley
Squat·c, Serenade in Blue, a n d MoonZi{lht
Coc1cta.iZ. T h e Modernaires with Paula Kelly
a re on hand for Chattanooga Choo Choo and
Wham. Tex Beneke rises to t h e occasion with
a sax chorus more sensitive than his earlier
ones. The f ull impact of th is exceptionally
live-sou n<li ng tape comes when t he entire ban<l
gets its teeth into the real showpieces- In
the Mood, Anvil Choru8, and American Patrol.
The original Miller band always d id its best
when keyed u p by an appreciative audience.
It never sounded better than this crew does
with the help of the crowd on this tape.

Frank Sinatra: I Remember Tommy
Reprise \') RSL 1707
Frank Sinatra: Come Fly With Me
Capitol SW 920

A super/ative
instrument with the
finest performance
per cubic inch of any
speaker yet devised.

One without the other is
excellent . .. BUT ...
Combine the speakers
and the Professional
Pickup System and the
results are far beyond
all you've ever
hoped for.

we
guarantee
I°t'.

the finest performance
per unit of cost
in stereo cartridges.

66 E. GLOUCESTER PIKE
BARRINGTON, N. J.

Sinatra, on tape and disc, looks to t he past
in these latest releases. The Reprise reel
brings back the days w hen he was one of the
more carefree members of t he Tommy Dorsey
band-showing few vis ible signs of becoming
an institution that would cross several li nes
of the entertainment world. Equally important as a preservative agent, along w ith the
Sinatra voice, are t he updated arrangements
of Sy Oliver whose pencil work w it h t he
Dor sey band has a lways been one of its most
distincth'e features. With Oliver conducting
the band in the backbone of the old book, this
reco rding wiJJ car ry weight with listeners who
have paid scant attentio n to Sinatra releases
in recen t year s. T h is reel offers smoother
soun d than t he <lisc version which , like other
Reprise pressings before it, cannot be classified as an ou tstanding pressing j ob.
Capitol's stereo disc by Sin atra has more
t han passing i nter est because it indicates that
the label is not totally committed to Dnophonic reprocessing of its mon o masters to
achieve a stereo effect by electronic means.
This a lbum was first recor ded only in mono
four years ago. I n terms of sales it easUy
qualified for Duophonic r elease. Capitol's decision to re-record the same lineup of tunes in
bona fide stereo is a good sign that the conversion of mon o i tems may be on the wane.

Paul Weston: Music For My Love
Capitol\,) ZT 1563
This is the first background music tape I've
heard on t h is label since Capitol decided to
release fou r -track materia l. As in the case
of RCA and Columbia, UST is not involved
in the processing or distribution of tapes bearing this label. It may not be sheer coincidence
that t he three largest domestic labels decided
to set up their own facilities fo r the produc·
tion of tape r eleases. One clear-cut advantage
enjoyed by these firms is easy to spot on any
tape unit of better than average treble response. They are able to maintain close cont rol of t h e equal izatio n u sed in the finished
tape product, I,eeping it in line with the overa ll concept planned when their recording
crews fi rst went into action. The subtle blend
of tone colors Paul Weston uses in his latest
background a lbum certain ly benefits from such
a con sisten t a ppr oach . The familiar string
choir has t he same balance of highs and lows
t h at distinguish t h e best of his disc releases.
T h e natu re of the m usic selected for this recording-the gentle love songs of former
years- appeared to dictate the choice of su p·
plementary instruments. A soft quartet of
w<.Jodwinds shares the spotligh t with mandolins an d solo accor dian iu Goodnight Sweeth ea,·t, Always, an d the Anni'versary Song.
Separation has the taken-for-granted ease of
the better stereo tapes .

Paul Lavalle: The Spectacular Sound of
Sousa
MGM S 3976
T h is release is designed to tingle even the
most cautious pulse. T he Band of America led
( Oontin1~ed
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BASICALLY OUTSTANDING
These three products of AKG (Vienna)
are bass-ically unique. In the mikes, as
in all AKG cardioids, the directional characteristic extends well down into the
low frequencies where it's needed most;
and in the 'phones, the bass is re·created
faithfully without need of a resonant
cavity formed by hot, bulky, airtight
"earmuffs".

o

19 B is a dynamic cardioid mike of
semi-pro quality with a range of 40 to
16,000 cycles and directional discrimination of 15 dB at" 180°. Sensitivity is
0.18 mv / /Lbar. Choice of 60-0hm, 200Ohm, and high impedance. A bass-cut
switch for close speech when the full
musical range isn't needed. For the
serious tape fan, a bargain at $52.

D 24 B. More and more recording and
broadcast studios are switching to this
truly-professional dynamic cardioid mike.
Range is 30 to 16,000 cycles; front-to
back ratio 20 dB. Sensitivity is 0.18
mv/ /Lbar, impedance 200 ohms. Bassattenuati ng' switch for close talking.
Good for years of the highest-quality
service. $165

K 50 headphones are strictly unique
(I iterally the only ones of their kind).
They re-create the full musical range of
30 to beyond 20,000 cycles without earmuffs to puff up the bass, need as little
as 0.156 milliwatts input yet won't blast
with 90, weigh under 3 ounces, and even
with the light cool earcushions are comfortable after hours of I istening. Easily
convertible between mono and stereo
and cost only $22 .50 $(24.50 with earcushions to 'exclude room noise.)

D 19 8

D 24 8

Leading audio dealers everywhere can
now demonstrate AKG quality. Catalog
of all AKG products on request. In
Canada, Eberdit Co., Montreal ; McCurdy
Radio, Toronto. USA import/service
agents, Electron ic Appl ications, Inc.
Wilton, Conn. Phone (203) POrter 2-5537;
TWX WILTON 426.

K 50
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Erc.
edward ratnall Canby
1. CANBY CONNECTORS
My headphone project is moving forward
by fits and starts, most interestingly. I keep
running into snags, not only in the match·
ing-up of electrical values, as per last
month's installment, but in the major pluggery-and in the implications of that pluggery. Phones, then, are again my taking-off
point this month, this time for an essay on
plugs and sockets. After that-a look at a
first bat ch of the phones th emselves.
H eadphones conveniently bring to a hea d
a whole history of connectology, to coin a
word, pointing up for us right now an increasing overlap b etween two areas th at
once were neatly and thoroughly divided in
all hi fi-the "Before and After," before
the power amplifier and after it.
High impedallce vs. low. Shields and
"hot" leads vs. simple pairs. Hum·prone
connections vs. non-hum. Capacitance-sensitive vs. non-cap. Ten years ago ther e wa s
no confusion at all between these primary
connective areas-except, perhaps. for the
beginner, who ha d to learn the h ard way
that you didn't use bell wire to hook up
your magn etic phono cartridge and, thou gh
several yards of speaker line was OK, ten
f eet from the r ecord player to the preamp
was too much. You learned this and moreand you learned tha t practically every connecting circuit in hi fi (outside th e actual
components themselves) fell clearly into
these two areas, "Before and After" th e
amplifier, with maybe a third area of sorts
in th e 1l0-volt power connections.
The cathode-follower circuits, wonderfully convenient, began the process of overlap between these two; for th ey a re indeed
in-between, speaking electrically and practically. We joined them up to the B efor e
area, ma de all th eir connections interchangeable with the Before -type system,
and to this day you can't tell a cathode follower output from a hi-Z input by the plugs
and the cables. But they are different, and
the ca thode-follower signal continues to
find itself related in more ways than one to
the kind of signal we find on th e other side
of the power amplifier.
After the cathode follow er came stereo
and confusion in the highes t. Grounds upon
grounds, ground loops, hum, phasing trouble and so on. We still trpated the cathodefollow er lines lil<e high-impedance, but it
became more and more obvious th at th ey
r eally wer en't the same. After all, th ey
were immune to many of th e new
stereo ground-and-hum problems-just lil< e
speaker lines. And you really didn't need
all that f ancy shielding, anyhow.
Then, you see, came "ster eo" phones. Th at
did it. For the phon es we ar e now getti ng
are so enta ngled ill both connection ar eas,
straddling every fence you can think of,
that it's a question of just where they
should find a place in the hom e hi-fi syst em.
I have my own practical working-plan f or
phones. My theory is that since you can't

f orce th em ent irely into eith er "Bef ore or
After" areas- let me call these the "A"
area and the "B" area f rom here on outthe thing to do is to design th em to get th e
best out of both . Can be don e, a s we shall
see. H as been done already, a decade ago.
I've already wired up my phones according to this plan, for use either befor e 01'
after the power amplifier, and I've set up
my connectors to make it quick and easy.
But you must know more about my connector systems.
The Canby" A" syste m

Plugs and sockets have been my pet
peeve, as old r eaders may remember, ever
since in one of my earliest articles, circa
1947, I sugges ted that hi fi r eally would be
wonderful if only one could just plug the
components togeth er, like plugging toa sters
aud lamps into t he wall. That was quite a
thought in those days. It is still in th e process of being realized-and I still f eel the
same way.
I' ve long sin ce developed my own mobile
defense against th e bar e wire and the hot
soldering iron. In fact , I have two systems
of cOllnectors, originally designed to cope
with t he very different problems of the
once-so-simple "A" and "B" areas of hooking-up. A lo t h as happened since, but my
" A" and my "B" systems r emain b asically
different a nd separate-though the headphone has strained my ingenuity in keeping
them so.
First , ther e is the elaborate and exten sive
"A" system, invohing many different types
of connector, all pl'imarily intended for the
" A" typ e of connective circuitry, low in
level and gener ally high in impedance.
'Wit hin its own confines, this " A " system
will convert almost any t ype of shielded
plug or socket, singly or in stereo p airs,
i II to any other type you can name. Its f unctional base is a bi-direction al shielded conn ector ma de by Amphenol that at my establishm ent we r efer to indelica tely as hermaphrodite. The her maphrodites connect
both wa ys, via a screw collar that can scr ew
all the way uack and off, convertiug a f emale shielded receptable into a male
shielded plug. Never a mechanical mismate h here ! (Amphenol conuect or is th e
Series 75 straight microphon e plug. )
I have dozens of short lengths of shielded
ca ble wit h one of th ese ba ndy her maphrodi tes on eac h and a va st collection of assorted connect or s at the other ends. B y
hooking these units toget.h er I can usually
conn ect from auy t ype of "A" plug or
socket t o any ot her in a f ew seconds; extra
lengt hs and special conversion uni t s allow
me to link fiv e or six assorted sections in a
row, t hrouo-h as many difler ent kinds of
pluggery, t~ "route" my signal to the kind
of plug or socket I want via intermediate
steps-the total capacity still not adding
up to excess and t he whole nicely shielded,

iust in case. With a fistful or a bagful of
th ese han ely gadgets I can qui ckly ~ook up
equipment that would tak ~ a bare -'~ll'e man
much longer th an he' d hl< e to think, and
would t ake me hours via snip-and-solder.
I have whole kits of "A" cables, ready
for emergencies of all sorts; I use dozens
of them to mat ch up new equipment to
other equipment or to my existing setup. I
keep spares on hand to r eplace faulty cables
with emergency ones, assembled to order
in a jiffy . Wond erful idea , I think.
I won't soon forget th e day-if I may
twit the Boss-publisher-that he and myself
tried to hook a new German portable tape
r ecorder into his home li ving room system.
Wrong plugs. Nothing matched anything.
He uncover ed his p at ch board, inside a
console, and went to work with professional
gusto, but it was a long and p erspiring
time befor e we got any signal out of th e
r ecorder into his big stereo speakers. I
figured a f ew of my "A" connector links
could have done it in a conple of minutes ;
but I didn't happen to have any in my suitcase that day.
My main use for th ese connectors is in
th e setting up of sudden-impulse experiments in hi fi and r ecording, via my assorted t ap e machines, phono players and
what-not. Enormously usefnl and I'm seldom r eally stumped for an alternative
"route" when the connecting cable I want
is not to be found, or there is only one of
them and I'm in stereo.
"8" Con necto rs

My "B" system is a parallel arrangement
of a simpler sort, based on speaker line
oper ations, out of amplifiers. It is unlike
the "A" system as the electrical characteristics of it s signal m aterial differ from the
normal "A" sigual. The "B" system is unshielded and ungrounded, but every line and
conn ector is carefully polarized for standa rd phasing. All the "B" connectors ar e
variants of the Jones plug (and socket)
with two connectors, one larger than th e
eth er so you can't r everse phasing. (I h ave
phase-reverse switches for that purpose, on
plug-in ex tension cords. ) I use ordinary
rubber cover ed light cord between th e connectors. ( The Jones plug I use is th e 20 2
se ries. )
My prime thought wa s to make all my
speakers and amplifiers detachable and
minus trailing wires, when I first thought
up this "B" system. Accordingly, on each
of my speakers I place a ve7'Y short (6-in. )
cord ending in a Jones male plug. On all
my amplifier outputs ( two separa te ones
f or stereo) I also put 6-in. f emale cable .
In b etween these I run extension cOI'ds, of
va riol1s convenient lengths. I have whol e
bag sful. All are polarized the sa me way. So,
at least in th eory, my speakers r emain in
th e same ph ase no ma tter what I connect
th em to , once they are set up th e right way
in th e fir st place.
You'd be surprised how many types of
equipment can be hung on this "B" system.
Phase switches, the ph fLSe meter, which
plugs into th e stereo speaker system on
both channels, all my power amplifiers
and all varieties of speakers, "harness" arr angements to hook up three-speaker ster eo
systems, anything, everything at low impedance th at can toler a te ordinary ligh t
corel and no shielding or grounding. (The
amplifi er source takes care of th a t automati cally through the common or "0 " connection. )
Instant Impedance sw itch

I have even added such Cal1byesqu e gadgets (highly r ecommended ) as a p air of in-
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FM MULTIPLEX

Kit
Wired $64.95
Cover optional $2.75
An original EICO
contribution to the art of
FM Multiplex reception.

FM-AM STEREO TUNER ST96
Kit $89.95
Wired $129.95
Includes Metal Cover and FET

TRANSISTORIZED
4-TRACK·STEREO TAPE DECK RPIOO
Completely assembled, wired and tested.
$399.95
Semi-kit includes a completely assembled and
tested transport, electronics in kit form.
$299.95
Luggage·type Carrying Case-$29.95.
Standard 19·inch Rack Mount-$9.95
A top quality stereo tape recorder permits you
to build a stereo tape library of your favorite
music at low cost. As your musical interests
change, you may record the new music that
interests you at no additional cost.
"Perfected 4·track stereo/mono recording, 4 &
2 track playback. True high fidelity transistor
electronics, individual for record & playback,
plus separate record & playback heads permitting off-the-tape monitor. 2 recording level
meters, mixing, mic & level controls, switched
sound·on·sound recording. Electrodynaniically
braked supply & take·up reel motors; hysteresis
synchronous capstan motor. Individual sole·
noids for pinch·roller & tape lifters. AII·electric,
interlocked push·button transport control &
interlocked safety "record" pushbutton. Preci·
sion tape guidance & sweep loading - no pres·
sure pads. No slurring or tape bounce problems.
Digital turns counter. Vertical or horizontal
mounting. Modular plug·in construction. An original, exclusive EICO product designed & manufactured in U.S.A. (patents pending).

70-WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER ST70
Kit $94.95 Includes Metal Cover Wired $149.95
40-WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER ST40
Kit $79.95 Includes Metal Cover Wired $129.95
ST96: FM and AM stereo tuners on one compact chassis. Easy·to·assemble: prewired , prealigned RF and IF sta ges for AM and FM.
Exclusive precision prewired EYETRONIC®
tuning on both AM and FM.
FM TUNER: Switched AFC (Automatic Frequency Control) : Sensitivity: 1.5uv for 20db
quieting. Frequency Response: 20· 15,000 cps
±ldb. Multiplex·ready: Regular and MX out·
puts built in.
AM TUNER: Switched "wide" and "narrow"
bandpass. High Q filter eliminates 10 kc whistle.
Sensitivity: 3uv for 1.0V output at 20db SIN
ratio. Frequency Response: 20·9,000 cps
("wide"), 20·4, 500 cps ("narrow").
BOTH AMPLIFIERS: Complete stereo centers
plus two excellent power amplifiers. Accept,
control, and amplify signals from any stereo
or mono source.
ST70: Cathode·coupled phase inverter circuitry
preceded by a direct-coupled voltage amplifier.
Harmonic Distortion: less than 1 % from 25·
20.000 cps within 1 db of 70 watts. Frequency
Response: ±1/2db 10-50.000 cps.
ST40: Highly stable Williamson-type power
ampl ifiers . Harmonic Distortion: less than 1 %
from 40·20,000 cps within 1 db of 40 watts.
Frequency Response: ±1/2 db 12·25,000 cps.

listen to the EICO Hour, WABC-FM. N.Y. 95.5 MC. Mon.-Fri.. 7:15-8 P.M.
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Designed for all EICO FM equipment (HFT90,
HFT92, ST96) and any other component qual.
ity, wide -band FM tuners having multiplex
outputs, the new MX99 incorporates the best
features of both matrixing and sampling techniques. It is free of phase·distorting filters and
provides the required. or better·than·required,
suppression of all spurious signals including
SCA (67kc) background music carrier, reo
inserted 38kc sub-carrier, 19kc pilot carrier and
all harmonics thereof. This is very important
for high quality tape recording, where spurious
signals can beat against the tape recorder bias
oscillator and result in audible spurious tones
in a recording. This adaptor will syn<;hronize
with any usable output from the FM tuner and
will demodulate without significant distortion
tuner outputs as high as 7 volts peak·to·peak
(2.5 volts RMS) .
The MX99 is self· powered, provides entirely
automatic stereo/mono operation and includes
low impedance cathode follower outputs to per·
mit long lines. An indicator lamp turns on when
the station selected is broadcasting multiplex
stereo. A separation of 35db between channels
is typical across the entire audio spectrum. An
over·all gain of unity is provided from input to
output on both stereo and mono.

I-----~------------

EICO. 3300 N. Blvd .• l .I.C. I , N. Y.
A-2
1 o
Send free 32-page catalog & dealer's name
o
Send
new
36·page
Guidebook
to
HI·FI
for
I

I
I
II

which I enclose 25¢ for postage & handling.

Name """" "" _""""""" ",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_,_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
Address .,...................... __ ..-..._................ -.. -............. ..

C~..:::-:~::::...::.: : . :...::::..:o~ :: ~a~. ::.: .: _

'-

Over 2 MILLI(j)N EICO instruments in use.
Most EICO Dealers offer. budget terms.
.
. . Add 5% in West.

Export Dept. , Roburn Agencies Inc., 431 GreenWich St.. New York 13
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stant impedance switches for my stereo avoiding all further phone plugs, groundS,
amplifier. Two three-way switches are shields. I would standardize on a dou?le
mounted on a short angle frame; on one speaker plug arrangement, and converSlOn
side eight marked wires lead to all four cables would take care of mono, phone
output terminals for each channel, 0 (com- plugs, et a1. So now every set of phones
mon), 4, 8, 16, on the other side the usual that comes in gets a pair of. male J on~s
pair of 6-in. Jones females take the speak- plugs, taped together side by slde as a urut
ers (phones). With these I can now switch with black plastic tape. Four contacts, two
impedances in seconds, without unscrewing and two.
For Ampex monitoring (on the" A" side)
the terminals, for quick and handy adaptation to any speaker and for rapid A-B trials I have a simple cable conversion; a standof speakers or phones with different im· ard phone plug leads through a Y to my
norma l female phone receptacle, two Jones
pedance ratings.
This and many another more tempOl'ary . sockets taped together. (I don't use the
setup (such as my three-speaker hamesses more compact four-contact Jones connector
of a few years back) are invariably wired because I want to keep complete interfor the "B" system, always polarized to changeability. I can plug two separate exstandard and always 100 per cent inter- tension cords into these bound-together
changeable. Jes' fine and dandy. But now sockets, for instance, to connect anywhere
we have cathode followers and we have into my "B" system.) This little conversion
phones. The "B" system begins to get mixed cable just stays plugged into my Ampex.
For monitoring, the phones go directly into
up with the "A".
it, and become automatically mono, at
maybe 300 ohms. For binaural or "stereo,"
the phones pull free in a jiffy and are ready
Permoflux "A"
for two-channel work, without rewiring.
As long as I used phones merely for Very neat, I say.
mono monitoring I ran into few complicaFor multiple phone listening I now have
tions of this sort. My phones worked OK, a good looking five-holer box of side-bytoo, off the cathode-follower or monitor- side, built-in Jones females, wired in paralTurntable
style outputs. For many years now I have lel with a phase switch at one end for
Among transcription turntables,
used my two pairs of 1952 Permoflux checking- and for phase demonstration. I
the flawless Swiss-precision .
phones for this purpose, on a pair of Am- can plug in a stereo-mono switch if I need
pexes and various other machines. They extra drama in my phone presentation.
Thorens TD-124 stands alone . ..
just plug in-and they always make plenty
You'll note that I use a rigidly fourat tbe peak of performance, peak
of noise.
wire system, exactly like any stereo speaker
of precision workmanship, peak
These phones, you see, are precisely arrangement (and interchangeable with all
0f critical accl aim. res as un·
adapted to the "A" area monitor type of of mine) . It seems to me that four-wire
approachable by competition as if
circuitry. They are of a proper inlpedance connections are obviously right for all twoat the crest of its homeland Alps.
and sensitivity to "read" the Ampex and channel phones. We've long since converted
And -like clear, fresh, Alpine
other monitors with fully adequate volume, to four-wire in all phono cartridges and
never overloading the ci.rcuits. Their im- most pickup arms, though three-contact
snow on an isolated peak - your
pedance isn't marked on them for reference systems were common in the early stereo
record music, when played on a
but is, if I remember, around 600 ohms. period. Let's get away from that illusive
'TD-124, is completely unconWhatever it is, it works. They operate to and dangerous "common ground" and the
taminated. Not , a trace of wow,
.pe~!ection-1 can, indeed, "just plug them
phase confusions that it can create! We've
rumble or flutter. Created for
m.
always used four wires for speakers in
the' finest music systems, TD-124
It was thus an unpleasant surprise to find
stereo. Why anything less satisfactory in
improves any system not already
that the newer phones would not operate on phonesi
the same monitor circuits. No volume. Imusing it. It 's unmatched in
I've received a number of phones with
pedance too low. And yet they are furnished three-wire cabling, most with a so-called
performance ·and convenience.
with the "A" type phone plugs! Crazy. "ground" or shield as the co=on eircuit
Have to use transformers or extra amplifi- element. I have converted all of them to
Features: 4 speeds, all adjustable
cation to get any noise out of them.
(± 3%) while record is playing. Builtthe four-wire system-and let me tell you,
in iIluminate.d strobe. 111/2 lb., 12'
it isn't always easy. Some phones are herdual-table with exclusive clutch for
metically sealed. Some are stuck together
Permoflux "8"
fastest starts and smoothest running.
with foil and rubber cement; once opened
Built-in level a nd leveling sc rews.
Now soon after binaural and stereo first up you have to glue them together again.
Mirror-finished bearings. Replaceable
came along, in the early '50s, I discovered And some phone makers use that deadly
12" or 16" tone-arm mounting board.
that my Permofluxes would also play beau- cloth-and-metal-strand kind of connecting
Exceeds NAB specs for wow, rumble,
tifully and equally welJ out of a power lead that is virtually impossible to solder.
And so-on to a few of these actual
flutter. GUARANTEED FOR 1 FULL YEAR.
amplifier. Pretty loud and you had to watch
the volume control, but not nearly as loud phones themselves.
$99.75 net
as the new 8-ohmers. (These vary from 4 to
See and hear ALL the members of the
45 ohms but 8 is common.) With the vol"TD" fa mily of fine turntables at your
ume-control setting well advanced, the 2. SOME TWO-CHANNEL
dealers today, there's one
Permofluxes brought through no amplifier
PHONES
budget! For additional
noise and the sound quality was superb. If
tmm,:II1(',., write us direct .
must be as helpful as I can, and also
I
the mismatch hurt the amplifiers, I never
somewhat circumspect. I do not test via
had any evidence of it.
There was an added convenience in num- instruments in this column, as everybody
bers, I discovered. When I used phones for ought to know. (And yet 011e big manufacmore than one person, each added pair in turer once enthusiastically tried to persuade
parallel brought the resistance down and the management to have me "test" their
made the match better-the volume im- professional line of test instruments! I reproved slightly with each additional phone spectfully declined.) Mine is basically a
I used, up at least to five or six, the most listening evaluation, and that is that. LisI've tried. (You could work out these tening and its concomitant evaluations of
matching relationships, given the figures, convenience, comfort, practicability, and
according to conventional speaker match- musicianly satisfaction.
I've only tried four sets of phones so f ar,
ing procedure.)
with my ancient Permofluxes (not related
to the present model of the same name) as
Phone connectors
a convenient comparison standard. Good
So, a few years ago, I decided the time standard too, for those phones, back ten
had come for a new decision. I figured that years almost, were remarkably wisely dethe thing to do was to shift the phones ba- signed and are still beautifully adapted to
sically over to the "B" system of connec- hi-fi listening. Their designers solved cer- New Hyde Park, N. Y.
(Continued on page 55)
l
tors, along with my speakers and amplifiers,
...............

--
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Ch_tk ' hese Cabinarf
St"nd·O ut Featu res
Maximum
possible speaker
.
~~

respons~

Ex~pertly

engiJ1eered a nd

matcheCi
Ne wer low resona nce
Smoother mid-range
Le§s off-color tone
-:\t

.

~::

:~

mark I 8" model
11" hi gh x 9'/2 " dee p x 23" lon g
Shipp ing Weight : 27 Ib s.
Sculptured Front Waln ut Veneer, Oiled
Fini sh $30.00
Ext ended range speaker response 45
to 13, 000 cps. 8 Ohm imp.

mark ]I 12" model

14" hi gh x 11'/2" deep x 23 3/4" long
Shippi ng Weight : 37 Ibs.
Sculptured Front Walnut Veneer, Oiled
Finish $43.20
12" coa xi al incl. 3" Alni co V PM
t weeter. 8 Ohm imp. Speake r reo
sponse 40 t o 15,000 cps.

1It\k_-.o.R.~_.;.,.;;t]mill!'_ ~.m:unedj~~~ dU~L _ _
* E. T. Canby says, "The Cabinart sp ea ker system . .. is
really an astonishing piece of equ ipm ent at its price which
is an unbelievable $15 (mfgr's note: now $18) - spea ker
and enclosure, complete and integrated . .. with an 8"
speaker inside of quite extraordinary qua lity. I am really
impressed by the sound and by th e simple in genuity of
the entire construction." In Audio, November, 1961.
Reprin t of Mr. Ca nby's compl ete review of Cab inart speaker syste ms is
avai lable on requ es!.

Pioneers in hi fi quality since 1948.

CABINART
ACOUSTICAL DEV. CORP.

Haledon, New Jersey

Cabinart Is One Of America's Largest Manufacturers of Speaker
Systems and Enclosures

AUDIO
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Prices F.O.B. Facto ry

$2700
Unfinished

These units are also available from distributors everywhere. If your distributor does not
have these items in stock, place your order
DIRECT WITH US FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Your order will be shipped one day after it
is received!

r------------------------------------------·
Cabinart Acoust ical Dev. Corp .
39 Geye r St., Haledon , N. J .
Please ship the fol lowin g to be use d in my home for 10
full days. I unde rstand unit (s) may be retu rn ed and my money
refu nded with in that ti me unless fu ll y sat isf ied.

:

I·
I

I
I
J

...... ........ Mark I Unfini shed $18.00 ea ch
.. ............Mark 11 Unfini shed $27. 00 each
..............Ma rk I Oiled Wa lnut $30 .00 each
.............. Mark 11 Oil ed Wa ln ut $43.20 ea ch
(Please make check or money order payable to Cabi na rt Acou st ical. )
Name ________________________________
Address _____________________________
Cit y _____________________ State - - -
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EDITOR'S REVI EW
KITS
N 'fEE "PIONEER" YEARS it is most likely that the
main reason for purchasing a kit was to save
money; how else can we explain subjecting ourselves to the jumbled heap of parts and inadequate
instruction manuals which characterized the early efforts 1 Now, however, moneysaving is no longer the
prime reason for purchasing a kit-the amount of
money saved is just not enough any more. Besides,
with the modern trend towards labor-saving devices
(dishwashers, clothes dryers, power steering, electric
can openers, and so on), it is highly incongruous to
expect people to perform labor merely to save money.
If it isn't money, why are kits growing in popularity ~ Our guess is that the kit builder experiences a
tremendous amount of satisfaction and is happy to
tell everybody about it. Listen to a kit builder tell of
his trimnphs and difficulties in assembling his amplifier (or whatever) and there can be no doubt that a
small but vital part of him will always be within that
unit. He loves it.
This brings us to the nubbin' of the matter; as long
as we are dealing with a man in love, and not just a
moneysaver, why not give him something hc will
treasure: an instruction manual which instructs rather
than merely directs. Although current manuals are
adequate insofar as directions are concerned; they
require the builder to follow steps carefully, as in a
cooking recipe, to ensure success. The builder has not
the vaguest idea why a particular step is necessary
or what it means in relation to the unit he is building.
On the other hand, the only instruction he receives is
on how to solder.
'l'he most natural place to start would be with the
product itself. Almost every manual contains a description of the circuit, yet few are highly intOl'mative. They are not informative because the language
used is only understood by those who are already informed. Why not explain what ultra-linear operation
is all about? Or a long-tailed pair? Or a Baxendalltype tone control? All too often we find words of this
level used in the circuit description while the construction-step terminology is at the level of the novice.
The logic is wrong here; it is the beginner who needs
to be informed about the circuit, and therefore the
terminology should be at his level. But we can't assume that he won't want to understand the design
thinking that went into the product just because he
is a beginner. At least he should be given some real
meat to chew on if he wants to eat. By providing a
thorough circuit explanation, using careful termi-

I

nology, both the novice and the advanced kit builder
will find it valuable.
Another area which could be expanded profitably
is related to the construction sequence. Those of us
who have a considerable amount of experience in kit
building know that a great deal of thought is concentrated in this area. Usually the sequence reflects the
best soldering and assembly techniques available. Thus,
a discussion of the thinking that went into the construction sequence will inform the kit builder about
how to avoid ground loops and hum as well as the
how and why of shielding-plus a variety of other
techniques. Here again, if the terminology is carefully
selected, the instruction would be applicable from the
newest noyice to the advanced assembler.
For maximum value, the descriptions should be related to a construction unit. For example, the circuit
explanation and construction thinking related to the
power supply should be read just prior to assembling
it. In this way the instruction and the experience are
integrated. We feel that both the kit builder and the
manufacturer will gain: The kit builder will profit
because he is much better informed about the object
of his interest; the manufacturer will profit because
he has customers who are enamored to the point of
, 'telling the world."

THE TECHNICAL MAN
Recently we had a conversation with a charming
lady who seems to think that the technical man (that
means you and me) is a rather peculiar beast who
lives primarily to manipulate a slide rule and conjure
mysterious devices (which will certainly destroy everybody) . Unfortunately, there are too many people who
agree with this lady's estimation of the technical man
-without really knowing what they are talking about.
All that these people need do is glance at the pages of
AUDIO to disabuse them of the idea that we technical
people do not read about, and understand, much more
than the mysterious jargon of our secret cult. Consider the wide range and thoroughly musical orientation of our Record Revues; or the wide spectrum of
thought reflected in ABOUT MUSIC. Our answer to
these uninformed, but wordy critics comes from Alexander Pope's" Essay on Criticism" Part III:

The bookf~tl blockhead ignomntly ?'ead,
With loads of lea?'ned lumbe?- in his head,
With his own tongue still edifies his ea?-s,
And always list'ning to himself appears.
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to get to

stereo fluxvalve p-ickup_
PICKERING & COMPANY INC. o'{fers the stereo flu :Valve pickup in the

foll~wing

models : the

Calibration Standard 381, the Collector's Series 380, the Pro-Standard Mark II and the Stereo 90.
Priced from $16.50 to $60,00, available at audio specialists everywhere.
.. FOR

THO SE

WHO

C AN

H E AR

THE

D I F F ERE NeE

.J

,'ckerlng and Compan,.-Plalnvlew. Long Island, New York
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A Test Record for Evaluating
Stereophonic Systems
B. B. BAUER, G. SIOLES, A. SCHWARTZ , AN D A. GUST::
A sweep-frequency test reveals resonances and other
faults not necessarily uncove red by spot frequencies.

Convention of the Audio
Engineering Society in New York
an interested crowd of engineers
and audio specialists gathered daily to
watch an operator place a pickup on a
record and an automatic recorder draw
a CUl"ve on graph paper-in just over
one minute. This seemingly insignificant
event was fully appreciated by the tech-

A

T THE LAST

* CBS LabomtoTies, Stamford, Conn.

nical audience: here was a test record
which could be used to automatically
record phonograph characteristics. Significantly, although aimed mainly at the
requirements of pickup designers and
audio professionals, the new record answers several important needs of the
high fidelity enthusiasts.
Conventional test records contain
25-30 spot frequency tones per channel.
To evaluate a pickup or a phonograph

18

system, the user p lays the record and
reads the output in db on a VTVM. Then
a correction for the record calibration is
added (by careful users). This provides
the pickup response data which is then
transferred manually to semi-logarithmic graph paper. With two channels and
two sets of crosstalk (separation) points
the complete procedure takes the better
part of an hoUl".
The CBS Laboratories STR-IOO has a
full set of spot frequency tones, with
voice announcements preceding each
tone, and it also includes two precisely
cut sweep-frequency bands, one each for
the left and right channels. These bands
are synchronized to operate with a General Radio Type l 52l-A recorder at a
chart speed of TY2 ipm. The first band
starts with a 1000-cps left channel "keying" tone, which may be used to set
level. As soon as this tone ceases the
frequency drops to 40 cps and starts
rising immediately and continuously at a
logarithmic time-rate of 1 decade in 24
seconds. Thus the sweep from 40 to
20,000 cps requires 24 log (20,000/40) =
64.8 seconds. After a brief pause (which
is sufficiently long to allow the operator
to reset the recorder) a 1000-cps rightchannel tone is heard and this is similarly followed by a sweep from 40 to
20,000 cps. If one channel of a stereophonic pickup is connected to the automatic recorder the response and separation CUl"ves for the particular channel
will be obtained in a fraction of the time
formerly requu:ed. A typical set is shown
in Fig. 1.
Another significance of the sweep test
is that spot frequencies tell only about
the performance at specific points of the
spectrum and the sweep test provides
information about performance at every
frequency. Users may be surprised to
discover that a pickup which appears to
be "flat" with a spot frequency test may
be fo und to have a peak or dip between
the frequency spots !
A circuit for starting the recorder
automatically when the keying tone
ceases is shown in Fig. 2.
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The 1000-cps keying tone preceding
the sweep initiates the cycle. All relays
are initially de-energized as shown in
the schematic diagram. Left and right
channel inputs are combined in the
cathode of VI insuring that the keying
tone will be present for either direct or
crosstalk measurements. The cathode follower output is fed to the high gain amplifier, V., through a high-Q, LC, 1000cps filter allowing only 1000 cps to feed
through. Following this usage is a cathode fo llower, V s ) employed as a power
amplifier to drive a sensitive relay, K 1
(Elgin Advance) after rectification by
the two IN2482 diodes. A Zener diode
and clipping-range control prevent highsignal levels from overheating the sensitive relay.
With Kl energized, relay K z is energized and locks itself across the power
supply through contact 1. At the cessation of the keying tone, K 1 is de-energized-therebyactuating Ks which starts

Are there any buzzes or rattles in the
loudspeakers or the cabinet ~ (This might
indicate poorly tracking pickup, dirt in
the voice coil, loose panels in the cabinet,
and so forth.) I s the glide tone r elatively
steady in loudness or does it go through
a series of up-and-down gyrations ~
(Small variations are normal; large variations might indicate that the pickup or
the loudspeakers are inadequate or that
the room needs additional sound absorbtion in the form of carpet, drapes, or
similar materials.)
In this manner, just by p laying bands
1A and 2A, a listener can quickly spot
trouble or r eassure himself that everything is all right-in less than three
minutes.
The technical user who does not have
a l'ecorder available but must employ
spot frequency bands for calibrations
work will still find that the sweep-tone
bands have an added value. Unexpected

._. ::-,.: J:--= '

Fi g . 1. Automatically plotted re sponse a nd cross-talk curve s of ty pical h igh-grade
mag netic pi ck up.

the recorder motor at the instant the
sweep begins. At the termination of the
sweep band, the reset switch is manually
set at RESET momentarily to de-energize
K2 and the circuit is then ready for the
next sweep.
The Th ree M inute Test

The sweep tone bands, 1A and 2A,
originally were intended for audio engineers and pickup designers with access
to an automatic curve recorder. Even
without a recorder, however, these bands
provide a rapid and convenient qualitative appraisal of the reproducing system. They will help to answer a number
of questions. Are the left and right channels correctly connected'! (A surprising
number of sets ar e reversed.) Do the left
and right sounds appear to originate at
the appropriate loudspeakers throughout the glide tone duration (which indicates good channel separation) or do
they wander in between or beyond the
loudspeakers (which would indicate poor
channel separation ) ,

AUDIO
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peaks, dips, buzzes or rattles are revealed which otherwise might remain undetected with the spot frequency test
alone.

nouncements are then heard directly
over the loudspeakers. (See Fig . 3.)
Start with the left channel and play
band 3A. Note the meter reading and
call this "0" db for the 1000-cps tone.
As the voice announcements in the loudspeaker identify the frequencies being
reproduced make a note of the db r eadings. With an ideal pickup performance, they should be as shown in Table I.
TABLE I
R elative
Output
Fl'eqttency

1000
20,000 to 500
400
300
200
100
80
60
50
40
30
25
20

(db)

o

o

- 2
- 4.4
- 3
-14
-16
-18.4
- 20
-22
-24.4
-26
-28

Next, without changing connections,
turn the record over and play band 3B.
A similar set of readings will be obtained, except this time they will indicate
crosstalk. Plot relative output in db vs.
frequency, which should provide a curve
similar to Fig. 1, except, of course, on a
point-by-point basis. Repeat for the
other channel, and the task is done. Corrections for deviation from ideal response are not needed.
Similar measurements can be performed on ceramic pickups. To this end,
the left and right channels should be
terminated with 10,000-ohm resistors.
An ideal ceramic pickup terminated in
this manner will have a response as in
Table I and it will work satisfactorily if
connected to the input terminals normally intended for magnetic pickups.

Using the Spot Frequency Test

Two bands are provided (3A and 3B)
each of which contain 30 spot frequency
test tones for the left and right channels,
respectively, with voice announcements
pl'eceding each tone . Since this record
has been primarily designed to serve the
needs of the scientific worker, these
bands have been placed on the opposite
sides of the record in exact spatial relationship so that the respective tones are
at the same distance from the center of
the record. This arrangement improves
the accuracy of record calibration.
With magnetic pickups, an auxiliary
plug and jack arrangement may be used
to allow the pickup to be "bridged" with
the VTVM, and simultaneously connected to a preamplifier with correct termination impedance, as recommended by
the pickup manufacturer. The voice an-

Limits of Response

In a less formal fashion, the spot frequency bands may be used to "estimate"
the frequency limits of your equipment
-or of your own sense of hearing or
that of your friends. This is because of
the convenience afforded by the voice
announcements. Starting at the beginning of band 3A, adjust the 1000-cps
tone for a moderately loud signal and
then observe the announcement following which you can just perceive a high
frequency tone. The succeeding tones
will become louder as the frequency is
decreased, and then weaker again as
tlIe low-frequency end is approached.
Observe in the low-frequency end which
frequency just can be heard. Repeat for
the r ight channel band 3B. Here are the
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400pf
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RIGHT o-J
2
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CLIPPING •
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"ELG IN ADVANCE"
SV/ 1C/ 1600

,----------------,
I
I
I

G. R. LEVE L
RECORDER

I

I
I
I
I
I
L -

I
I
I
I

RELAY
POWER
SUPPL Y

OMAN

o

RESET
RUN

I

L..:F--=F--4....J

~-----!--<l

MAN.

o RESET
RUN
MAN.

o

RESET

RUN

'SET (A) FOR +3. 75 VOLTS
RELATIVE TO 12 8Y 7 PLATE.

Fig . 2. Synchron iz in g circ uit fo r au to matica ll y sta rtin g curve reco rde r.

facts about the approximate frequency
Tange of your system!
You may wish to repeat these tests
with the treble, bass, and rumble controls
in different positions and note what difference they make in the frequency response of your system.
Response Cha racteristics

In designing a test record there is always the question as to which response
-characteristic to provide. In the STR100 a constant displacement characteristic is provided below 500 cps and a con.stant velocity characteristic above 500
cps. This means that the response of a
'perfect velocity-responsive (magnetic or
dynamic) pickup will rise at 6 db per
.octave below 500 cps and will be "fiat"
.above 500 cps, as indicated by Table I.
In this manner, the pickup performance
is evaluated by comparing it with two
·straight lines, which simplifies the task.
Some test records in the past have

been recorded with constant-velocity
characteristic at all frequencies. This introduces a problem in that amplitudes
at low frequencies become unmanageably
large; therefore the response must be
broken into two separate bands, one recorded at a level 20 db below the other.
This approach does not lend itself to a
good graphical presentation on a curve
recorder, and, therefore, it was not
considered.
Why not use the RIAA characteristic ~
There is an argument in favor of this
approach, which runs as follows (see
Fig. 4) : Let a test record be recorded
with the RIAA characteristic, (A) of
Fig. 4, then an ideal velocity-responsive
pickup will reproduce this characteristic
on a velocity basis, (B) of Fig. 4. The
preamplifier is designed to provide an
inverse characteristic (C), of Fig. 4;
therefore the output of the amplifier into
the loudspeaker voice coil or dummy
load will be constant as a function of
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frequency, (D) of F 'ig. 4. If this event
takes place, then the over-all system is
satisfactory.
This argument IS fine with two exceptions: First, in the event the over-all
response of the system is not fiat, then
the user has no convenient means of determining whether the problem is with
the amplifier on the pickup. Of course,
one could measure the pickup by itself
and compare the resulting curve with the
published RIAA characteristic, on a
point-by-point basis. This is far less
convenient than simply matching response against two straight lines. Second, because of the rise of the RIA A
curve above 2120 cps, cutters and recording styli cannot handle the output on a
steady-state basis at standard recording
level, and it becomes necessary to produce the record at considerably below
the standard level. This would introduce
the possibility of error because of noise
and rumble.
A test record with RIAA characteris-
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tic would be useful for over-all checks
of packaged equipment. But it would not
be convenient for testing high-fidelity
components, where each component must
meet specific performance standards.

...
,----- - - --,

For the designer who wishes to assure
himself of the performance of a preamplifier for magnetic pickups, an RIAA
function generator has been devised.
This circuit is composed of Rand C elements, and it may easily be constructed
by any technical person (Fig. 5). The
design of this generator follows the
theory previously employed to calculate
an ideal compensation network for
ceramic phonograph repro!iucers.1 When
connected to a low impedance amplifier
(30 ohms or less), and driven by a constant voltage oscillator, the circuit will
develop an ideal RIAA shaped curve
across a 10-ohm r esistor. With an input
voltage of 8 volts, the output at 1000 cps
is about 10 millivolts. With constant
voltage input to the RIAA generator
network, the output of the magnetic
pickup preamplifier should be "flat" for
all audio frequencies. Then, a pickup
whose response follows the two straight
lines of the STR-I00 test record, will
produce an ideal response with an
RIAA-cut r ecord and a particular amplifier.
The STR-I00 also may be used to test
the over-all system performance. In that
case, the r esponse in db will be the difference between the RIAA response and
the STR-I00 response. This is given in
Table II.
Low-Frequency Sw eep

In the STR-I00 record, low-frequency
sweep bands are available for the left
and right channels, from 200 down to
10 cps. These sweep frequency bands,
4A and 5A, are recorded at a level + 3 db
above the standard recording level to
provide a rather severe tracking test at
low frequency, which is conven ient for
testing arm and speaker resonance. Each
band starts with a keying tone of approximately 1000 cps. The cessation of
this tone indicates that the sweep is
starting. This low frequency sweep is
also synchronized to the General Radio
Type 1521-A recorder.
Because the chart paper of the recorder does not go down to 10 cps, bands
4A and 5A have been recorded in a descending mode. In this manner, if the
200-cps point is placed correctly on the
chart, all the other frequencies will
properly be in place. The motor drive
of the recorder shou ld be set in the
"reverse" mode of operation, the pen
1 B. B. Bauer, "Compensation networks
for ceramic phonograph reproducers,"
I.R.E. Transactions on Audio; Jan.-Feb.,

1957.
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RIAA Function Generator

PRE AMPLIFIER

I

I

AUXILl~R~7

--

_

I
__ ___ J

PLUG AND
JACK

'Y
HIGH Z
VTVM

PICKUP

Fig. 3. Au x iliary plug and jack for spot-frequency mea suremen ts.

TABLE II
Fl'equency

Relative
Output
(doh)

1000
20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1500
1000

0
-19.5
-18.8
-17.7
-16.6
-153
-13.7
-11.9
9.6
8.2
6.6
4.8
- 2.6
- 1.5
0

Fl'equency

800
600
500
400
300
200
150
100
80
60
50

Relative
Outpttt
(rib)

+ 0.7
+1.8
+ 2.6
+ 1.9
+1.1
+ 0.2
-0.6
- 0.9
-1.3
-2.3
-3.0
-4.2
-5.8
-7.0
-8.6

being placed at 200 cps aud the gear
engaged as soon as the keying tone has
ceased. The sweep will end off the chart.
If desired, the recording may be started
at the 2000-cps ordinate on the chart
continuing down to 100 cps; remembering however for correct presentation to
divide all frequencies by 10.

Arm Resonance Test

The low-frequency sweep is ideal for
detecting and remedying any arm resonance that may be present. 'The principle
is illustrated in Fig. 6, by the vector
velociti es acting on the stylus under

rPI~C~KU~P
CDCISCCCCCC~·~ccccc5~

three conditions of arm resonance. Symmetrical resonance is shown (A) of Fig.
6. Here the resonance generates a velocity, Va, which is additive with say, the
left modulation velocity, V!; since no
crosstalk velocity is generated, separation is unaffected: Symmetrical r esonance shows up as a peak or dip in the
main channels. In (B) of Fig. 6 a condition of vertical arm resonance is illustrated: Here the arm velocity, Va) at
resonance produced by the modulation
velocity, V!) introduces a component of
crosstalk velocity, - V, .. This will result in
a loss of channel separation. (C) of
Fig. 6 shows the effect of horizontal or
torsional arm resonance: Again the
velocity Va introduces a crosstalk velocity component, V, .. Torsional resonances,
often have a high "Q" and the loss of
separation may be in the form of sharp
"peaks" in the crosstalk channel graph.
These often go undetected by the spotfrequency test, but are clearly evident
with the sweep-tone test.
Standard-Level Test

For some time there has been a need
for accurately calibrated standard 1000cps tones for specifying pickup sensitivity data. Standard lateral recording level
is 5 cm per second rms velocity at 1000
cps, which corresponds to 5/y2 = 3.54
cm per second rms velocity for each of
the two 45-45 deg. channels. Thus the
voltage sensitivity of a pickup measured
on the STR-I00 record can be expressed

________________

RECORDING
C HARAC TE RISTI C

PICKUP OUTPUT

~~~
~

____________

AMP LIF IER
EQUALI ZATI ON

~~
~

OUTPUT

/

~I

i~
FREQUENCY cps

(A)

(B)

(C)

(0)

Fig. 4 . Freq uency-respon se rel a tions h ips b e tween record and amp lifier output.
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plays all the bands in these groups
without evidence of distortion or rattle,
then it probably has an adequate margin
of safety. You can try to reduce the
stylus force of this pickup. On the other
hand, if only the first 1 or 2 bands of
these groups will play without evidence
of rattle or distortion, then probably a
greater stylus force is indicated, or there
is something wrong with the pickup.

---

/"

V

V

50

V-

/

--

/

/

V

Lateral and Vertical Compliance
FREQ UENCY IN CYCLES PER SECON D

1000

500

100

2000

10,000

20,000

POWER
AMPLIFIER.

Fig. 5 . RIAA func ti on g e ne ra to r fo r t esti ng ma g net ic pi ck up p reamplifier.

in terms of volts per cha=el for 5 cm/
sec rms lateral velocity.
Wavelength-Loss Test

The corresponding left and right highfrequency bands, lB-6B and 2B-7B, at
the outside and inside radii of side Bare
intended for research studies of highfrequency response as a function of
stylus force and mass, radius, wear, and
other pickup design factors. In this
manner the engineer will be able to determine the effect that a particular
pickup design may have on high frequency response and record life.
The wavelength-loss bands contain
only the high frequencies- 20,000, 18,000,
16,000, 14,000, 10,000, and 5000 cps, in
addition to the 1000-cps reference level.
The recording level of these bands has
been purposely placed well below the
standard 1000-cps reference level of
bands 6A and 7A. To test the wear at
the left channel side of the stylus, for
example, turn the volume control to
normal "loud" level, and the bass control
to a minimum setting to attenuate any
hum and rumble in the system. Start the
pickup at the outside of band lB. As the
voice announcements are made, listen for
the just perceptible highest frequency
tone. Then repeat this test on band 6B,
and again note the just perceptible high-

est frequency. If it is the same frequency
and level as in lB, then the stylus is
probably a fine one and the stylus force
is not unduly large. If the just perceptible tone in the inner bands is at a lower
frequency, or is considerably less audible
than the corresponding tone in the outer
band, then the stylus needs replacement
or the stylus force should be reduced.
The wavelength loss or the wear test
for the right channel side of the stylus
employs bands 2B and 7B.
Compliance a nd Tra cking Test

Can your pickup properly track heavily modulated low-frequency tones such
as common to organ music and the
like? A partial answer to this question
will have been provided already by the
low-frequency sweep test. Any pickup
which passes this test without perceptible distortion is apt to do well even on
the heavily modulated passages. A more
quantitative answer is given with the aid
of band groups 4B and 5B. These consist of 100-cps latemlly and vertically
modulated grooves, respectively, with
progressively increasing amplitudes of
modulation .
.
Band groups 4B and 5B also are helpfuJ in selecting the minimum proper tracking force for a pickup. If the pickup

-v,

Band groups 4B and 5B also are intended to provide an operational measurement of lateral and vertical compliances. Lateral compliance measurement
by means of compliance meter2 is well
known, but a similar meter for vertical
compliance has not been made available.
The bands are recorded with lateral
(for 4B) and vertical (for 5B) modulation at peak amplitudes of .001, .002,
.003, .004, and .005 cm respectively. To
measure lateral or vertical compliance,
adjust the stylus force, in grams, until
the pickup just fails to track one of the
respective bands in groups 4B or 5B. At
this point the displacement divided by
compliance just equals the tracking force.
Compliance in cm per dyne is given by
the equation:
C ==

peak amplitude in cm
980 x stylus force in grams

The lateral compliance determined by
use of the bands in group 4B may be at
variance from the lateral compliance
measured with a compliance meter. This
is because the actual force on the groovewalls may vary from that determined
with the gram gauge, as a result of the
arm friction, side thrust, arm inertia,
and so forth.
Conclusion

The STR-IOO record brings to the
audio specialist and the high-fidelity enthusiast a combination of tools which
permit obtaining factual information in
a rapid and convenient manner. In addition to the quantitative measurements
which it affords, it provides the following important value : Any system capable of playing this record on both sides
with correct left-right placement, smooth
and extended frequency range, and absence of distortion or evidence of poor
tracking will offer strong presumptive
evidence of being in "top-notch" operating condition.
JE
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Fig . 6 . Crosstalk conditions for differe nt arm resonances.
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2 B. B. Bauer. "Measurement of Mechanical Compliance and Damping of
Phonograph Pickups," Journal of the
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The Transistor Amplifier
GEORGE FLETCHER COOPER

Here is a basic circuit for a general purpose amplifier which can be made to
deliver powers ranging from 100 mw up to lOw with minimum design effort

one seems to
come across a really simple circuit
which is easily designed and can be
used over and over again in a variety of
sizes. Sometimes, indeed, the circuit becomes so attractive to the designer's eye
that he persists in using it even where it
is completely unsuitable. I don't know
whether I have reached this point of
negative return yet with the transistor
amplifier circuit I am describing here: I
hope not, but at the moment it really
looks like the answer to many problems
that are around. That is why the title at
the head of the page is so forthright.
I find that a basic two-stage transistor
amplifier which can work efficiently when
the second stage is delivering real power
is an extremely useful standard part.
Real power in this context has meant
anything from 100 mw up to 10 w, depending on the scale in which the design
has·been planned, but in each application
the design procedure has been exactly
the same with only the numbers changing. What is more the design has been
modified very easily to provide a highpower economy circuit which I will describe in a following article.
The output stage of a general purpose
amplifier is most conveniently made a
grounded emitter stage. It is very attractive at first to consider a ground collector
stage with its very low output impedance
but when you come to work out the drive
circuit your enthusiasm is rapidly
damped by the high voltage swing
needed. I lost all my love for the
grounded base circuit in the days of
point contact transistors, when only too
often there just was no choice but to accept the input transformer needed for
the low emitter impedance.. Split-load
circuits have, on paper, considerable attractions and if I were designing an
amplifier in which high quality and economy were to be wedded I should investigate them closely.
The other problem with the output
stage is whether it should be class A or
class B. When using transistors there is
a whole bunch of factors to be taken
into account which we never had with
tubes. In general with class B the output
transformer will be smaller, because

E

VERY NOW AND AGAIN
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there is no polarizing magnetic flux, or
not much anyway, to make you use a big
gap and more turns. The power consumption will be less, though in the fo llowing article I shall show you that for
moderate quality this does not have to be
true. Smaller transistors can be used.
Against all these advantages we must
consider that a class-B stage uses two
transistors where a class-A stage needs to
use only one, and this is not only an

I find that most amplifiers do not need
to be power economizers. Either they are
running off the power line and use transistors solely for reliability, or they run
off rechargeable batteries (for example
in an automobile) where current economy has not really very much justification. This affects the question of weight,
too. If you want a pocket job or a tenwatt amplifier you can hide in your beard
there is nothing in this article for you.

-------~~-------t_---

Fig . 1. The basic
circuit.

IN

o-JI--~-t-I

-14v

IlL

--t-----~~-------t_------1 4v

Fig. 2 . Roehr's 2watt high-quality
ampl ifier .

economy in itself but gets rid of all the
phase-splitting circuit problems. When
the bias goes a little wrong in a class-A
stage it affects the quality at signal
peaks, but with a class-B stage the lowlevel quality can get very bad indeed if
the bias goes wrong and you get crossover distortion. For some reason this
kind of distor,t'l.pn sounds much worse, at
a given perctrdage harmonic, than peak
clipping. I would guess that this is because every cycle of a r eal signal must
cross the base line but the high peaks are
only a small fraction of the time.

FEBRUARY, 1962

IlL
2N376

As you may have realized this preamble leads to the fact that the output stage
is to be class A. This is a deliberate
choice in which long-term economy in the
firs t design and quality in the second is
traded for simplicity. We now go on to
consider the driver for a class-A
grounded-emitter output stage.
Drivers for transistor power stages
introduce far more problems than do
their tube counterparts. The input impedance of the power stage is generally
low and a substantial drive current is
needed. This tends to settle the operating
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level of the drivel' at a higher level than
we should expect from tube practice unless we choose to use a transformer.
Without a transformer we take the drive
current at the full supply voltage even
though we really need only a fraction of
it. The other problem is that of drive
circuit impedance. In low-level transistor
amplifier stages we try to use a high
source impedance because of the nonlinearity of the input characteristic. This
keeps the input current undistorted and
as the transistor is a current amplifier
this is what we need. You will remember
that in tube circuits there is an upper
limit to the grid circuit impedance above
which grid current distortion becomes
troublesome. When we come to use power
transistors, however, we need to deal also
with the way in which the current amplification factor, beta, falls as the current
rises. The over-all result is that when the
power transistor has this sort of charac-

tween the two stages and eliminate these
components entirely. The biasing of the
drivel' stage then takes control of the
whole amplifier.
It is perhaps time to draw the basic
circuit diagram. Figul·e 1 shows the ou tline of the circuit which requires both
discussion and development. The output
transistor must first be selected. Let us
assume that we are using a 14-volt supply and that for practical reasons to be
considered later the peak collector swing
will be 10 volts. If we now decide the
output power we want all else will follow
quite logically. To start with let us take
an output power of 10 watts. At 10 volts
peak we need a peak current swing of 2
amps (10 volts x 0.707 x 2 amps x 0.707 =
7 volts rms x 1.4 amps rms =10 watts).
The steady collector current of Trg must
be rather more than 2 amps so that it is
not completely cut off on the down
swing. The quiescent dissipation in Tg is

r-----------------------~--------------------~----__O -24v

liE

T2

~--_+--------------------~----------------~----+___o O

Fig. 3. This circuit provides more gain t han Fig. 2 w ith good damping fo r t he load .
secondary impedance =: 10,000 ohms, secondary inductan ce = 5 h. T2 primary impe dance =: 50 ohms, primary inductance = 33 mho Appare nt ou t put imp e dance = 1/40
x load impedance. With 1 8-vol t supply use CST1739 for Tr2. )

(TI

teristic it is profitable to use a low drive
impedance and get a distortion balancing effect. At high base currents the base
impedance is low, so that we get rather
more base dl·ive for our input volts than
we should: this is the input circuit distortion. However, this high base current
is not amplified as much as it should be
so that the over-all effect is to give less
distortion than either effect independently would prove. Like all distortion
balancing schemes it is by no means perfect, but it does suggest that a low impedance drivel' is a good idea.
Here we want Cl'll"rent drive, but not
much in the way of voltage and an emitter fo llower or grounded collector stage
will be exactly what is needed. We find
that it has even more to commend it. The
low impedances involved would make it
necessary to use very large capacitances
and rather low-resistance bias circuits.
With the emitter follower it is perfectly
practicable to use direct coupling be-

therefore 20 watts, and if the junction
is not to rise more than 50 deg. C above
the ambient temperature we need a thermal resistance, junction-to-ambient, of
2.5 deg. C/W. A good big transistor, say
the Clevite 2N1147, has at worst 1 deg
C/W internally, so the transistor must
be mounted on a plate giving 1.5 deg.
C/W. This is a sheet of painted aluminum, perhaps 50 sq. in. and .1-in. thick:
it rather depends on whose curves you
look at what size it COllles out. You will
need silicone grease to fill the space between transistor shell and cooling fin so
that there is no air to impede the heat
flow .
The choice of power has fixed transistor and also its cooling plate. The transformer, too, is pretty well fixed. The load
impedance presented at the primary side
must be 5 ohms (10 volts/2 amps), so
that if the response is to be 3-db down
at 80 cps the inductance must be (5/211: x
80) h =10 mh. Other frequencies, of
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course, and you alter the inductance in
proportion. The core must be gapped
and must have enough iron to remain
below saturation even with the peak current of 4 amps flowing. And as you do
not want to waste signal power in the
winding resistance you will need enough
copper to keep the resistance below, say,
1,4 ohm. The secondary, naturally, depends on the load and is just the usual
transformer problem.
Now we turn to R I . I have found two
quite widely separated descriptions of
this circuit which both come independently to the conclusion that across RI we
should drop about 1.5 volts. For our 2
amp quiescent current this makes RI =:
0.75 ohms. This is the sort of resistance
value you need to construct for yourself,
remembering that it must dissipate 3
watts. Do not use ordinary resistance
wire for this: most resistance wires have
very low temperature coefficients and
there is some advantage in making this
resistance from copper or nickel wire
with a good big structure to get rid of
the heat. Then when the ambient temperature r ises the resistance rises too,
thus helping to counteract the increase
in transistor cut-off current. This 1.5
volts in R I ) the half-volt in the transformer and the transistor saturation
voltage account for much of the difference between the 14-volt supply and the
limit of 10 volts peak.
1<-'01' a I -watt amplifier we should have
proceeded in exactly the same way, to
arrive at a current of 0.2 amp, a transistor dissipation of 2 watts, a load impedance of 50 ohms and an emitter resistance, R I ) of 7.5 ohms. The transformer
primary inductance for an 80 cps 3-db
point will be 100 mh, or for 40 cycles 200
mho All these calculations you can do in
your head as you go along.
Now you need to know the current gain
of the output transistor. We have already decided this is not a constant, so
we look at the charaderistics to find
what base cm-rent we need for om· quiescent collector cm-rent and also what base
current we need for the full drive cm·rent. Sometimes we can get this directly
from the maker's data, sometimes we
need a roundabout approach. Picking
out another set of data since I don't have
the 2N1147 data handy, I find that at 4
amps the current gain is 36 and at 2
amps it is 45. A driver must then provide a peak current of 4/36 = 110 ma
and should run at a quiescent current of
2 amps/45 = 44 rna. It is advantageous to
use transistors with higher current gains
than this, bu t anyway, for our example)
we find we need a driver which can go up
to 110 mao There is no difficulty in finding a suitable transistor.
The transistor characteristics also tell
me that to get this· base current into T2
I shall need around 0.5 volts drop, base-
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WIN EMPzaE'S 1 ANNUAL 'aeUHDTIE-weaLD MUSIC FESTIVAL(F~R)
ST

A 'Round-the-World m usical trip, lasting 21 days, awaits the lucky winner
(and his guest) of Empire's 1st Annual
Music Contest. Imagine ... you'll be
attending such greats as the Athens,
Dubrovnik, Bregenz, Salzburg, Bayreuth, and Edinburgh Festivals. You'll
be taken on personalized tours through
many world-famous cultural centers,
like Rome, Paris, and Munich; plus special field trips, such as a tour of the
MGM factory in Hamburg, etc. And
best of all, this is at no cost to you!
Transportation, rooms, meals, tickets
and tours are pre-paid by Empire .. .
your host on this incomparable trip.
Your Hi-Fi dealer bas complete itinerary.

ROM" pafiiithl~
tt\e optn all \ \\a optflbY

••", 01to","",,;,.

~

•

~\ArHENS

~"LI8dRIi l~
~'fta@aflZ ~ I
OFFICIAL RULES
1. On an officia l entry f orm . or plai n
sta t ion ery. li st a ll th e o u t,st a nding f ea tures
(code lette r s) o f th e New Empire .Trou bador in th e ir o rd er of impo rtanc e. Onl y
on e entry p er per son . Be s ure t o inc lude
your add ress.
2. Judge s w il l be d e t ermin ed by Empire
Sc ie ntific Co rp. Th e e n t ry f o rm l is t in g t h e
ou tstand in g fea t u res i n th eir o rder at i m po rt a nce exac tl y as o n th e j ud ges' l i st w ill
be th e winn er. In t he event of a t ie, an
opi n ion Qu est ion on "record p layb ac k system s" wi ll be se n t to a ll contes t ants invo lved in th e ti e. T he judge s, as. de t er·
min ed by Em pi re Sc ientific Co rp ., wi ll
judge th e answers t o th e op inio n ques ti on
on t he bas is o f o ri g i na l i t y and ap tn ess o f
th ought. Th e pa r t ic ipant s u bm itting th e
be st answer in th e opin ion o f th e j udges
wi ll be th e winn er. Th e d ec is ion of th e
j udges wi ll be fin al.
3. Th e prize m u st b e accep t ed as sc hed ul ed i n advertise m ents. An y t a x o r liabil ity per tai nin g t o th e award w i ll be t he
sole re spon si bi l ity o f t h e win ner. No s ub stitu tion o f th e p r ize wi ll b e a il owe d.
Empi re Scien t ific Corp . rese rves th e ri g ht
at all times t o c hange t he f es t iva ls and
cit ies named wi th ou t no t ice.
4 _ Ent ry enve lopes m u st be postma r ked
n o later t ha n midnig h t June 15, 1962. All
entri es b ecom e th e p rop er ty of Empire
Sc ienti fic Cor p., and none w ill b e re tu rn e d _
Mail entries to Em p ire Scient i fic Corp.,
Box 615, Ga rden City, Long Islan d. N Y
5. T he co ntest i s open t o a ll r es idents o f
. th e Uni ted St a t es an d Ca nada. Th e co n·
tes t is prohibi te d t o e mployees o f t h e
Em pi re Scie ntific Corp., its· se lling age nts,
affi l iated compani es. its adverti sing agency, an d t he ir fam ili es. Thi s co n tes t is
subjec t to Fede ral, State. a nd local r egu lations.
6. Wi nner wi ll be n oti fi ed by m ail n o t lat er
than 15 days after fina l d rawin g.
7. Winn er and gues t of his c ho ice w ill b e
flown by jet pl an e ac ross th e At lantic. All
co nnec tin g i nterc ity tra n s portat ion wi ll
be arranged by Em pi re Sc ien tif ic Co rp . All
ho tel accommoda t ion s, m ea ls (2 per day ).
fa res, s ightsee ing, admi ssio n s t o f estiva l s,
and t ran spor ta ti on f rom t er m inals to a irport s wi ll be paid fo r by Em pi re. T h e
above is onl y va lid if pri ze i s acce pted as
sc hedul ed.

HINT: Your local dealer has entry
blank·s ... and Empire Troubadors ...
ask him for a live demonstrationhe'll be happy to oblige. Pay close
attention to the "silent" Empire 208
3-speed turntable; Empire 980 dynamically balanced playback arm ,
featuring the sensational Dyna-LiftEmpire 108 first truly compatible
mono-stereo cartridge; and handsome walnut base. Complete: $200.

Have you ever dreamt of attending an international programme tour th rou gh such cultural centers as Paris,
Rome, Edinburgh, Dubrovnik, Bregenz, Bayreuth, Salzburg, and Athens - witnessing in person their presentations of opera, ballet, drama, symphony concerts, chamber music, recitals, and even art exhibitions?
Each year thousands of people from all pa rts of the wo rld attend one or perhaps two of the great music
festi va ls . . . . N ow two people will have the opportunity to attend most of the leading festivals -the winners
of the Empire 'Round-the-W orld M usic Festival. It's easy -here's all you do: Listed ih alphabetical order are
_=::; world's
ten outstanding features of the new Empire Troubador,
Ii
most perfect record playback system. The collective
thin
ki ng of the leading high fidelity music edi tors and critics
OUTSTANDING FEATURES
listed these fea tures in what they felt is the respective order
OF THE EMPIRE TROUBADOR
of importance. Your task -MATCH THEIR LIST.
(worl d' s most perfect r eco rd playback syst em)
Thafs it! .. . no long, drawn-out essays . .. no jingles .. :
A. All 3 Speeds - 3 3 113, 45, 78 RPM, with
no box-tops. Just rearrange the outstanding Empire features
fin e spee d adjustment.
in the order of importance that you feel will match the
B. Dynamically Balanced Playback Arm
- w ith built in calibrated g ram scale acmaster list. You may win Empire's R ound-the-World Music
curate to 0.1 grams. Dial exact stylu s
Festival.
forc e requ i red.

--;;:::===============:.....=

C. Lowest Rumble - No Wow and Flutter
- Rumbl e better than -64 DB: Wow and
flutter less than .05 % .
D. Ma xi mum Compliance - Playbac k arm
pivot s use vertical and latera l ba ll· bea r·
ing s uspe nsion s.
E. No Acoustic Feedback - Ri gid ized a rm
structure eliminates re sonance - no turnt a b le isolation required .
F. Rugged - virtually impossible to da mage th e retractable stylus mechanism or
turntable system .
G. Sensational Dyna-Lift - Automati c ally
lifts the arm from the r ecord at th e end
of the music.
H. Simplicity - only 2 moving parts: fl ex·
ibl e belt couples turntabl e directly to
heavy-duty. constant speed hysteres is
motor - n o intermed iate idl ers.
1. Tracks at Less than 1 Gram - wi th no
m easurable distortion.
J . Truly Compati ble Mono·Stereo Cartridge - f requency response 15·30,QOO
cycl es per second: chann el sepa ratIon
better than 25 DB .

V ISIT YOUR DEALER - ASK FOR A COPY OF THE COMPLETE
EMPIRE FESTIVAL ITINERARY - HEAR THE INCOMPARABLE
EMPIRE TROUBADOR - YOU'RE ONLY ALLOWED ONE ENTRY.

r--------------------------------Official Empire 'Round-th e-World Mu si c Festival Entry Blank.

o

m ail to:
M ATCH T HE
JUDG ES' LI ST

1 _ __
2 _ __
3 _ __

SCIENTIFI C CORP.

P.O. BOX 615, DEPT. AF
GARDEN CITY, L. I.. N. Y.
1. Fill in name and address
2. Li st the f eatures (by code letter only) in
their correct respecti ve order.

4

5 _ __

NAMEL-------~IP~I.=
as~.=pr~;nt:~I-----------

6 _ __

ADDRESS,_____________

8 _ __

CITY________ ZONL-STATt...F_ _ __

DEALER'S NAML ________~_10 _ _ _
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empire

Note, All contest entries subjecl to Official Rules

emitter. For TI the base-emitter drop is
only about 0.2 volts so that the base of
T 1 is held at about 1.5 + 0.5 + 0.2 = 2.2
volts. For this we use the voltage divider
R., Rs. The thermal stability of the system will be good if the base source impedance, which is R. and Rs in parallel,
is not too large compared with the product of the two cUTrent gains and R 6. (R6
is the base-emitter resistance of Tr2
shown in Fig . 2.) We can easily have a
total current gain of 2000 times, so that
if R6 is 0.75 ohms we are dealing with
impedances of around 1500 ohms. As
a lazy mathematician I shall make
R . = 2200 ohms so that R s is around
10,000 ohms. This lifts the base of Trl
about 10 per cent above where it should
be and will do the same to the CUTrent in T?'2 : in practice it is convenient
to use a small potentiometer for trimming pUTposes.
Now we only need about one volt of

thus reduces the effective transconductance, but with practical values this effect
is too small to worry about.
We need to consider one more general
aspect of the design. If T?'l is driven
hard it will be cut off and this will leave
the base of Tr2 open-circuited. Under
these conditions R 1 loses all its stabilizing effect since the voltage drop across
it has no reference to the base conditions.
An additional resistor must therefore be
connected from the base of Tr2 back either to ground or to the emitter. This
resistor not only prevents the risk of
thermal runaway in Trz but it also provides a stabilizing effect for Trl against
changes which may take place in the V be
of T?'2' You will appreciate that if Tr2
was in the cut-off state and passing only
leo', the emitter of T?'l would be in a
pretty uncertain condition: with the additional resistor there is somewhere for
the emitter of T?'l to continue to drive

~£f~ll

O~~

" I think he' s got something there. "

drive for T?'2 itself, plus the 1.5 volts we
have across R 6 • We shall therefore examine what we can do to make life easier
for Tr, . If we take its collector back to
the negative line we have around 10 volts
available but at the same time we have a
dissipation in the quiescent state of 500
mw. All we really want is perhaps 2 volts
at 45 ma, or 135 mw. For a small tran sistor this is the difference between life
and death. Anyway T?'l must be kept
cool, because changes in l eo' at T?'l are
changes in the base drive to T?'2 and are
amplified again. The collector of T 1 is
therefore fed from a fairly low impedance voltage divider R 2 , Rs which brings
the collector to around 5-6 volts above
ground. The parallel combination of R z
and Rs as a source impedance is added
to the collector impedance of T?'l and

current into. On this reasoning it becomes tempting to connect the extra resistor from base to emitter so that although the feedback from R J reduces its
effective loading when T?'z is amplifying,
the total emitter load of T?'l is low when
T?'2 is cut off.
Having thus described the circuit as it
is developed we can now turn to some
particular versions of it. Although these
are actual amplifier designs the important feature to notice is that they all
have the same configuration, with the
same voltages at the first base and the
second emitter. I do not recommend any
particular one of them. For your job
there is yet another version which you
can design to suit your needs.
The circuit shown in Fig . 2 is that
given by Roehr in "IRE Trans. on Au-
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dio," Vol AU-7, No. 5, Sep-Oct 1959;
pp. 125-128. It is a 2-watt amplifier using Motorola transistors and it gives
only 1 per cent distortion at the 2-watt
level. The current in the second transistor at 25 deg. C is around 550 ma, which
is higher than we might have expected,
but almost 2 watts is obtained at - 25
deg C, when the current is down below
400 mao This paper gives a very detailed
study of the effects of leo' on the performance of the amplifier and shows how
important the base-emitter resistance in
the second stage can be. The input impedance is almost entirely the impedance of the base-bias voltage divider,
since with the high-gain transistors used
by Mr. Roehr the rest of the circuit probably contributes only around 10-15,000
ohms in parallel with the net 1000 ohms.
The input level needed is around 1.2
volts, or, say 1.5 mw, giving a gain of
just over 30 db. Much more gain is really
available if you want it because an input
transformer can be used with its secondary in series with the base of the first
transistor. This transformer will provide
a step up to match the 15,000 ohm input
impedance and thus gives an extra 12 db
of gain. In the circuit shown in Fig. 3
this extra gain has been obtained just so
that it can be used up in negative feedback from the output collector. By this
means the amplifier has an impedance of
about 1/5 of the load impedance. For
normal loudspeaker work this low source
impedance is regarded as providing good
damping but the particular application
here was a three-wire multistation call
intercom with private loud-to-Ioud working from any slave to the master. With
a low SOUTce impedance there is no
change of level when the system is
switched over from the general call on
four slaves to private speech on the
wanted one.
There would seem to be a lower limit
to the use of this amplifier circuit with
germanium transistors. The base current
of the second transistor is the emitter
current of the first. It does not seem
practicable to get this down below some
hundreds of J,ta because of the leakage
current. Thus we must expect that the
second transistor will need to work up in
the tens of ma region, which can be regarded roughly as implying hundreds of
mw. To get round this difficulty it is necessary to go to a silicon transistor for
the first stage and it is pleasant to notice
that at present prices the saving in other
components will almost make this a paying proposition. Indeed for manufacturers who must count the cost of every
soldered joint, and it costs much more to
get a resistor into a circuit than the price
of the resistor, this circuit will probably
payoff.
The reader will have noted that as we
(Conti nued on page 65)
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INC.

loudspeakers

USED PROFESSIONALLY

as monitors for recording sessions, in broadcast stations and laboratories, with medical test
equipment for precise reproduction of heartbeats-applications where
only an accurate facsimile of the original sound, without pseudo-hi-fi
exaggeration, will serve.

New Orleans recording session with Jim Robinson, Ernie Cognolotti, and Louis Cottrell. Note the AR-3 (one of a stereo pair) being used
to monitor playback. Courtesy Riverside Records and HIFI/ STEREO REVIEW

RATED 1 FOR HOME USE

fI,
by half a dozen
equipment reviewers. Three consumer magazines have reported on
AR loudspeakers; twO of them adopted AR speakers as reference
standards, and the third gave AR its rarely used top rating.

Priced from $89 (for an unfinished AR-2) to $225 (for an AR-3 In
oiled walnut, cherry, or teak). A 5-year guarantee on 'all models
covers materials, labor, and reimbursement of any freight to and from the
factory. Catalog is available on request.
AR speakers are on permanent demonstration at AR Music Rooms
--on the west balcony of Grand Central Terminal in New York
City and at 52 Brattle Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts. No sales
are made or initiated at these showrooms.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.,

AUDIO

•

24 Thorndike Street,

Cambridge 41, Massachttsetts
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Reduction of Feedthrough
•
Audio Switching
R. D. HERLOCKER ':'
Feedthrough of signal through a supposedly open
circuit can be reduced by splitting the load
may be defined, at least
for the purpose of this article, as
the undesired passage of a signal
or other alternating emf through a supposedly open circuit. It has long been
a problem in the switching of audio
signals. I n communications work, it can
cause cross-talk between the various lines
being switched. In those electronic organs where keying is done in the signal
line, it can be responsible for an extremely annoying high pitched whine,
which is most evident when no keys are
depressed .
Feedthrough is a function of three
factors: The generator resistance, the
load resistance, and the capacitance of
the switching mechanism. Figtwe 1 shows
a simple switched circuit where Ey is
open-circuit generator voltage, Ry is the
generator resistance (including any
isolating or other resistors between the
generator and the switch), RL is the load
resistance, and Os is the capacitance of
the switch. The output emf with the
switch closed is

F

EEDTHROUGH

EL=EfJ

(~)
Rg + RL

Eq. (1)

When the switch is opened, the output
emf becomes
EL == Ey

(R ~1'

X ) Eq.

(2)

y+ L - J-" c
where X = 1/wO s) the reactance of the
switch capacitance. For calculation purposes, this reactance should be taken at
the highest frequency to be passed by
tbe switch. If the reactance at this frequency is more than about eight times
* 8528 Schreiber D7"ive, Munste7", Indiana.

Fig . 1. Simple switch e d circu it.

the value of Ry + R L ) Eq . 2 may be simplified with negligible error (less than
one p el' cen t) to
Eq. (2a)

Then, the feed through, expressed as a
fraction of the signal output with the
switch closed, hecomes
Rq + RL
F==-'- Xc

Rq. (3 )

which is Eq. (2a) divided by Eq. (1).

Fig . 2. Split load re duce s fe ed through ,

This fraction will usually be very
small, but because of the nearly logarithmic characteristic of hearing, this minute
amount of signal fed through the capacitance of the open switch may be audible, and be quite distracting.
Several expedients have been used to
lessen or eliminate feed through, such as
the special "anti-capacity" switches developed for telephone and similar services, and the "Crossed-wire" switching
contacts used in several electronic organs, However, these switches are expensive, and the crossed-wire designs
require precision shop work far beyond
the scope of most non-professional shops
to insure positive switching, combined
witb easy keying. Other organ designers
have bypassed this particular problem
completely by keying their oscillator
p late supply circuits instead of the
signal circuits. Of course, this introduces
other problems, affecting the whole philosophy of organ design, but these are
beyond the scope of this article.
A limited degree of improvement can
be had by making the load impedance as

28

low as possible, consistent with adequate
signal output when the switch is closed.
The limiting factor here is apt to be the
generator impedance. As may be seen
from Eq. (3), the theoretical maximum
improvement in feedthrough-to-signal
ratio would only be 6 db if the load r esistor were reduced from the value of
the generator impedance all the way to
zero. Doing this, however, would lose
the signal too.
There is another method of decreasing
the feedthrough-to-signal ratio, which
can give improvements of 20 db or even
more over the simple circuit of F 'ig. l.
Unfortunately, it is not universally applicable, because for every 2 db reduction
in feed through, about 1 db of signal is
lost. Where sufficient signal strength is
available, or where the loss can be made
up readily by an extra stage of amplification, a great improvement in the feed through-to-signal ratio can be obtained.
Briefly, this expedient consists of
splitting the load resistance, as seen by
the generator, into two equal or nearly
equal sections. They are in parallel when
the switch is closed and form the shunt
arms of a two step attenuator when the
switch is open, as shown in Fig. 2.
The improvement in the feedthrough
ratio obtained by this aJ-Tangement is a
function of the load seen by the generator and of the ratio of the two resistances, Rp and R o) which make up R/)
as well as the reactance of the switch
capacitance. When the switch is closed,
the output is the same as Eq . (1) with
the exception that RL is now the parallel
r esistance of Rp and Ro. When the switch
is opened, the output (or feedthrough)
becomes

If X c is at least ten times the value of
Ry) this equation can also be -simplified
with negligible errol' to
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No, we haven't forgotten anything. We designed it that way .
There are no " user-operated" controls. This is only one of
the many features that makes PILOT'S unique sign al sampling
Multiplex circuit-used in all PILOT Multiplexers, Stereo Receivers and Stereo Tuners-simpler, more effective and more
trouble-free than any circuit presently being manufactured
for stereo demodulation.
TO BE SPECIFIC:

1. The circuit is simplicity itself-there are no controls to
manipulate, no special adjustments to make. You can connect PILOT'S fully automatic 200 Multiplexer to the FM tuner
of your stereo system in less than a minute without any tools,
and you never have to touch the Multiplexer again. (The
PILOT 100 Multiplexer can be connected just as easily, and
in most cases it, too, need never be touched again .) And , in
PILOT'S Stereo Tuners and Receivers, where the Multiplex circuit is built into the unit, no extra controls of any kind are
needed for Multiplex Stereo reception.
2. Maximum separation (30 db or better) is provided by
PIL.OT'S Multiplex circuit. The left (L) and right (R) channel
signals are extracted directly from the incoming composite
signal by means of unique signal sampling and "memory "
circuits. Sampling of the composite signal (a combination of

L + Rand L - R signals) takes place at a rate of 38,000 times
a second , and the " memory " circuits maintain a constant
output signal level between sampling instants.
Other stereo demodulating methods, such as frequency separation and time division, require filtering and matr!xing and
cannot maintain perfect channel separation across the entire
audio spectrum.
3. No frequency separation filters or matrices are used. For
th is reason PILOT'S Multiplex circuitry gives you perfect separation across the entire audio spectrum .
4. An ultra-stable synchronized oscillator assures locking
and accurate phasing and maintains high-level performance
despite varying input signal levels.
5. Virtually any high-fidelity FM tuner can be used with PILOT
Multiplexers for stereo reception.
6. Equipped with the only fully-automatic stereo indicator.
The FM Stereo indicator on PILOT'S20d Multiplexer and 654M
Stereo Receiver will light and stay lit if the station you're
tuned to is broadcasting in stereo.
If you'd like us to be even more specific, we'll be glad to send
you a reprint of a December, 1961 , AUDIO article which discusses these features in detail.

I

MULTIPLEXERS (PILOT 100, $49.50 ... PILOT 200, $79.50) STEREO RECEIVERS (PILOT 654M, 60 watts, FM / MPX, $329.50
... PILOT 602S, 30 watts, AM / FM / MPX, $299.50 ... PILOT 602M, 30 watts, FM / MPX, $249.50) and STEREO TUNERS
(PILOT 280, $9Q.95 ... PILOT 380, $179.50). For further information, see your PILOT dealer or write:

j>~·,o;-

PILOT RADIO CORPORATION, 37-38 36TH ' STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEW YORK

FOU N DED 191 9
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and the feed through, expressed as a fraction of the signal output (Eq. (4a) divided by Eq. (1» is
F'

=Rp Ro (RL + Rg)

30 r-~--~r-~---r---'---;--'

Eq. (5)

RL Xc (Rp + Ro)

For any given values of R g , R L ) and
Xc there will be an optimum ratio of
Rp to R o) which may be found by expressing Ro and Rp in terms of their
ratio (K) andR L : Rp=RL(K+1) and
Ro = RL (K + 1) IK. Then the feedthrough becomes
F, = R L (K+1) £(RL +R g)
XcK (RL+Rg+KRl)

114

Eq. (6)

lOB

Differentiating with respect to K, and
equating to zero, gives
Rg+RL
K (optimum) = - - Rg - Rl

.

Rg+2RL
4RL

96

x

Eq. (8)

Equation (8) shows that the equivalent load must be much smaller than the
generator resistance to obtain any significant improvement over the simple
load arrangement, as shown in Fig . 1.
In fact, when K (Eq. 6) is set at 1.0,
there is more feed through with the split
load than with the simple one, if RL is
greater than 0.5 R g • However, as the
equivalent RL is decreased with respect
to Rg) the relative improvement in feedthrough is increased, almost in direct
proportion.
Figure 3 shows graphically the effects
of the various factors involved. The load
resistance, whether single or split, and
the switch reactance are both shown in

TH IS MONTH 'S COVER
The system shown on the cover this
month provides music in the home of
Capt. William B. Rippert of the Ordnance Corps. Although Capt. Rippert
resides now at the Aberdeen Proving
Ground in Maryland, the natural walnut
finish bookcase and enclosures for his
equipment were made in Bavaria. The
basic system includes the following:

1. AR-l speaker systems.
2. Dynakit Mark III amplifiers.

>a.
>-

:::>
:::>

Eq. (7)

It has been found that the feed through
ratio (F) varies so slowly as K is varied
in the neighborhood of the optimum
value that K can range from 1.0 to 1.5
for any value of RL lower than 0.2 Rg
with no significant change in the feedthrough ratio. Therefore, the remainder
of this discussion is based on K =1.0) or
R p=R o =2R L ·
The improvement in feedthrough suppression obtained by splitting the load
may be readily illustrated by taking the
ratio of the feedthrough with the single
load (Eq. 3) to that with the split load
(Eq. 6) :

Improvement ratIO =

102

90

~
20 k
10 k

o

....
«
z

Cl
;;:;

7B

66

54

20
0.0 1 0. 02

0.05

0. 1

0.2

0.5

1.0

48

2. 0

R(RG

terms of their ratio to the generator resistance, and feedthrough is expressed
as db below the signal output.
As an example of the use of this circuit, an electronic organ keying circuit
is fed a one volt signal from generators
with 10,000 ohm equivalent resistance
(which includes isolating resistors). Keying is done by leaf switches which have
a capacitance of 6.3 pf. The highest frequency to be passed is 4200 cps, giving
a reactance at this frequency of 6 megohms. The load resistance is not critical,
and may be varied over a wide range.
If the load resistance is now set at
265 ohms (0.0265 Rg), the closed circuit
output is 0.0256 volts, or 31.8 db under
the one volt input. This, and the following values, can be calculated from the
preceding equations, or may be read off

approximately on Fig. 3. For a unit load
(as in Fig. 1), the feedthrough voltage
is 0.0000438 (87.1 db below one volt),
or 55.3 db below the closed circuit output. Splitting the load into two 530 ohm
resistors (Rp and Ro in Fig. 2) does not
alter the closed circuit output, but cuts
the feedthrough voltage to 0.00000459
(107.8 db below one volt), which is 76.0
db below the signal output. Thus, splitting the load has resulted in a 20.7 db improvement in the signal-to-feedthrough
ratio, with a 31.8 db loss in the signal.
A greater improvement in the feedthrough ratio could have been obtained,
but at the cost of a lower signal output.
Conversely, as may be seen from Fig. 3,
if more signal output is needed, a portion of the advantage of the split load
]£
arrangement must be sacrificed.

3. Special preamp based on Dyna
PAM-l's.
4. Sherwood S3000II FM tuner.
5. Thorens TD-124 turntable.
6. ESL 1000 pickup arm with Shure
M3D cartridge.
7. Viking 85Q tape deck.
8. Channelmaster antenna rotator with
Taco 610 ten-element yagi.

headphones as shown at the right.

He also has a Telefunken Professional
tape recorder, Model M24, with Telefunken and AKG mikes. For monitoring
recordings he uses Brush and Permoflux
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C( P )MPARE STEREO
MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS
*

FEATURE·FOR·FEATURE
DOLLAR·FOR·DOLLAR
NEW ALTEe STEREO DUET IS YOUR BEST BUY!
.
&'t'!!IiiDB

,
1J,3'"

"'010<

"'DCo.. I TV

"" ... ,.'"

.,..","'.0

TU"'Ol"ff

l,uI'll ,llO.
,10< ,II 10",

'9s'r 1101'104
,. era

New Allee 313A AM/FM Stereo Tuner

Allec 353A Stereo Amplifier/Preamplifier

o

BUILT-IN MULTIPLEX

o

!:r1

DISTRIBUTED ''1'' MX-CARRIER (38 KC) FILTER

err

FM STEREO, AM / FM STEREO, AM OR FM MONO

[0" INDIVIDUAL AM AND FM "ELECTRON-RAY"

o

INERTIA-TYPE FLYWHEELS FOR SMOOTH TUNING

0"

AM LOCAL/DISTANT RECEPTION CONTROL

o

FM LOCAL/DISTANT RECEPTION CONTROL

o

FM SQUELCH CONTROL FOR SILENT TUNING .

o

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL FOR POSITIVE
STATION-LOCK

o
o

RECORDER OUTPUT FOR PROFESSIONAL-QUALITY
RECORDING

[EJ

STEREO OR MONO INPUTS FOR AM, FM, MX,
TAPE MACHINE, TAPE DECK, TV, MAGNETIC OR
CERAMIC PHONO, TWO MICROPHONES

1rT FULL-SWEEP STEREO

BALANCE CONTROL

o

STEREO STANDARD/REVERSE CHANNEL SWITCH

[6

COMPENSATING LOW LEVEL LOUDNESS CONTROL

~ STEREO BASS AND· TREBLE CONTROLS

SOFTLY ILLUMINATED TUNING SCALE

0'
lET

CONNECTIONS FOR AUXILIARY SPEAKERS
THROUGHOUT HOUSE

[ll

TUNING INDICATORS

o

MATRICING NETWORK FOR CENTER STEREO
SPEAKER

MEETS SCA SUPPRESSION REQUIREMENTS

0"

ON/OFF RUMBLE FILTER

MEETS FCC RADIATION REQUIREMENTS

[0'

100 WATTS STEREO PROGRAM PEAK POWER;
50 WATTS RMS CONTINUOUS, STEREO OR MONO

[0'

$225,00 INCLUDING CABINET

$291.00 INCLUDING CABINET

Enjoy balanced stereo with look-alike duet from AZtec! The pair is a harmonious stereo
system with precise balance of engineering and styling. Price includes self-ventilating
matching cabinets in your choice of platinum gold or platinum pink control panels.
Compare now at your professional AZtec high fidelity con~uZtant's, or write Dept. A-2.
©

19 61 Altec Lansing Corp.

ALTE~
~

AUDIO
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ALTEC LANSING COR PORATION
A Subsidiary of Ling- T emco-Vought, Inc,
1515 SOUTH MANCHESTER AVENUE, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA
NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES
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HERMAN
More Low-Frequency Sounds

The preceding issue carried a letter from
a correspondent who complained of a
strange erratic, low-frequency sound that
occurs ~hen recording. From the symptoms
described, including the fact that the noise
continued when the oscillator in his machine was used in conjunction with another
tap e recorder, it seemed th a t the fault lay
in the oscillator. However, this correspondent has revised the description of the symptoms, as follows:
Q. Aftel' furthel' observation, I 'must
change my description of the symptoms.
First of all, the f7'eq~tency and pitch of the
sound does change w·i-th a change in tape
speed. The lower speed causes a lower pitch
and f ew er bursts of noise. The7'e seems to
be less amplit~tde to the noise, but this may
be due to the dem'ease in pitch. The noise is
very e7'7'atic. Th e1'e might be many bU1'sts
of noise in a given time period, then a good
deal less f01' .a n eq1wl period. A similar
noise can be delibemtely generated by
touching the press~tre pads or pltshing them
away fl'om the heads. Another change I
7nust note is that m07'e noise OCCU7'S when
only tile record head is connected than
when only the emse head is connected. Under the revised circumstances, I am inclined to feel that this noise is in the tmnsport .and not in the 7'ecording a7nplifier.
This noise is not extl'emely loud; in fact, it
is barely audible wh'ile music is being
played. It is about as annoying as the
residual hum found in some inexpensive
power a1nplifiers. I f this noise is d~te to
friction between heads and tape, is the7'e
anything that can be done? Would a conversion f7'om qua1·ter-tmck to half-tmck
raise tile signal-to-noise ratio eno~tgh to
help, or am I just too much of a pel'fectionist ?
A. The revised description of your troubles indicates that friction between the
tape and the heads may be responsible. I
doubt that changing from quarter-track to
half-track heads would elevate the signalto-noise ratio sufficiently (although it
would increase the ratio of audio signal to
tape amplifier noise) because the head
would pick up not only more audio signal
but also more friction noise. I suggest that
you try lubricating the heads, the pressure
pads, and the tape guides with a commercial
preparation such as Long Life lubricant
manufactured by EMC Recordings Corp.
of St. Paul, Minn., or RC-2-22 lubricant
manufactured by Robins Industries Corp.
of College Point, N. Y. Do not use htbricant on the capstan and p7'essure rolle7',
or else you will have tape slippage and
wow.
Th ere is some possibility that the noise
may be inherent in the tap e itself, due to

* 280 Twin Lane E., Wantagh, N. Y.

B URSTEIN~:
irregula rities in the thickness of the b ase
a nd / or the magnetic coating. Such variations are translated into noise during the
process of reco rding. H ave yo u tri ed various brands of tape ~
As for your being too much of a perfectionist CERTAINLY NOT! It is only because 'of perfectionists such as yourself
that high fidelity reproduction continues to
improve.
Extension Speaker

Q. I have a ** * tape 1'eco?,de7' with its
own spea7ce?', and wou,ld like to hook ~tP an
ext ension speake?'. If this doesn't 1'eqlti?'e
tec7mical s7eill, please advise me how to go
about it.
A. You can r eadily do this without any
more technological skill than is needed to
handle a sold ering iron. Find the two leads
going to the speaker in the tape recorder,
break one of them, and then make the
switching arrangement shown in Fig. 1. Use
a make-before-break switch so there will
always be a load on the output transformer.

/

BREAK ONE LE AD

0.1 pe r cent or less. However,.a three-motor
machine is essentially a sturdler and at the
sa me time a simpler affair. For professional use where the tra nsport is working
many hou'rs a day and most days in the
week, and where it is working ha rd for
editing purposes (being called npon to
shuttle the tape back and forth innumerable times with many quick starts and
stops) , the additional ruggedness and
greater mechanical simplicity of a threemotor unit is advantageous. In home use,
it is open to qnestion whether t.he advantages of a three-motor transport are of substantial importance. A one-motor machine
can be more compact, which is often impOltant in the home, but seldom so in professional studios. It may be added tha t
one of the frequent advantages of the
t hree-motor unit is its ability to wincl and
r e- wiucl tape much faster than a one-motor
nnit, somethiug like two to three times as
fast . This is important in professional use,
where time is money.
Does 1f4-Track

= 4-T rack?

Q. What is the difference, if any, be·
tween q1bal·te1·-tmck and four-tra,ek tape?
A. These terms are used interchangeably
with r espect to home machines, but they (10
not r eally mean the same thing. A twochannel ster eo tape that has two tracks
r ecorded in one direction and two-tracl{s in
the opposite direction is properly called a
quarter-track stereo t ape. Many home machines also permit one to record mono phonically on each of the four tracks; here
we have a quarter-track mono tape. The
point is that each track occnpies about onequarter of the tape width (after allowing
space for separation between tracks). The
t erm four-track stereo tap e, although often
nsed in the same sense as quarter-track
stereo tape, properly designates a tape
where four chanuels are being simultaneously recorded, as is sometimes done in
professional studios. A two-track t ape
means that two channels are being simultaneously recorded; this can be either of
the quarter-track variety already described,
or it can be of the half-track variety,
where about half the t ape width is used for
each channel.
Connecting to External System

Fig. 1. Hoo kup for e xte nsion s pe ak e r
The switch can be purchased at most audio
(lealers and electronic supply houses. Quite
likely you can find a place to mount the
switch somewhere on the t ape r ecorder
deck or case. Otherwise you will have to
mount it externally.
Looking at the diagram, note that one
of the two leads goes to both speakers.
The other lead is switched to speaker A,
or speaker B, or both.
Number of Motors vs. Performance

Q. Can I get as good pel'!ormance f?'om
a tape machine with one 71Wt07' as from one
with t7/1'ee motors?
A. So far as I know, the top quaUty
home machines with one motor have about
as good wow and flutter specifications as
those with three motors. It i s not uncommon these days to come across single-motor
home m achiues with wow and flutter of

Q. I am planning to b~ty a fairly inexpensive tape recorder, one with its own
case and speake!'. How ever, I may want at
ti7ltes to connect it to my aud'io sy stem to
get bette7' sound in playback. Will this inv olve special problems or requi1'e changes
in the tape 7'ecorde1'?
A. Most tape recorders made for home
use have an output jack which supplies a
signal th at can be f ed into a n external
a ud io system. It i s simply necessary to
connect a cable, equipped with the proper
plugs, between this j ack and one of the
high-level input jacks of your audio preamplifier or integrated amplifier. A suitable cable can be purchased at most audio
dealers. When you plug this cable into your
tape machine, it will usually cut out the
signal to the speaker in the tape recorder.
However, in some t ape machines this
doesn't happen. Then, perhaps, you can cut
off the machine's speaker, but not the output signal, by turning down the machine's
volume control. However, if turning down
the control also reduces the signal going
to the external audio system, you can have
an audio t echnician install an output j ack
in the tape machine so that it cuts out the
internal speaker when a plug is inserted.
This is a simple and usually inexpensive
modifi cation.
IE
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This is Sony.
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF QUALITY TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD
• SONY Sterecorder 300-A complete professional-quality hi fi
$99.50. • SONY Sterecorder 464 D-Dual performance 4 track
stereo tape system with 4 & 2 track recording and playback in
stereo tape c1eck with built-in recording & playback pre-amps
one portable unit. $399.50 . • SONY Sterecorder 777·S-All
for custom installations and portable use. $199.50. • SONY
transistorized professional 4 & 2 track , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -, Executive Portable 801 - Handsomelystereo recorder featuring the revolutionstyled battery operated precision recorder
ary Sony Electro Bi Lateral Heads. The
r:::::::l 777-S
for executive desk or portable use. $295.
world's finest tape recorder. $725 .• SONY
~
~. SONY Newscaster Portable EMI-A
Sound on Sound Recorder 262 SL-The
~
B~
professional on-the-spot battery powered
perfect recorder for language, music and
~ 4640
portable recorder with precision spring
drama students. 4 track with stereo play~
262 SL
wind constant speed motor. $495 . • SONY
back. $199.50 .• SONY Stereo Tape Deck
CR 4
c:1 r80iI
Condenser Microphone C37 A-For pu262 D-4 & 2 track stereo recording and
e~ ~
~M
1
rity of sound reproduction, the unqualiplayback tape transport to add tape to
~
~
fied choice of professional studios throughyour existing hi fi system. $89.50. (Also
out the world. $295 . • SONY Condenser
available, not pictured, the new SRA-2
Microphone Cl7 B-Miniature size (3%"
stereo recording. amplifier for the 262 D. $89.50.) • SONY
x %" di ameter) and exceptional background isolation uniTapecorder lll-A popularly priced, high quality bantam redirectional cardiod pattern. $350 . • SONY Wireless Microcorder for everyday family fun. $79.50 . • SONY Portable 101
phone CR-4-Pocket size mike and transmitter providing
-2 speed, dual-track, hi-fidelity recorder with 7" reel capacity.
complete freedom from entangling microphone cables. $250.

B

B

L:..:.:J

For additional literature and
name 0/ nearest franchised dealer
write SupeTscope~ Inc., Dept . 7
Sun Valley, California

The Tapeway to Stereo

9

SUPERSCOPE

eMl Sony StaNcoifl/#lrB
Multiplex Nady!
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Fig. 1. Bl ock d ia g ram fo r e le ctro n ic o rg a ns.

Electronic Organ Tone
Generators
D. WO LKOV ':'

Electronic organs produce musical tones by means of elec t ro-mechanical or electronic
oscillators, with the elec tronic type being used in the majority of existing organs.
In Two Parts- Part I

W

HAT IS A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT W

Is an electronic organ a musical
instru ment~ There are purists who
insist that there is only one organ which
is a musical instrument-the ail' organ.
Certainly, the electronic organ family
which starts with $39 toys and ends at
$50,000 systems has many members
which are not musical instruments.
.A musical instrument must be capable
of producing all of the responses
needed by the musician-legato, staccato,
percussive attacks, changes in tone,
subtle nuances. I n addition, in an organ, the musician demands the capabil-

* 10 Sunbe.a1n Rd., Syosset, N.Y.

OPEN
PIPE
LENGTH

32'

16'

16.35
17. 32
18.35
19. 44
20.60
21. 82
23. 12
24.50
25 .95
27 . 50
29.13
30.86
00

2'

8'

4'

32.70
34.64
36.70
38.89
41. 20
43. 65
46.24
49.00
5 1. 91
55.00
58.27
61.73

65 . 4
69.29
73. 41
77 . 87
82.40
87.30
92.50
98.00
103. 82
110.00
11 6.54
123.47

130.81
138.59
146 . 83
155.56
164.8 1
174.6 1
184.99
195 . 99
207. 65
220.00
233.08
246 . 94

261.62
277.18
293.66
3 11. 12
329 . 62
349.22
369. 99
391.99
415.30
440.00
466.16
493.88

523.25
554 . 36
587.33
622. 25
659.25
698.45
739. 98
783.99
830.60
880.00
932.32
987.76

0

1

2

3

4

l'

ity of changing the voice of his instrument, much more than muting a violin or a trumpet. Complete discussion~
on the psychology of music are contained in references 1, 2, and 3.
Before proceeding to an understanding
of the mechanisms and techniques used
in the production of electronic musical
tones, we need to recall that musical
sounds are usually complex waves (was
this not the reason for the advent of
the high-fidelity art~) as opposed to
the sine-wave simplicity of a code oscillator. Incidentally, sine waves are monotonic, square waves contain odd harmonics, triangular (or sawtooth) waves
contain all harmonics, and complex

1/ 2'

1/ 4 '

1/8'

1046.50
11 08. 73
1174.65
1244.50
131 8:5 1
1396.9 1
1474.97
1567.98
166 1.2 1
1760.00
1864.65
1975.53

2093.00
2217.46
2349.31
2489.01
2637.02
2793.82
2959.95
3135.96
3322.43
3520.00
3729.31
3951.06

4186.00
4434 . 92
4698.63
4978.03
5274 . 04
5587.65
59 19.91
6271. 92
6644 . 87
7040.00
7458.62
7902. 13

5

6

7

NOTE,
C
CI
0
01
E

F
F'
G
GI
A
AI
B
OCTAVE
NUMBER

TA BL E 1. Fre qu e ncies of 9 octa ves
in t he e qua l t e mpe re d scale .

34

Fi g. 2. Ha rt le y o scillato r .

waves contain a peculiar pattern of
harmonics.
Every musical note has a definite
fundamental pitch (fr equency) and
"tone quality" or "timbre" which depends upon wave shape . .A musical note
not only includes a fundamental frequency (usually less than 6000 cps in
an organ) but also one 01' more "harmonics" 01' "overtones." These harmonics are an integral multiple of the
fundamental frequency. The ear does
not distinguish the harmonics independently, but instead identifies the note as
a complex tone having the pitch of the
lowest component or f undamental. The
complete frequencies for nine octaves
corresponding to open ail' pipes ranging
from Ys foot to 32 feet is given in
Table 1.
Musical notes in our western culture
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An

-Fold Improvement
In Stereo Controls
1. High Stability SURETRAK* Elements - the first
inherently stable carbon composition elements. Less than 3% resist·
ance change from 20 ° e to 105 ° e . .. less than 7% change under
95% RH for 240 hours at 40 e . . . negligible change with age and
mechanical wear. Excellent load life at 70 e.
0

o

/

/
I

_._","'_.._--

•.

-".~ - .,,-----~.

-

-

'~'~'-'

--~=-"='"~~

2. Controlled Characteristics assure that whatever
resistance changes do occur will be of similar magnitude and
direction in both front and rear SURETRAK elements.

3. Automatic Element Matching for maximum uniformity
between front and rear elements.

I

4. Zero Backlash between

shaft and both sections.

/

7

/

L-----~.~_{,

5. Precise Mechanical Assembly

assures uniform elec·

trical and mechanical performance.

7
6. Velvety Smooth "Feel"
Here's the kind of variable resistor performance
that pays off in greater circuit design freedom
•.. in continued customer satisfaction. Thanks
to their new high stability SURETRAK* elements, these new Stackpole single-shaft dual
controls stay within initially close tolerances
throughout years of use or disuse - and with
minimum derating.
To learn more about this basic advance in
variable resistors for stereo, ask your local
Stackpole sales engineer about Type LST
(bushing mount) or Type LST-T (twist-tab
mount) , or write: Electronic Components Div.,
Stackpole Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa.

available if desired for

professional qua lity stereo equfpment.

7. Tailored Attenuation -

Linear over all or only a
portion of the attenuation curve as needed.

8. Precision to Fit Any Budget - Degree of tracking /
limited only by price considerations. _ . as close as V2 db track·
/
ing now possible.

S .lCltPO' E

i

!
"Trademark

.VARIABLE composition RESISTORS

COLDITE 70+ ~ FIXED COMPOSITION RESISTORS
SLIDE AND SNAP SWITCHES
CERAMAG ~ FERRITE CORES
FIXED
COMPOSITION CAPACITORS
CEItAMAGNET® CERAMIC MAGNETS
BRUSHES FOR ALL ROTATING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
•
GRAPHITE BEARINGS, SEAL RINGS, ANODES
•
HUNDREDS OF RELATED CARBON AND GRAPHITE PRODUCTS

AUDIO
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VOLTAGE ACROSS
INDUCTANCE AND
CAPAC ITAN CE

PLATE CURRENT
TlME _ _
GRID BIAS FOR PLATE
CURREN T CUT- OFF

I

I

I
I

TOTAL GR ID VOLTAGE
ACROSS TUBE

I

I

Fig . 3 . Time-current-voltage relationships
in a vacuum tube oscillator.

Fig. 4. Typical solu t ions to van der Pol's equation for different
(B)

(A)

C = C K2
4
3

E'S.

(C)

[
La
J
LL I + L2K2 - 2M~

LO = LI + L2 + 2M

LO = LI +'L2 + 2M

K= LI + M
L2 + M

K=~
L +M
2

Fig . 5 . Stabilization of Hartley oscillators: (A) plate stabilized; (B) grid stabilized; (C) plate and grid stabilized.

B+
GND

6 .3 v.a.c. TO PINS 4-5, 9

R4, R5 , R6, R7, R8, R9
C, C', D: 82.000
D', E, F: 68,000

F', G, G' :56,OOO
A, AI, B: 47,000
USUAL C3 VALUES

C, C': . 022
D, DI, E: . 015
F, F', G: .0 1

G', A, AI, B: .0068

7
2093
TO
3951
CPS

6
1047
TO
1976
CPS

5
523.3

TO
987.8
CPS

4
261.7
TO
493. 9
CPS

3
130.8
TO
246.9
CPS

2
65.41

TO
123.5
CPS

1
32.70

TO
61.73
CPS

Fi!;J. 6. To ne !;Jenerator for Schober Concert Model.
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MtIJicb cable has the

EI.ldfoil~?

Both shielded cables have the same number of twisted pairs with
identical AWG. But ... the cable with exclusive Belden BELDFOIL
is smaller in diameter.

What does this mean to you? It means that when you specify
BELDFOIL, you are really buying extra space-extra conduit space,
extra raceway space, extra console and rack space.
A new development by Belden-BELDFOIL shielding is 100% effective. It is a major development in quiet cables. BELDFOIL eliminates
crosstalk and is superior for stationary or limited flexing at both
audio and radio frequencies.
BELDFOIL shielding is a lamination

of aluminum foil with Mylar which
provides a high dielectric strength
insulation that is lighter in weight,
requires less space, and is usually
lower in cost. For multiple-paired
cables, with each pair separately
shielded, the Mylar is applied outside with an inward folded edge.**
This gives 100% isolation between
shields and adjacent pairs.

"J~~~~:--

Folded Foil
Mylar Tape
Aluminum Foil

1'--_"'--

Insulated Conductors
Drain Wire

For complete specil/cations, asle your Belden electronics jobber.

*Belden Trademark
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
**Patent applied for

AUDIO

•

Belden

WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902
CHICAGO

power supply cords. cord sets and portable cordage· electrical
household cords • magnet wire. lead wire • automotive wire
and cable. aircraft wires • welding cable
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Electronic Oscillators

Fig . 7 . Conn tone generator chassis.

occur at specific frequencies. The internationally agreed frequency for the note
A above middle C is 440 cps. The next
A up is 880 cps and the next A d{)wn
is 220 cps. All of the intermediate
twelve tones in an octave are approximately 12\/2apart in frequency.
The 12\/2 relationship is a characteristic of the equally tempered scale used
on all keyboard instruments. Such a
scale involves a compromise. The musical fourth and fifth intervals are tuned
to a frequency ratio slightly different
from 12\/2. If a musical fifth interval
were tuned to an exact frequency r atio
such as 1.5 to 1, there would be no beat.
However, the tempered scale ratio is
1.498 to 1. The second harmonic of one
note and the third harmonic of the
other are not exactly alike bu t are close
enough to produce an audible beat since
their frequency ratio is 2.996 to 3.
Figure 1 is a block diagram for an
idealized electronic organ. In practice,
some of the f unctions are perf{)rmed in
blocks differ ent from those shown. In
describing the designs of various organs, we will frequently be in more
than one block at a time. We will discuss tone generators first and then
proceed with tone modifying devices
later. Recognize, {)f course, that in many
fine organs no such artificial separations
exist.
Musical instruments are mechanical
oscillators. I n contrast, the front end
of an electronic organ is an elect?'onic
oscillator. Basically, there are two types
of t one generators : the first type attempts to reproduce air organ sounds,
and the second type simulates them electronically. The latter type we can break
into two sub-groups. In the first subgroup, ' electronic oscillators generate
complex patterns and tone modifying
networks provide frequency modifications. I n the second sub-group, musical
s{)unds are produced by the electronic
"addition" of appropriate sine waves,
a pr ocess known as "synthesis."
Tone generators can also be classified
in terms of their design. Three such
groups are important:
1. Vacuum tube or transistor oscillators
2. Electro-mechanical oscillators
3. Neon tube (relaxation) oscillators.

Vacuum-tube (or transistorized) oscillators form the basis for tone generation for the largest number of organs.
A vacuum tube is able to act as an oscillator because of its ability to amplify.
The power required by the input of the
tube is much less than the output of the
tube. Thus, an amplifier can supply its
own input. When this is done under certain conditions, oscillations will occur.
In general, voltage feedback from
the output is applied to the grid 180
deg. out of phase and of sufficient magnitude to produce continuous oscillation.

In the Hartley oscillator (which is the
one m{)st prevalent in electronic organ
design, Fig. 2), the coupling is accomplished by applying to the grid a portion of the voltage developed in the
resonant cu.'cuit. The frequency at which
oscillations occur is the frequency at
which the voltage from the plate circuit
is of exactly the proper phase and magnitude to supply its own input (see
F'ig. 3).
A mathematical analysis (Reference 4)
shows that in order for the voltage on
the grid to have exactly the required
phase, the frequency of oscillation must

COLOR CODE
BROWN-FILAMENT
ORAN GE-PUL SE O UTPUT
GRE EN-FLUTE OUTPUT RED-PULSE O UTPUT
WHI TE-BIAS AN D TREMOLO IN PUT

24- B2 O--.NWIi......,

.......,Mlw..-O 18- F2

CI

R3

Fig . 8. Con n tone gen e rato r schema tic.
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LOOK ask DEMAND in uire ARGUE beseech INSIST
FROM _

_

_

_

_ __

TOI______________________

3"
reel of tape ...
be a surveyor

To earn a

for Tarzian
Tarzian Tape has been advertised since December of 1960 in publications dealers are presumed
to read . . . since February of 1961 in publications
you are presumed to read. Tape quality is excellent-our engineers say, our users say. Sales are
good, but would be better if more dealers carried the line. The line is 1'12 mil and 1 mil acetate tape, and 1 mil Mylar* tape, in 3/1, 5/1 and
7/1 reels. The price is competitive.
If you have tried Tarzian Tape or if you would
like to try Tarzian Tape, here' s how to get a
3-inch reel of it for no money, down or otherwise. Just ask your dealer for Tarzian Tape. If
he has it, check the box and ask him what dealer
publications he reads. If he does not carry it,
check the box and ask him why not, and what
dealer publications he reads. Ifhe says he's never
heard of it, by all means ask him what dealer
publications he reads.
Send us your name and address and his name
and address, and his answers and a verification
by any dealer employee. We'll send you a selfmailing box (as illustrated) of 3" 1'h mil acetate
professional quality Tarzian Tape. The coupon
is for your convenience. Use it as a guide if
you'd rather reply on some other piece of paper.
*DIIPOllt trademark f or poly ester film

-----------------------,
I
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Dept. FLI
1
I Magnetic Tape Division,
I E. Hillside Drive, Bloomington, Indiana
,

I

I

Send me a 3-inch reel of 1 Y2 mil acetate Tarzian
Tape in return for the survey work shown below:
Dealer Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dealer does carry Tarzian Tape 0
Dealer does not carry Tarzian Tape 0 Why not?

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

1
He reads these dealer publications:

I
I

I
I

I

Dealer to sign this verification: The raw tape user
named below got the answers shown above from me.

I

I

I

User name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

~~

I

!
I
I
I

I_____________________ J

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.
World' s leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners. Closed Circuit TV Systems. Broadcast
Equipment. Air Trimmers. FM Radios. Magnetic Recording Tape. Semiconductor Devices

MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISIONeBLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

Exporl: Ad Auriema, Inc., N. r .• In Canada, Cro~~ Canada
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Now, One Look Tells You ...

The Best

Buy~

Take a close look at the all-new Elec;tro-Voice SP12B and 12TRXB custom
loudspeakers. Speakers with the honest beauty of precision ...
created by the sure, deft hand of a master designer.

Here is beauty with a reason ... beauty that actively mirrors the superb
performance of these famous speakers. Chosen for over a decade
as " best buys" by listeners and laboratories alike, now the
SP12B and 12TRXB look better and sound better than ever before.

No mystery about why they sound so good. Every detail of design has been
refi!}ed, every manufacturing tolerance tightened to assure the highest
level of musical performance and engineering integrity in your high fidelity system.

We urge you to carefully judge the SPl2B and 12TRXB on every basis
•.. on facts and figures, on appearance, and finally with your own critical
ear. In every way these speakers give a full measure of satisfaction.
And the real beauty is that they are very modestly priced.
www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Are Better Than Ever!
MODEL SP12B
Coaxial Full. Range
Loudspeaker. Feat ures
R adax dual cone plus long.
throw, high-compliance
s uspension. Ideal fo r
built-in and custom
installations. $35 .00.

MODEL 12TRXB 3·Way Loudspeaker.
Includes diffraction· tweete, for -extended ra nge,
wider sound dis tribution. Provides optimum so und
in minimum space. Perfect for stereo. $66.00.

.................................................
.....
ELECTRO· VOICE , INC ., D ept. 224A
B uc hanan, Mi ch iga n
Please send my fr ee hi gh fidelity catalog
p lus list of E·V sou nd specia lists featuring
the new SP12B and 12TRXB.

nD~UT\

Name
Adress

.................................................
City

ELECTRO.VOICE, INC. , Consumer Products Division , Buchanan, Mich igan

"":11.
~
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Fig . 9. Rear view
of Conn organ
showing location
of ton e generators.

be higher than the resonant circuit frequency. It can be demonstrated that the
frequency stability will be highest when
the natural oscillations differ as little
as possible from the theoretical ({ f" of
the tuned circuit.
Although frequency stability is directly proportioned to the Q of the
tank circuit, the use of a high Q means
loose coupling. Thus, high stability and
high power output are mutually incompatible. In practice, the best organ
designs are such that no power is taken
from the oscillators. As a compromise,
some designs draw minimal power.
The complete mathematical solution
of even the simplest vacuum tube oscillator is extremely complex. Vander Pol
was able to arrive at useful approximations by using such assumptions (Reference 4) as:

tors which to a first approximation are
independen t of tube conditions (see
Fig. 5) . In the ideal case.', compensation is p erfect and the frequency is independent of tube conditions. In practice, however, th e com p ensating r eactan ces are not perfect and tbey must
be adjusted by trial. This is what is
meant by tuning. Further information
on the desig n of stable electronic oscillators is gi,ren in Refer ences 5, 6 and 7.
.A contimtously 1'unning oscillator,
though it simplifies the design of the
oscillator, brings on design problems
in the keying cir cuits. Most musical instrum ents have an envelope in which
the sound intensity rises rapidly and
then decays gradually. Usually, continuously running organ oscillators have
associated with them decay and declicking circuits fo[, each key.

.A gated oscillato1' is one in wLich
p late voltage is applied through the
switch closure and the amplitude of
oscillation builds up as shown in Fig. 4.
In the past, designers tackled de-cl icking
as an easier solution to the problelll of
keying 300 volts B + in the plate circuit of the oscillator. Allen Orga n an d
others are now using transistors an d
ar e effectively keying the oscillator with
15 volts. The switch design for thcse low
currents is one that takes the designer
into the area of dry circuit contact.'.
Many of the switches used in CUlTent
organ manufac ture are electro-mechnnica l achievements.
Before insp ecting the structure of
oscillator s used in present organ designs, it should be mentioned that fo r
reasons of economy organ desig ner
will often compr omise so that each
oscillator may supply more than one
tone. This com plicates or may even vo id
the possibility of playing the associated
notes simultaneously. This is p articularly
true as a compromise in the design of
pedal generators and leads to the onenote-at-a-time pedal playing.
Polyphonic music is pleasing because
of minute changes in pitch and timbre.
A chorus of huru an voices all singi.ng
the same note sounds richer than one
voice. A piano has three strings for
most of the notes not only for acoustical
power but also to provide a very slow
beat frequency. 'fhis beating comes about
because of the not-quite-exact tuning of
the three strings (or two) associated
with the note. Air organ builders created
a similar effect by p aralleling sets of
pipes.

a. The grid bias voltage is obtained
through external means;
b. That no grid CUlTent flows; and
c. The Il. of the tube is constant.
See Fig . 4 for some graphical solutions.
It is a necessary condition that 0., the
damping factor of the circuit, be negative. The waveform is dependent on the
product, E, of (J. and Le. As mentioned
earlier, sawtooth, square, and sinusoidal
wave forms are useful in electronic organs.
To keep the inductances, capacitances,
and resistances (external to the tube)
constant in value is a problem in the
design and temperature control of those
parts. On the other hand, regardless
of the design, the effective impedance
of the tube itself changes with use and
with supply voltages.
However, by adjusting the other cu:cuit parameters, the dependence of the
frequency on the tube impedances can be
minimized. Through the use of the reactances in the series grid and plate
circuits, it is possible to design oscilla-

Fig. 10. Rear view of Artisan organ (kit) showing location of tone generators.
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We don't pack an engineer into each new Citation Kit but. ..
. . . the engineer-ing built into each kit
is so precise that the unit constructed in
the home will be the equal of the factoryproduced instrument.
It is far more difficult to design a kit
than to produce a completely manufactured product. In the plant the engineer
can control his design from the moment of
inception until the final packaging. The
kit builder has only his tools, his ingenuity
and little, if any, test equipment.
Therefore, the complex process of inplant production and control which guarantees the fine finished product must
somehow be embedded in the kit design.
The Citation engineering group at
Harman-Kardon, headed by Stewart Hegeman, has succeeded in dOing just this in
the design of all Citation instruments.
Heavy duty components, operating at
tight tolerances, have been selected for
the Citation Kits. As a result, even if every
component is operated at its limit-remote
as this possibility is-the instruments will
perform well within their specifications.
Only Citation provides rigid terminal
boards for mounting resistors and condensers. Once mounted, these components are

AUDIO
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suspended tightly between turret lugs.
Lead length is sharply defined. The uniform spacing of components and unifOlm
lead length insure the overall stability of
the unit.
Improper routing of leads, particularly
long leads, can result in unstable perfonnance. To prevent this, the Citation II is
equipped with a template to construct a
Cable Harness. The result: each wire is
just the right length and in just the right
place to achieve perfect performance.
To meet the special requirements of the
Citation III X, FM Stereo tuner, a hew
tuner cartridge was developed.. This embodies most of the critical tuner elements
in.one compact unit. The cartridge is completely assembled at the factory, totally
shielded and perfectly aligned- eliminating the difficult problems of IF alignment,
oscillator adjustment and lead definition.
All resistors and condensers have been
uniformly mounted and labeled on special
component cards to eliminate hunting
through paper bags. All of the small parts
have been packaged in cellophane bags
which are mounted on cardboard for ease
of identification and handling. The unique

Citation packaging techniques save much
unnecessary time searching and sorting
out parts.
These truly remarkable achievements in
Control Engineering are only a few of the
many exciting new developments in kit
design from the Citation Division of
Harman-Kardon.
Send for free reprints of independent
laboratory test reports plus a Citation catalog. Write Dept. A-2, Citation Kit Division, Harman-Kardon, Inc., Plainview, N.Y.
(Export Office, EMEC, Plainview, N.Y.)
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TO KEYING TERMINALS

STRING BUS
R4

FLUTE BUS
BIAS BUS

C4

STRI NG VO LUME
CONTROL (IN
TONE CHANGER)

Fig. 11. Schematic of a portion (two notes) of an Artisan tone generator.

There are two groups of organs which
use vacuum tube (or transistor) oscillators as the tone source in the organ.
In the first type, one oscillator is used
for all C's, another for the 'C #'s, and
so on. Thus, twelve oscillators are required. The other C's, C#'s, etc. are obtained by frequency-division techniques
which will be described later. Baldwin,
Schober, Kinsman, and others use frequency division. In the second group,.
each tone in the entire instrument has
its own separate oscillator. Conn, Allen,
Artisan, and others use this design.
What are the relative advantages ~
Tuning is less time consuming when
only twelve oscillators are involved.
This means, however, that all C's, C#'s,
and so on are always locked in phase.
Some organists feel that such a scheme
robs these instruments of a richness in
tone. Others feel that in chord playing,
the in-phase relationship for the doubled
note is outweighed by all of the other
random phased notes in the chord. When
twelve oscillators only are required, highquality components can be used to create
extremely stable oscillators. Alan Douglas in his article (Reference 8) discusses the relative merits of frequency
division vs. individual oscillators. In
the final analysis, as always, the sounds
of the organ should be basis of judgement rather than the ci.J:cuitry.
Figure 6 is a complete schematic of
one of the twelve Schober Concert Organ tone generators. V 1a is the master
oscillator, a modified grounded-plate
Hartley, which operates at the frequency
of the highest note. The oscillator is
tuned by adjusting the slug in L , . The
design utilizes the techniques for stability discussed earlier. The oscillator output is used only to drive the locked fre<}uency dividing blocking oscillators, consisting of the seven remaining triode
:sections.
·Assume for a moment that neither

R, nor 0 6 is connected to the plate of
V lB' The pulse transformer, T 1, has a

low inductance value and is so connected
that a positive pulse at the plate will
put a negative pulse on the grid. When
the circuit is first turned on, ·a small
random signal will appear on the grid.
If this signal happens to be positive, this
will result in a much larger negative
signal on the plate because of the high
tube amplification. This causes. the grid
to draw a large sharp pulse of current.
The current passes through the resistance of R s and R SA in series, thus
creating a large voltage drop across the
resistance with the negative voltage at
the grid. The negative voltage charges
up the two capacitors 0 4 and 0 5 in
series, and the tube is cut off.
This fast negative capacitor cha1'ge
corresponds in ti.Jne to the "fly back" 01'
vertical portion of a sawtooth wave. The
capacitors can discharge only through
the resistors. Ti.Jne for discharge is relatively slow and corresponds to the diagonal part of the sawtooth wave. As
soon as the capacitors have discharged
sufficiently to take the grid voltage above
the cutoff point, the cycle begins again.
To avoid loading the master oscillator,
the first blocking oscillator is synchronized to and thus controlled by the master oscillator. This is done by feeding
d.c. to the master oscillator plate through
the plate winding of T , } and setting the
R (R s and R M ) and 0 (0 4 in series with
0 5 ) of V ,B for a free-running frequency
somewhat below the final frequency desired. When a negative oscillator pulse
passes through the winding, it adds to the
negative pulse beginning to build up because of the block-oscillator action and
fires the blocking oscillator. Since the
blocking oscillator fires once per master
oscillator cycle, the frequency outputs of
the two are identical.
The next blocking oscillator V 2A operates in the same way as the first with

two exceptions. First, its Rand 0 are
chosen for a free-running frequency
slightly less than half of the first stage.
Second, synchronizing pulses are fed to
its plate from V ,B through 0 6 , This
stage, therefore, produces a frequency
exactly half that of V IB} or one octave
below it. All of the remaining blocking
oscillators divide in the same way. The
variable factor is the amplitude of the
sync for which the tri.Jnmers 06} 09} Ow
0'5} 018 and 0 2 1 are used.
The 18,000-ohm resistors, R ' 0 through
R 16J place a constant load across the
output so that the changes between no
load and the load i.Jnposed when a tone
is keyed will be a minimum. The resistors
also serve to keep the capacitors discharged so that they will not cause clicks
or pops when the tones are keyed.
Conn's engineering approach (and
also that of the Allen and Artisan instruments) is to provide separate keyed
oscillators for each note in the scale, all
running without any synchronization.
This corresponds to the choral effect of
the air organ. Conn employs a Hartley
type oscillator which provides both pulse
and flute (sine) tones.
Figtwe 7 shows the construction of
a Conn tone-oscillator family and the
schematic corresponding to this structm'e is shown in Fig. 8. Note that two
wave shapes are derived from each oscillator, depending on the method of pulling them from the circuits. F 'igu're 9
shows the oscillator chassis installed in
the organ. A complete description of the
Conn family of organs is given in AUDIO}
September and October, 1956, (Reference 9) .
F igttl'e 10 shows eight sets of twochannel tone-generator assemblies assembled in the Artisan, which, si.Jnilar to
the Conn tone generator, takes two wave
shapes from the oscillators rather than
one sawtooth or square wave. Tuning is
accomplished by changing the air gap
and consequently the inductance, of the
coil. F 'igure 11 is the schematic and
Fig. 12 shows the wing nut arrangement
for changing the air gap. Windings in
the coil are arranged to obtain two different basic wave forms from each oscilIa tor; a "flute" (sine) \Va ve, and a
"string" (pulse) wave.
To be continued

Fig. 12. Coil assembly showing tuning
mechanism for Artisan organ.
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MODULAR MICROPHONES!*
Another exclusive concept that makes
UNIVERSITY microphones better.
20 microphones? Yes-for anyone of University's MODULAR MICROPHONES can provide at least
five different methods of operation! University
has inaugurated a new era in microphone design
and construction-professional microphones offering total interchangeability with every conceivable type of adapter! This permits long-term
savings as well as improved versatility, for you
can add su itable adapters as your microphone
r equirements change-without buying additional microphones. You need never compromise quality to meet a price.

AUD.IO ,', "

And it works as simply as this: equipped with a
minimum of basic University MODULAR MICROPHONES , anyone of University's interchangeable
adapters may be chosen to complete the mi.crophone assembly you require .. . with , or without
switches, for cables with and without quickdisconnect plugs, for screw-on or slide -on floor
and desk-stand operation . And you can make
instant impedance changes without tools., rewiring or soldering!
· T R AD •• A RK
For the complete story on Universiti'S~~'ew line of
omni-directional, cardioid and ·Iiivalier MODULAR
MICROPHONES, send for th~ free 16-page brochure.
Write: Desk R-2, University Loudspeakers, Inc.,
80 S. Kensico Ave.., White Plains, New York.
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SEPARATION
Last month, in our Profile of the Pilot
602M FM·stereo receiver, we reported
stereo reception as "better than 20 db."
Further investigation has caused us to
doubt that figure. As a result we have reo
vised our method of testing for stereo
separation. We will fully describe the
method we currently use in some future
issue. Meanwhile Pilot tells us that the
minimum separation acceptable in their
factory tests is 30 db.

HARMAN-KARDON CITATION
MA FM STEREO ADAPT ER
Users of the Citation III FM tuner have
had a long wait for their FM Stereo
adapters, but at long last they are finally
available. We spent about two and a half
hours on Christmas Day making the con·
version to the Citation III tuner, and
everything went along smoothly-in cluding
the performance after the tuner was back
in its accustomed place.
The MA FM adapter comes as a single
factory·assembled and factory aligned
chassis which connects electrically to the
Citation III by means of a single· pin plug
for the input and an octal plug for power
and output connections. Mechanically, the
adapter simply attaches on the top of the
tuner chassis as shown in Fig. 1, being
fastened by two existing screws on the
top plate and by one of the screws which
holds the bottom plate.
The adapter circuit is shown in Fig .. 2.
The dotted box at the upper left contains
a 67 ·kc filter in the series leg which is
permanently in the circuit, and a shunt
leg which is switched in by one position
of the selector switch. The pilot signal is
fed to the "side amplifier" through a small
capacitor. The audio signal passes through
an equalizing network to the grid of a
cathode follower which feeds a bridge cir·
cuit that effectively isolates the 38·kc
switching frequency from the audio cir·
cuit. The switching signal alternately turns
on one or the other of the two pairs of
diode switches- this being a time· division
system-and the outputs of the diode

switches are fed to two identical parallel·T
networks that do double duty as 38·ke null
circuits and as the de·emphasis networks.
The networks are unsymmetrical so as to
provide both of these functions at once.
Their outputs are fed to two anode·fol·
lowers with a small amount of inverse cross·
feeding to increase separation, and thence
to two terminals on the octal plug.
The side amplifier consists of a triode
section followed by two 19·kc filter circuits and an amplifier stage which feeds
a primary winding of a transformer to
provide synchronization to the 19-kc oscillator which employs the second~ry of the
transformer as a cathode·tapped oscillator
coiL A transformer in the plate circuit of
the oscillator tube is tuned to 38 kc, and
this feeds the diode·bridge switch.
Constru ct ion

There is no actual construction required
on the MA FM Adapter itself, but there
is some modification required to the Citation III to accommodate it. This is minimal, however, and is made primarily to
provide the heater and plate power and
the necessary s,vitching. The adapter kit
contains a new dress panel which replaces
the one on the original tuner to show the
new switch positions and to make space
for the indicator light. The old power
switch and the old volume control are reo
moved and replaced by a combination
power switch and function switch, and by
a three-gang volume control-one for mono
and the other two for stereo outputs. Additional plate·supply filtering is provided in
the adapter.

Fig . 1 (b e low). Ci tation MA FM Adapter in place o n t op of
the Citation III t uner. Fig. 2 (right). Schemati c of th e Adapte r.

VI2
112 12AX71 ECCB3
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The new selector switch has four positions-off, mono, stereo, and stereo with
the 67·kc SCA filter in the circuit. In both
stereo positions, the indicator light is illu·
minated.
Wiring consists primarily in running six
shielded cables from the rear of the tuner
chassis to th e new switch and the ganged
volume controL In some instances-the in·
structions indicate-there is no octal power
socket on the main tuner chassis, and if
not, it must be added, although there is a
simple blank cover plate over the hole
which means that the constructor does not
need to cut a Ilh" hole in the chassis. The
few additional connections are for heater
and plate supply to the octal socket, and
connections for the indicator light on the
front panel.
Operation

We found the completed stereo tunernow a Citation IIIX- unaffected in its
normal mono performance, as it shouldn't
be, of course, since there were no changes
in the basic tuner-and equally effective
on the three stereo stations in the New
York area. One advantage in particular,
in our opinion, is the presence of a volume
control on the tuner panel which works on
stereo. With such external adapters as we
have previously tried out, there was no
method of controlling the stereo output ex·
cept on the preamp itself. With a control
on the tuner, the operating point of the
contour control can be set to an optimum
value for any station. Engineers at Harman·Rardon maintain that the absence of
filtering in the audio circuits permits an
improved square-wave response with reo
sultant "Citation Sound"- due, it is
thought, to as wide a pass band as possible.
In any case, the quality of reprodnctionwhen we could properly assess the actual
quality of the performance, recorded or
otherwise-is in keeping with the mono
quality of the Citation, which is recognized
as excellent throughout the industry. B-27
FN STcfTEO ADAPTeR
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DVNAKIT
there is no finer performance
QUALITY
For the audio perfectionist the FM-Multiplex Dynatuner has set . new standards for useable sensitivity
under the most difficult conditions, with lower distortion at all signal strengths - faster limiting, simpler
and more accurate tuning, better capture ratio, superior interference rejection, . no . overloading, outstanding AM and muItipath rejection, superlative
selectivity, and lower hum and noise. For the kit
builder, assembly and alignment are completed in
just 6 hours, and performance specs are met - the
first time.
FMX-3 Multiplex integrator $29.95 kit.
FM-J $79.95 kit, $119.95 assembled and tested.

ECONOMY
Easily the finest value in the high fidelity field, this
"no distortion" preamp has won acclaim for impeccable performance, at just about the lowest price
ever for a stereo preamplifier. Full control flexibility
in a simple, modern arrangement makes it easy to
build and a pleasure for the non-technical music
lover to use. You'll revel in its near-perfect freedom
from hum, noise, and distortion. Just $59.95 buys the
most important improvement in your music system.
PAS-2 $59.95 kit, $99.95 assembled and tested.

DEPENDABILITY
It's more than two years· old, but we've never had
to make a single change in the Stereo 70 amplifier.
Patented Dynaco output transformers an·d circuitry,
and the superior reliability of the finest etched .circuit
construction assure continued superiority of performance. In the words of Hirsch-Houck Laboratories
(December 1959 issue of High Fidelity Magazine)
"This amplifier's components are operated more conservatively than those in any other commercialamplifi er we have tested . . . Its power and (jistoftio~
ratings are completely conservative. Its listeninli
quality is unsurpassed." Could we say mor~?
.

Stereo 70 $99.95 kit, $129.95 assembled and tested.

QUOD ERAT DEMONSTRANDUM: which was to be proved
write for
detailed literature
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3912 Powelton A'IIe., Phila. 4, Pa.
Cable Address: Dynaco, Phila.
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REK-O-KUT AUTOPOISE KITSMODELS APK AND AP320
With the ever-decreasing stylus-force requirements of the newer pic~up cartridges,
it becomes more and more dIfficult for the
average person to place the stylus on the
starting groove of a record smoothly and
without possible damage to either record
or stylus assembly_ This is still more of a
problem when some members of the family
are either incapable of or disinterested in
learning how to handle a phono arm carefully. All of us have heard of the distaff
or junior members of the family who
"won't touch that delicate thing." And
when the audiofan of the family is very
particular about the equipment, the pro?lem is multiplied, for he is the one who IS
most likely to insist on the use of a turntable for his record playing.
. Once the Rek-O-Kut Autopoise is installed on your turntable, troubles of this
nature are entirely eliminated. From then
on, all you do is to place a record on the
turntable and press a button. The Autopoise takes over, lifts the arm from the
rest, moves it over to the lead-in groove,
starts the turntable motor, lowers the stylus
to the record ever so gently, and then completely relinquishes control of the arm
until the record is finished playing. At this
time, it raises the arm again, moves it
back to the rest and lowers it, then shuts
off the turntable motor. (Almost like that
little box with a switch and the handturn the switch on and the hand comes up
out of the box, turns the switch off, and
then returns to the inside of the box.) If
you wish the record to stop anywhere during its playing, simply push the button
again and the arm raises, moves to the
stop, lowers, and the turntable is turned off.
Operation

The actuating device for the Autopoise
is a small clock-type motor which drives a
cam through one revolution in ten seconds.
The cam causes the arm to raise and lower
and to be moved from rest to starting
groove or from the record to the arm rest,
and the arm position controls the turntable
motor. For completely manual playing you
can pick up the arm itself and place it
on the record anywhere, and by so doing
you have started the turntable. From any
place on the record you may pick up the
arm and return it to the rest and by so
doing you stop the motor. And there is no
mechanical connection between the arm
and the actuating mechanism during the
playing cycle. If some one inadvertently
moves the arm way past the turntable
spindle, it will not set down on the starting
groove the next cycle unless you first return the arm to the rest, which determines
the set-down position of the stylus.
While all this may sound complicated, it
is so easy to install that it may be done
completely in less than an hour. Any turn-

table will do, but the arm must be anyone
of the Rek-O-Kut models.
Assuming you already have a Rek-O-Kut
arm. You secure the Model APK kit, which
has the actuating mechanism, a new arm
base, a new gimbal assembly, and the p~sh
button switch. You make a few converSIOns
to your present arm, still using the old
arm tube, counterweight, and cartridge
shells. If you do not have a Rek-O-Kut
arm, you buy the AP-3 20 model, which includes the complete arm. The more recent
Rek-O-Kut turntables-N-33H, NL-33H,
N-34H and S-34H-are already drilled
for th~ Autopoise, but if you have an
older turntable or one of some other make,
a template is furnished so that the necessary holes may be drilled where require~.
The Autopoise is mounted only to the comcal arm base-no other mechanical fastening is required. Once installed and . ~d
justed-for height and set-down .P?SItIOn
- it should need no further servIcmg or
adjustment. The cam followers are ~ylon,
and the position of the arm rest-adJustable by loosening a single screw-deternIines
the exact place where the stylus lands on
the record. The operating cycle of ten
seconds is long enough to ensure extreme~y
smooth handling of the arm, and there. IS
no jerkiness in the action at any I?o~t
in the cycle. Figure 3 shows the unIt m
place on a turntable.
For those who are so inclined, a remote
operation can be set up by extending the
leads to the starting pushbutton, or by
paralleling another momentary-contact
pushbutton.
Performance

Aside from inspecting the APK kit separate from any turntable and watching it
work without an arm, we also tried it out
on a Rek-O-Kut NL-33H table. Since
there is no restriction of the arm in any
sense when it is playing, there should be
no reason whv it should affect flutter or
wow but it 'was measured anyhow and
foun'd a wow figure of about .05 per cent
and a flutter figure of approximately the
same amount, with the total of wow and
flutter measuring just under 0.1 per centjust about half of the NAB standard for
broadcast equipment. One thought we had
on first observing the system was that the
clock motor might have an a.c. field that
would introduce hum into the pickup circuit but the clock motor which operates
the 'Autopoise runs only when the unit is
in its cycle.
On the whole, our opinion of this de:oice
is that it provides the sm?oth~st pos~Ible
handling of the arm, makmg It pos~Ible,
for instance, to use the turntable m a
drawer of a cabinet. You put the record
on, close the drawer, and then press the
button-eliminating once and for all the
jumping from the starting groove which so
often accompanies this type of installation. The Autopoise is a truly delightful
device.
B-28

Fig. 3. Rek·O-Kut
Autopoise mechanism mounted on
a turntable in operating positio n.

ISOTONE "EROICA"
SPEAKER SYSTEM
The Isotone "Eroica" is a 3-speaker system which consists of one 8-in. and one
10-in. speaker in parallel to handle the
low and midrange frequencies, plus a compression-type tweeter to handle the .fr~
quencies from 5000 cps up to the limit
of the system. There are two unusual aspects of this system. First of all the ~o
low-frequency speakers are o~ OppOSIte
sides of the enclosure ; the 8-m. speaker
facing forward and the 10-in. speaker
facing toward the rear. In addition, the
compression tweeter also faces towards the
rear. Thus, this system must be placed at
least a foot away from the wall. We found
that the best stereo effect was obtained
with the unit placed so that the tweeter
was angled ab out 30 deg. from the wall.
The other unusual aspect of this speaker
system is the elaborate, and patented, internal labyrinth, so the midrange is reinforced and made to blend with the low frequencies. Because of this feature, the bass
must be boosted at the amplifier. This requirement is perfectly reasonable in view
of the special treatment exacted by the variety of rooms into which we may place
this system. In reality, since our main concern is the sound which the entire system
produces, it should not disturb us if the
tone controls must be adjusted.
Before we go on to the listening evaluation we would like to dwell momentarily
on the enclosure. The housing for the
"Eroica" measures 40-in. high, 22-in. deep
and 14-in. wide. It comes in either oil-finished walnut or mahogany. Its height and
relatively narrow width effectively mask
the 6.5 cubic-foot internal volume.
When properly located, and with the tone
controls adjusted, the Isotone "Eroica" produces excellent sound. The midrange is
particularly strong although the entire
range is quite smooth.
The high-frequency range seems unusually wide although placement of the
tweeter is fairly critical. The over-all sound
of the system can be characterized as
B-29.
smooth and rich at the extremes.
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JBL goes all the way-with product warranty as well as product quality. It is - and always has been -J BL's
policy to repair or replace without charge, at any time during the life of a product manufactured by James B.
Lansing Sound, Inc., any unit whose performance is impaired by a cause beyond the control of the owner. The.
only limitation is the availability of parts. And , frequently, it is possible to use today' s parts to bring a discon'·
tinued model up to better-than ·new performance. This is another reason why it's a smart idea for the music
enthusiast to invest in the very best loudspeakers available. Like any fine musical instrument, they don't wear
out, are almost always worth restoring to top-notch playing condition . Write for your free copy of the new JBL
catalog and ask us to enclose a copy of the J BL warranty card .
JBL PRECISION TRANSOUCERS ARE MANUFACTUREO BY JAMES B LANSING SOUND , INC .. AND ARE MARKETED BY JBL INTERNATIONAL, LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA
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The Campbell Letters
From the very day of publication, John Campbell's article concerning "sineward distortion" has been the
subject of much comment by readers. Here are some of the comments plus a rejoinder by Mr. Campbell.
Sir:
I have gotten a number of earnest arguments from several readers, complete with
mathematical argum ents as to why sinewave analysis is perfectly correct and adequate. All such analyses, of course, starting
with the built-in assnmption that sine-wave
analysis is correct . . . which makes that
assumption come out as the proven conclusion, naturally enough.
In the time since I wrote the article, I've
gotten quite a bit more data. Dr. Wayne
Batteau, of United Research, who's been
playing what he calls "the ears game" has
got some three-dimensional sound recordings that'll raise hair on a bald pate I I do
NOT me¥! ordinary stereo; that's two dimensiona'l at the very best; he's got three
dimensions. You should hear a plane take
off and fly over your hea d, curve, and
climb . .. . Or a father and small son discussing it, jnst eff to your right rear, and
hear the father's voice coming from about
5'2" up, and the son's voice coming from
abaut 3' up . . ..
Dr. Batteau claims to have clear evidence
that the human a uditory system can distinguish pips separated by 2 microseconds or
less-and some clues that the "less" may be
as small as 0. 2 microseconds I That the curious crumpling and folding of the external
e~r is no accide~t-but a magnificently engIneered acoustIC delay-line, and that it is
that acoustic delay-line that allows us to do
vertical sound-source location. An acoustic
delay line even that short is highly significa~t . . . t? a system that readily distingUlshes 2 mIcrosecond shifts I
.John W. Campbell, .Jr.,
1457 Orchard Road,
Mountainside, New .Jersey

on the top of lower frequency square waves.
FUl'thermore, Mr. Campbell: Fourier
analysis is a method of mathematical analy- I r efer Mr. Campbell to authorities such as
sis, and is quite unconcerned with the mech- Terman to find illustrations of peaking in
anism of the ear. It is merely a way of feedback amplifiers.
The problem is not in the use of sine
describing wave shapes. Let those who do
not understand it accept this much: It is a waves to test amplifiers; it is in the failure
perfectly valid tool when it is used cor- to use them properly. The response of an
rectly . Similarly, sine-wave r esponse, disamplifier should be fully checked before the
tortion figures, and so forth, are valid tools inverse feedb ack loop is connected and
when they are applied and .evaluated cor- again after it is connected. If the amplifier
does not cover the full f r equency range derectly. We must, of course, know how to
interpret the results. We can find, for ex- sired before the inverse feedback is added
ample, relationships between certain per- -back to the drawing board! Any defiformance measures, such as that between ciency in the pre-feedback response will reharmonic distortion and intermodulation sult in a smaller feedback margin at the
distortion.
deficient frequency r anges with the accomOne should have both the sine-wave re- panying loss in distortion and output imsponse plot and the phase-shift curve to pedance reduction at these frequencies.
predict the transient response of a system
I can't imagine why anyone would feed
if it is inconvenient to measure it Blore in a square wave of sufficient level to overdirectly. But one can actually make a load an amplifier. The square wave is most
shrewd guess from only one of these, since useful to check for peaks in the frequency
all ordinary amplifier circuits are approxi- response of the amplifier without going to
mate to so-called "minimum-phase" systems, the trouble of making a frequency run after
in which a definite relationship exists be- each adjustment.
tween response and phase-shift. In short,
A little study of basic network theory
it amounts to this: Phase-shift relative to would demonstrate that there is a most
frequency occurs in the vicinity of a rise or definite relationship between the sine wave
drop in response-hence the worry about frequency response of a network and its
"holes" in the response curve, and hence transient response. In amplifiers we can
the insistence On flat response well beyond have the additiona.l complication of driving
the limits of audibility. That is also the one of the tubes beyond its linear operating
reason why our tone-controls are phase- point. However, this would show up immeshifting controls as well!
diately in intermodulation or harmonic disThe details are in the textbooks. The re- tortion measurements.
production of sound can be analyzed and
W . B . Bernard, Capt., USN Retired,
reproduction defects can be quantized. We
144 H arrison Drive,
need information about the ear only in orSarasota, Florida
der to know how much reproduction defect
it will tolerate, or even detect. '(Hence we
can pass over Mr. Campbell's dubious de- Sir:
Mr. Campbell's article on waveform disscription of the workings of the ear without
tortion interested me very much indeed,
Sir:
fUl'ther comment.)
When I saw the article on "'Sineward'
L et's forget the term "sineward." It's because I have heard strange, intangible
Distortion in High-Fidelity Amplifiers" I
imprecise and misleading, and useful only defects in some very highly regarded amplifiers.
scanned it with interest, hoping to learn in science fiction.
Remarkable though the article is, it sufof a new principle, because I had never
Peter Moretti
heard the expressiop "sineward distortion"
Dept. of Mech. Eng. fers from a number of inaccuracies, which
if corrected would a dd considerable force
befo.re. I read o~ p atiently, through misStanford, Calif.
to the argument.
lea~ng presentatlOns of evolution, music,
First, there is no such thing as the inhearmg, neurology, and the basis of Fou- Sir:
stantaneous phase of a random music waverier analysis, patiently, ignoring the inMr. Campbell's article is quite a piece of form. In fact, phase is defined first and
complete f actual bases and the wrong de- science fiction, however it is not all a loss
ductions, because I wanted to find out what if it causes some thought about testing. foremost for sinusoidal waveforms, and
even then, if measurements are being made,
Mr. Campbell h ad discovered.
Certainly the specifications that Mr. Camp- one must follow the oscillation through at
And at last Mr. Campbell stepped down bell gives are not sufficient to guarantee a
from his soap-box and told us: He has dis- high-fidelity amplifier. He does not indicate least one cycle in order to determine the
pattern and set up phase angles with recevered phase-shift!
what kind of a load he was operating the
D ear Mr. Campbell: Phase-shift is not amplifier into when he made all these meas- spect to the zero line.
Also, since sOl,lnd waves exist in space as
new. Respectable physiologists have never urements. If he is, in fact, using a feedback
deprecated it except to make this claim:
amplifier, a drop of 1 db at 55,000 cps indi- well as time, phase is defined only for a
,The "quality" (Tonfarbe) of a steady cates a problem. Feedback will not make a fixed point with respect to the source.
Probably what Mr. Campbell means when
"note" (periodic acoustic oscillation) as poor amplifier good; it must be good before
he asserts that the ear is phase-sensitive is
perceived by the ear is largely a function of the feedback is applied.
that the brain is somehow informed of the
the 'f r'equencies of the Fourier components
Mr. Campbell does not mention the re.of the wave~orm and their relative ampli- sponse of the amplifier at frequencies below instantaneous position of each eardrum
and also, that the brain is, after one cycl~
tud.es, and IS 0ll:ly negligibly ~ffected by 10 cps. It is possible to have a peak in the
theIr phase relatlOnshlps (and IS certainly r~spon~e a~ or below 1 cps which may cause of the fun damental, able to note the phase
not affected by the process through 'which dlstortlOn III the amplifier or the associated angle between that fundamental and its
the wa,;,eform is geuerated, whether it be speaker. Many designers do not realize the harmonics. (The phase angle between the
syntheSIS or the filtering of square or importance of protecting the power ampli- crossing of the axis of the fundamental and
t he nearest crossing of the axis of the harsaw-tooth waves I). The reason that the fier and speaker from low frequencies
monic can be measured.)
phase-shifting amplifier sounds bad roots which they cannot handle. .
H is most serious error, however was in
somewhere else : It sounds bad because
The phase shift situation shown in Fig.
phase.-shift relative to frequency disturbs 3 would most certainly cause a peak in the condemning Fourier analysis of 'complex
waveforms. Fourier analysis (the breakdown
trans~ent response- and the importance of
resl?onse curye which wo.uld be indicated by
of a complex wave into its component sine
tranSIent response is well known, wherefore an lllcrease III the amplification at the frewe have square-wave tests and snch.
quency of positive feedback or by ringing
(Continued on page 58 )
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'You've Been Listening To Turntables For Years!
From "Dardanella" to "Never On Sunday," from Caruso
to Como-as long as good music has been played on
radio, it has been played on single-play turntables -

not automatics!*

.

From the earliest days, broadcasters have known there
is no substitute-no equal to the turntable. For professionals concerned with the quality of record reproduction and protection of valuable record libraries, there
can be no compromise.
The same reasoning applies to the equipment you select
for your home. You want to enjoy all the quality modern
records are capable of producing. You want unlimited
playback without the noise and distortion of excessive

groove wear. You want simple design-no troublesome
gadgetry, no breakdown and repairs. In other wordsyou need a turntable.
Rek·O·Kut is the only home component manufacturer
presently producing and supplying professional turn·
table equipment to recording studios and radio sta-.
tions. In broadcasting - turn·
tables are the standard. In turn·
tables-Rek·O·Kut i's the standard. Its quality has never been
equalled ... its reputation is unrivalled. Rek·O-Kut - the first
name in turntables.

r:'I REK.O.KUT * Write for FREE BOOKLET "Single-play Turntables versus Automatic Turntables."
~ Rek·O·Kut co., Inc., Dept. A·2, 38·19 l08th St., Corona 68, N.Y. Export: Morhan Exporting Corp •• 458 B'way, N.Y.C. Canada: Atlas Radio, 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 19
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For Trolley Love rs
Interurban Memories (Pacific Electr ic;
North Shore line).
Mobile Fidelity MF7 stereomonic
Do I hafta play this? Well I certainly
will- for my childhood delight was tl1e
trolley car and these in terurbans bring
back memories of our Connecticut 45mile-an-hour intercity trolleys, the ones
we kids called "Waterburies" because
that's where they went, via our neighborhood. Bu t the North Shore trolley-traintj
went a good 80, and in 1935 I took the
trip from Milwaukee to Chicago up front
in one, j ust to see what it was like.
Terrific.
,
The two famous lin es here recorded
are a lready dead or dying. Among a tori
of steam RR recordings, this one is a
welcome change, a n d it'll strike many a
heart pOignantly even if the old coaches
did sound like subways and elevateds, or
elderly commuter trains.
Stereomonic? Well, the company says
it's new sensation, a stereo disc that
plays perfectly on your mono machine.
Where have I heard that before? A
somewhat subtle h int is given as to how,
in the publicity. You figure it. T his system isn't cut 45/45, it's Bum-and-difference. Get it? I think I do. Better not
ask, though. Just play the record and see
what happens. It'll play on a stereo machine, that's for sure.

HERE AND THERE
A Procession With Carols. Choir of King s
College, Cambridge, England.
London OS 25285 stereo
Here's an inter esting experiment in dramatic stereo (fI~uch too late for Xmas, but
the better for it) complete with diagrams of
the groun d-plan for the large gothic chapel
in which this complete musical service took
place, moving procession-like, by stages from
one end of t he church to the other.
Instead of an ambulatory mike set-up, the
mikes for this documentar y were fixed in
one position t hroughout, regardless of the
distance to the Singers as they moved f r om
one place to a nother.
You nre seated (before your stereo speakers) in a side pew, at a point marked by an
arrow on the convenient map. The stations
where the choir sings, successively, beginning
at the door far away to your distant left, are
indicated by number s; the choir enters the
front of the chapel, moves closer in procession for each piece of music (with readings
by var ious persons in bet ween), passes you
and goes "offstage" to the right, into the
partly hidden choir stalls on each side of the
sanctuary, a t the front of the church.
The service is presented ostensibly complete
(though perhaps modestly edited to remove
coughs and sputters and the inevitable too-

• 780 Greenwich St., New York 14, N. Y.

long pauses). The musical portion includes
works of many types, all sung in the inimitable English cathedral choir style by the highly
trained boys' and men's voices. Occasionally
the "audience," the congregation, joins in on
all sides of you for a hymn.
Some of the mus ic is less than perfect in
the singing and there is often a tenseness,
a nervous feeling, that can probably be explained by the "live" performance we are
hearing-no retakes at leisure here, no coffee
breaks. But these slight musical faults are
more than offset by the convincing realism of
the over-all continuity, for the length of each
LP side.
The record is unusual for its stereo daring,
in a negative sort of way-for this is su.ely
the most "off-mike" 'professional recordIng
ever issued! Also one of the lowest in level,
for long passages while the choir sings far
off in the chapel, perhaps hundreds of feet
from the mikes. No attempt at all was made
to fo llow the procession, to adjust the pickup
to suit each of the various places at which
the choir performs. Only a couple of pieces
are actually heard in a normal close miking;
all the rest are 'way off, to left or right, behind pillars, around corners.
The recording people were absolutely righ t.
The seemingly "offmike" effects are, in this
situation, both dramatic and highly musical
and the quiet plastic is able to take the low
levels with only marginal Interference from
surface blemishes. All in all an interestingly
successful experiment in recording technique.

The Cho ir of Salisbury Cathedral.
Londo n OS 25279 stereo
(mono: 5643)
This British cathedral recording is not
continuous, like London's "Procession with
Carols", a bove (OS 25285), wi th the Cambridge King's Chapel Choir, but presents a
straight-forward musical service, equ ivalent to
a concert of the choir's repertory music. It
is all English, this music, and concentrates
on the period that was once thought of as a
sort of British musical Dark Age, the bulk
of the 17th and 18th centuries. Only Henry
Purcell (with one large work here, sung In
Latin) has generally been included among
the "great." Of the others, William Boyce
has been mildly appreciated as a minor com poser of little symphonies.
Yet these men, who are now being dutifully
resurrected right and left (along with the
rest of the once-despised "pre-Bach" composer s of other countries) turn out to have
a lot to say in their own special fashion.
Most of this material Is highly worthwhile, if
not tops in greatness; only towards the end
of the period, heading in to the 19th century,
does the music become overblown and falseor so It seems with our ears of today.
The choir, if the mikes are to be trusted
In such a large cathedral , is a rather gentle
one, somewhat overweighted in the male
adults, tending towards the wispiest of small,
breathy little boys' voices in the sopranos and
altos. Diction Is not a lways clear (reverberation ?), styling not nearly as fancy as that of
the King's College choir with its elaborate
rolled "r"8 and forced consonants.
One piece is most amusing-an enormous
bass solo voice paired against the tiniest
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boy's voice you ever heard, on equal terms_
I could almost see the two, one soloist reaching easily up to the knees of the other! Yet
I suppose it was intended to be in dead earnest. After all, the choir boys In this cathedral'
have been rehearsing continuously in th esame room for 600 years. The weight of that
tradition must be almost too great to bear.

Brooks Smith-Beethoven " Kreutzer" Sonata (with Jascha He ifetz).
Heifetz-Bach Concerto for Two Violin$
(with Erik Friedman ). New Symphony
O rch . of Lo ndon, Sargent.
RCA Victor LM/LSC 2577
stereo or mono
if the above titling looks zany, it is. In
vJew of the way the performances stack up.
here, I figured I'd better reverse some of
RCA's billing credits for these two works,
which everybody knows require equal cooperation between equal artists, in one caseviolin and piano, in the other case, two equal
violins.
··In the famous "Kreutzer"-of all sucih
sonatas the most completely "equal" in its.
pairing 'of two instruments- it is not HeifetZ'
but the; pianist Brooks Smith who leads.
Heifetz, for reasons one can't expect toguess, is competent but tired, where the musiC'
must be of fiery incandescence. Perhaps he
has played the wor k too many hundred times.
Brooks Smith does an alive, exciting job at
his plano, like Rudolph Serkin at a slightly
lower voltage; but RCA gives him no credit
at a ll, beyond one line of small type. Such is·
musical value versus name appeal!
In the other work, con versely, it Is Heifetz.
who is clearly the leader in the in tertwined.
overlapping counterpoint for the two fiddles
that old Bach has left u s. Were it not for
differences in violin "per sonality," the twosolo parts would be qu ite impossible to distinguish in the listening, as Heifetz must
have realized after his tricky re-recording'
job, playing both parts, that was issued years·
ago. Now, he picks a partner for tonal con-·
trast-and easily dominates him in the playing, though in this case RCA gives extravagant praise to Mr. Friedman for having been
chosen as the Great Man's colleague. Fiddlesticks! Don't we a ll know that g reat artists.
tend to pick their companions-In-music with
an eye for their own solo status? Why didn't
Heifetz pick a big-name violinist to play
with him?
Nevertheless, the results are good in the·
Bach, since one can quite clearly tell Mr..
Heifetz's playing from Mr. Friedman's, which
is softer, less assertive, less well shaped and'
colored, though otherwise entirely adequate·
for the job. I wouldn't be surprised if he was
a bit nervous, In the great Presence. Had!
every right to be. (Mr. Friedman is all of 22.)

The Voice of Erna Sack. {Historic Reissues}.
Telef unken TH 97004
The voice of E rna Sack was two voices,
both of them on this disc. In n{)rmal soprano
range, she had a warm German fraiilein voice,
sweetly wobbly, f ull of sentiment, soft and
yielding. (Yielding in pitch, anyhow). Above
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PING PONG STEREO
IS NOT A ·
,.TECHNICAL ADVANCEI

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO STEREO RECORD BUYERS
We feel the time has come to clear the air with regard to the many new "gimmick terms"
which some recording companies are now 'passing off to the consuming public as great, new,
stereophonic technical advances.
It is of great concern to me personally that the consuming public is being confused and misled
to believe that certain supposedly "new" recording techniques are important steps forward .
,in stereo recdrding.
I maintain most of these terminologies are purely commercial sales gimmicks to capitalize on
the trend of "Ping Pong" stereo records . In my opinion, it is a mist;3ke to present "Ping Pong"
·stereo as an advance in stereophonic recording technique.
'Obviously it is not.
'Certainly it is being used as a commercial sales gimmick.
True or real stereophonic recording, as employed on Audio Fidelity Records, utilizing the
"Stereophonic Curtain of Sound@" technique, does not require gimmickry such as recording
lin different rooms or at different times, etc., in an attempt to achieve separation, high signal·noise ratio, brilliance and clarity.
:It is my assumption that the "knowing" record consumer is now ready to mature and progress
:beyond the "Ping Pong" gimmickry stage in stereo records and will evaluate and enjoy stereo
:as it should be heard.
If this is so, as an outstanding example of Audio Fidelity'S
:stereophonic recording, may I recommend that you listen to
lour' latest ~'Curtain of ~ound" recording-"Paris," featuring
·Jo J3asile, with accordion and Massed String Orchestra . We
feel this recording, from the standpoint of musical perform'ance, selection of material and stereophonic sound reproduc·tion, is among the finest Audio Fidelity has ever produced ...
,and certainly one of the greatest stereophonic recordings
·available at this time.
Sidney Frey,

PRESIDENT

~.S. We would be very interested in hearing
:your own views on this subject. Please write.

S~nd

for our NEW, FREE complete cata logue.

AUDIO
FIDElITY® RECORDS
AFLP 1955
Mono-$4.98

t

i'

AFSD 5955
Stereo-$5.95

DEPT. A2, 770 EL.EVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
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the normally-expected top-she herself didn't
discover this for a long time-she cou ld go
on upwards indefinitely. The upper voice is in
the piccolo range, high above 99 per cen t of
all normal sopranos. It sounds that way. Not
like a human voice but mo re like a sllghtly
unsteady tin whistle, afflicted with a cold.
The higher sh e went, the more unhuman it
sounded. A preposterous sound, if you ask
me, and she only u sed it for added fancy .
cadenzas- after all, no composer ever wrote
for such squeaks in the s uper-stratosphere
Most of her singing is just normally pleasant
German schmalz.
The "historic" recording is not exactly candid in its get-up. No dates, like the British
EM1 collectors' series, which gives exact
dates and information on every r ecording presented. By t he end of the war, Miss Sack was
something less youthful, her main r eputation
having been pre-wa r . Out of the "enormous"
recorded Sack r epertoire, T elefunken has by

the sound of it picked a group of her last
recordings, made probably during the war or
after it; they are most of them clearly hi-fi
and sounding tape-like, with clean highs. The
singing, to match, is rather tired a nd the
cadenza passages the worse for wear -she
must have been getting towards the end of
her rope for these. The very fine sound qu ality
is no excuse for t heir revival in preference
to older discs of better performances that
surely were available.
One band, the last on side 1 of t his LP,
featu res what is clearly an older Sack recording, minus highs, quite dead in the
acoustics, somewhat distorted In the louder
parts and at the inner grooves- sounds to
be, perhaps, of the early or mid-thirties. On
that band, by no accident I'd say, the singing
Is decidedly better, the voice much steadier
and more convincing, the vocal gymnastics
more secure. Who cares if it is lo-fi? Can 't
have your Sack and hi-fi too.

More Beecham Lollipops Royal Philharmonic, Beecham.
Angel S 35865 stereo
The key pa rt of this title is "pops"-as in
our American prototype, the Boston Pops,
though the Boston pops music takes place in
concerts of an informal, beer-hall sort, com·
plete with tables and refreshments, whereas
the Beecham pops Items served mainly as en·
core material for his regular concerts. As he
says in an inimitable introduction here, these
are "little epilogues, corollaries , or afterthoughts" which are "short, taking, and pop·
ula r In style." Popular not in the American
way, of course, but merely in the old-fashIon ed sense that people llke these pieces and
don't have to take them too seriously in the
listening.
The thing about both Beecham and Arthur
Fiedler, of the Boston Pops Orchestra, is
that these men have a uniquely high standard
for their pops music, both In the music itself
and in the performance. Fiedler's is foamier,
peppier, sometimes a bit too stunty and
brash but always accurate a nd musically well
phrased and shaped. Beecham's playing is
precisely like his playing of all music (1
s peak figuratively, since he' plays merely upon
his orchestral-impeccably accurate, beauti·
fully balanced, every note neatly calcul ated
in impact, duration, shape, f unction.
The lollipop category does not degr ade
these works, taken from the most important
composers; instead, the lmpact if anything is
enhanced, making more of the music than you
m ight have thought possible. Here we have
Berlioz, Debussy, Saint-Saens, Tchaikowsky,
Gounod and Mozart, a cross section of the
major B eecham in terests, oml tting only the
heavyweights and the ultra-serious composers
of the Beecham stable, such as Wagner and
Delius.
There's an earlier bunch of lollipops on
Angel S 34406.

Sousa On Review. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Fennell .
Mercury SR 90284 stereo

The view above, of the disassembled Neumann U-67 condenser microphone, is one of the rare occasions you'll have to inspect its inner assembly ... (unless you can't resist the temptation) because the U-67
operates virtually service-free. Reasons why? Design innovations perfected after 30 years of extensiv:e research. Here are a few:
TWO MYlAR ® DIAPHRAGMS/ Polyester foil
with evaporation deposited gold, forms
each of the two diaphragms. Its effective
resistance to heat, moisture, and a'g ing,
gives it longevity far beyond the limita·
tions of commonly used materials.
PRINTED CIRCUITS/ Shock damage and instability are not for the U·67. Printed
circuits are used where advantageous.

GRID CIRCUIT COMPONENT PROTECTION/ As
a safeguard against humidity, all input
components are encapsulated in high
r esistance silicon compound.
EF 86 TUBE/"Garden-Variety" plug-in EF
86 tube, replaceable by user, achieves
outstanding low-noise performance
without microphonics. Tube socket is
of Teflon.®

To such developments add the most versatile operating facilities ever
built into one microphone ... switch controlled directional characteristics (all three patterns), voice-music bass cut-off switch, and overload
protection switch for extreme close-up miking. These separate compensation possibilities and its foolproof construction, make the U-67 the
most functional and the most desirable studio microphone available.
Professional net: $435, at your franchised professional equipment dealer.

Fot' complete specifications
and more details on the U-67, request bulletin loa.
- - - N
GOTHAM AUDIO
CORPORATIO
2 W. 46 St., New York 36, N. Y. (212) CO 5-4111

•

~
6

1710 N. La Brea, Hollywood 28, Cal. (213) HO 5·4111
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Don't even need to play this one in order to
recommend it to you- it is a sequel to last
year's excellent Sousa disc, same performers,
same l a bel, and may t here be many more,
unto t he last of the Sousa output. That'll take
quite awhile. This professional ensemble, as·
sociated with a "classical" music school, does
bang-up playings of Sousa, though for some
other less worthy types of semi·pops music
the group has played with its collective n ose
a bit high in the air. Not for Sousa-and 1
agree; he really is a tremendous composer
with in his self-chosen n arrow area. Like Jo·
hann Strauss and his r elatives. Or Offenbach.
Or Gilbert-and-Sullivan.
Most of the Eastman band records in this
series mix Sousa with other march com·
posers. This disc and "Sound Off!" are all ·
Sousa.

American Band Marches. The Salvation
Army New York Stafl' Band, Holz.
Westminster WST 15056 stereo
Couple of weeks ago I stopped for a red
light at the corner of 14th Street and 8th
A'I'enue in New York and caught the sight and
sound of one of those timeless half-circles
for Sal vation, the good ladies of The Salva·
tion Army in their bonnets singing and plo pplop-ing at the direction of a bonneted
leader in the focus of the concavity. They
didn't bother with harmony-not enough
brass instruments-and the denizens of 14tb
Street hardly even noticed. Life was mucb
too busy a nd anyhow, my light changed
gr een at that point.
It wasn't that g roup which plays h ere,
by a long shot. But this one has a satisfyingly Salvation Army sound to it, quite surprisingly allen to the snazzier and zippier
bandism of, say, the Marines and the West
Pointers, or the Harvard Ba nd on Yale·
Harvard day. This is the super·Salvation
band of New York, the one that played Old
Soldier8 Never Die to Gen. MacArthur (and
plays It here). It's Sincere, competent and
practically never out of tune, but it stUlbless it-sounds llke the Salvation Army,
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and just as well. Not a hint of ugly commercialism nor TV dress-up.
The jacket notes may give you pause. The
Army, with Its ancient theme of the Church
Militant, the soldiers of the Lord, is evidently
still a major force the world over. "Mr.
Leldzen (one of the composers) has can.
trlbuted hundreds of compositions to Salvation Army publications" you'll read And
"This typical brass band' march is 'a favorite with thousands of Salvation Army
Bands throughout the world". Whatthou. . . . ? Are there that many? Well, it
says here that these players represent 50,000
Salvation Army bandsmen who serve In 87
countries! And as I read that astonishing
statement, I suddenly remember the last
Salvation Army band I heard, back In 1953.
It was, come to think of it, exactly like the
one on 14th Street In Manhattan. An uneven
semi-circle of bonneted ladies and slightly
elderly males with uniform caps, and the
handful of brass instruments was as dolefully out of tune as ever; after the hymn
was over, the leader got up and exhorted the
passersby. Where was It? In Neuchatel
Switzerland, on the lake front, and I can't
remember whether it happened In French
or German. German, French, or Hottentot
the Salvation Army still marches on.
'
P. S. There's a colossal bass drum In the
tlrst march on side 1 of this disc. I thought
for a few moments It was some new species
of rumble In my turntable.
JE

AUDIO ETC
(from page 14 )
tain problems, back then, better than any
of the phone makers of the present have
yet managed to do.
I've found, in this small cross-section of
the present market, an expected but still
startling variation in many aspects, not
only in the external appearance and headholding arrangements but in the sound itself which, hi fi or no, varies decidedly from
one set of phones to another, and in macro
respects at that.
I'm not tOI? bothered. Yes, I am aware
that these phones mostly offer the standard types of "specs" with the usual 20-to20,000 label that is more or less obligatory
in all hi-fi advertising these days. I take
most such claims with tolerance and a certain humorous disbelief, come one come all
- I feel about the same way I do when I
read that this year's Valiant, say, is "completely new." Oh yeah' But if they didn't
say that they'd lose most of their customers,
even though anybody with half an eye can
see that the car is practically the same as
last year's, and properly so. It's our fault,
and it's ours that we insist on "20 to
20,000" on everything hi fi that we buy,
even including phones.
The proof's in the hearing, not the advertised specs. I listened. First, I tried one
set of the phones that plug into your ears,
miniature-size, and quickly decided one pair
was enough. All the others I had on hand
were variably large, went on over the ears
and were variably cushioned and air sealed;
all, if I'm right, depend on the air-space
semi-sealed inside the headpieces to bring
through the bass end. (There are phones
that don't. I'll investigate that later. )

MIXING CONTROLS
2 INPUTS EACH CHANNEL
CANNON SOCKETS
AUTOMATIC SHUT· OFF
TWO SPEEDS-7'h or

33A

NAB HUB EQUIPPED
DUAL·ACTING TENSIONER
PLUG-IN TRANSFORMERS
MONITOR WHILE
RECORDING

Beyer

First-Beye?·. These German phones were
the most expensive I tried and they were
also the most asked-about. I ran a test record (I'll do that much testing) into them
and found I could hear a 12,000-cps tone,
that being about my own top measurement;
10,000 was loud and clear. Going on down,
I got all the way to 50 cps easily and without finger pressure on the earpieces (using
the older type Beyer ear surround, now be-

AUDIO
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PO INTER -TO- PO INTER
LEVEL METERS
4·DIGIT COUNTER
INTERLOCKED FUNCTION
SWITCH
POWERFUL, COOL·RUNNING.
FULLY-SYNCHRONOUS
MOTOR

Why is Newcomb's Model 8M-310 the most wanted stereo
tape recorder? Many reasons. One of the first attractions is
the fact it takes any size reel including 10%". Then, as acquaintance grows, you become increasingly impressed with
its natural ease of operation. Controls are logically arranged.
The natural thing to do is the right 'thing to do. Tape transport is governed by a central joystick. There is now a pauseedit position between "stop" and "play!' And this is just one
of the features planned with you, the operator, in mind.
Lighted volume level meters are arranged pointer-to-pointer.
The counter displays four digits. Tape is loaded easily - in a
straight line without looping or threading. And it's so easy
on tape ... no stretching ... no jerking even though the machine
reaches playing speed instantaneously. You can operate the
Newcomb recorder in any position-vertical 01' horizontal. AU
necessary 'Preamplification is built in along with a balance
control and ganged volume control. Available in either halftrack (8M-310) or quarter-track (8M-310 -4) models. The
latter records quarter-track and plays back either quarteror half-track. Matching power amplifier and reproducers are
also offered. Learn all the details in your free copy of Bulletin 8M-3. Write for yours today.
NE W COM B AU D lOP ROD U C T S COM PAN Y
6824 Lexington A venue, Hollywood 38, Cali/ot'nUJ

Dept. T-2
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ing replaced by larger ones that a re more
easily sealed). With only a slight finger
pressure I heard a distinct smudge of sound
that was 40 cps on the test record, coming
through the amplifier noise. (I had not yet
hooked in the required resistors.) I could
not hear 30, 25, or 20 cps-but how many
large loudspeakers will bring them through
minus doubling'
All in all, these Beyer phones without the
slightest doubt can cover the full musical
range of sound and they do it (my ear
says) with smoothness and considerable
presence, once you have them rightly
matched up to their signal S9urce.
The Beyers aren't exactly streamlined in
looks. Heavy, black, and German looking
(like an old Mer.{ledes), and the single overhead band jur;t happened to rest on a very
sore bump on my. head (banged it on a

kitchen cabinet door)-which didn't add to
my comfort. Not Beyer's fault; but a pair
of bands, or a foam·type pillow, would have
helped. The early-type earpieces just hang
loose at the ears. Though finger pressure is
cautioned against in the directions, I found
the ear seal somewhat inadequate without
it. The newer and larger surrounds (they
snap on) fit much more closely. You can
get a replacement pair for your present
Beyers if you wish.
The Beyer phones are extremely sensitive,
as is their proper boast. But this leads to
problems. Minus resistors (furnished loose
in an envelope), the phones require so little
speaker output power (they won't work on
cathode·follower monitors) that the ampli·
fier noise almost equals the signal itself in
volume. It's resistors from the word go. I
can't see why they don't install them ready-

• , . TRANSIENT RESPONSE - Unique low inertial single metal
diaphragm system results in superior transient response and
crYstal clear definition at highest levels. Especially obvious when
recording cymbals, trumpets or piano.

• .• FREQUENCY RESPONSE - AT LAST, a condenser microphone
WITHOUT high frequency peaks. Piano and voice are reproduced
without shrillness.

• •• 'lACK OF DISTORTION - Significantly lower distortion, never
exceeding 0.3% at sound pressure levels to 115dB above 0.0002
microbar. Impossible to overload condenser capsule.

• _ • FRONT·TO·BACK RATIO - Highest wideband rejection over
the important midrange; at least 26dB. Since directional patterns
are varied acoustically rather than electrically, frequency and
sensitivity characteristics are not disturbed.

GREATEST VERSATILITY
Schoeps microphones are avail·
able in two series. The eM 60
series uses a standard 6AU6
plug·in tube. The smaller M221B
series (illustrated) features a
number of interchangeable can·
denser capsules. A full range of
accessories, including a unique
MS stereo adapter, makes
Schoeps the most versatile
microphone in the world.

Schoeps is the only condenser microphone approved for use by
the entire French radio and television broadcasting system.

Telex
Actual Size

COMPARE THE SCHOEPS
You are cordially invited to try the Schoeps microphone on location
or in your own studio. We are confident that you will find the
Schoeps system vastly superior to any condenser microphone.
Write or phone for a demonstration. Literature is available on
request.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTROACOUSTICS INCORPORATED
333 SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 14, N. Y.

Permoflux '52
As a comparison, myoId Permoftux '52
phones are big, clumsy but very comfortable, with inside-out fleece for the cushioning, leather-side to your ears, plus leathercovered dual headbands. They aren't too
easy to put on nor adjust, tending to tangle
in their own springs and cables, but once
on, they are remarkably pleasant to wear,
hour after hour.
These Permofluxes have the highly desirable medium impedance rating (200 ohms'),
will play very nicely on both sides of the
amplifier, "A" monitor or "B" power output. They provide adequate volume off any
normal monitor circuit, and they play with
practicable volume, not too excessive, off
any power amplifier. Resistors not really
required. In these respects they are to my
way of thinking ideal, and that is one reason why I ring them in here, a decade after
their original appearance.
I n sound, the Permofluxes still rate as
the next-best phones I've heard so far. They
are bright and clear up to 8000 cps, fade
out before the 10,000-cps figure. Not as
good as Beyer, but plenty good enough for
virtually complete musical intelligence and
for first-rate speech quality. There's a
slight peakiness in the "presence" range,
admirably designed to compensate for the
lack of very high highs. In the bass, the
Permofluxes do as well as Beyer. I could
hear the 40-cps tone faintly, though 50 Cpt;;
was markedly better. (It sounds louder
t han 40 cps anyhow because of the ear's
falling-off in response to lower tones.)
For speech realism I'd place the Permoflux '52 sound at the very top. Excellent I
On music, these phones easily equal Beyer
in over·all effect, but technically lack the
Beyer extended upper range, nor is the
response quite as peak-free_ Still, these two
phone models both bring through an exemplary sense of musical balance and naturalness-the Permofluxes doing a more imaginative job partly because their huge earp.ieces shut out more of the intruding outSIde world, so you can lose yourself in sheer
sound I Good idea, decidedly.
Now I wonder whether I could mount a
Beyer driver in a Permoflux "chassis'" Or
maybe in a Telex. I'm always ready to
dicker in that fashion ....

AUDIBLY SUPERIOR ..

UNEQUALLED PERFORMANCE
The unique feature that makes
Schoeps microphones superior to
all others is its patented single
metal diaphragm construction. Pat·
tern switching is achieved by altering the acoustic chambers behind
the diaphragm. This system guarantees not only a smoother high
frequency response but also a
higher front·to·back discrimination
in the cardioid pattern.

connected in the phone lines, this being the
case. (Wpll-probably because the phones
mIght have to be used off 600 ohms, or via
It transformer system.)
External difficulties, these, part of the
present maladjustment in respect to hi-fi
needs that is typical of any "phase 2" development. What matters is that the Beyer
phones do sound very good. You can get
them to work rightly for you with a bit of
patient dickering, a few connectors, resistors, switches, and then you'll be in hi-fi
Heaven for fair. Given a few extra polishings-up, less weight, a better head suspension and further earpiece improvement,
these phones would be pretty close to the
ideal.

212 WA 9·8364
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The Telex phones, quite inexpensive, were
by far the most comfortable I tried. An
excellent external design, using foam rubber of the sort that has a very soft, easily
wrinkled-up leather-like exterior surface. It
isn't sweaty, it doesn't press too hard and
it contours itself to your head with marvelous ease under very light pressure. A
rubber covered dual headband and a very
simple slide adjustment keeps these extremely light phones in place. The ensemble
is a nice brown in color, with contrasting
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eream joints, and, really, these phones are
good looking on anybody's head. Impressive.
The Telex phones reproduced upwards
about as high as the old Permofluxes (I
couldn't hear any 10,000 cps, but the important tones just below were very much
there), and l:ave a similar slight brilliance
in the upper "presence" end. But these
phones suffer somewhat from one lack, not
enough bass. Couldn't hear anything below
60 cps; but what counts is the over-all bass
power, which fell off seriously enough to
give a rather thinnish sound to music. Not
at all bad and I expect a minor engineering
dicker could :fix these phones to be the most
desirable in their price range. Three wire;
I rewired them to four, and you'd better
do the same.

Gene ral Phones

General Phones. This set of phones, which
came in some time ago, has me mystified.
High fidelity is the name attached, along
with '20 to 17,500 cps" and "no annoying ,
peaks." They are supposed to be easy to
wear ("easiest wearing headphones ever
made") . Not for me.
But what really bothered me about these
phones was the sound. Did I do something
wrong ~ Are they defective, or out of order ~
(But the two sound the same, so it's both
of them.) All I know is that I could just
barely hear the 6000-cps test tone and not
a whisper of sound any higher; and in the
bass I got down no further than a faint 80
cps, even with the earpieces pressed to my
head. The over-all effect was surely "peakfree" but it was so completely muffled and
lifeless that every listener who has tried
them has made faces.
These phones are built in the old style,
on free-turning spindle mounts that go
'round and 'round, with a heavy dual overhead spring; the things tied themselves in
knots long before you could get them on
your head. The ear surrounds are of heavy,
thick rubber, uncomfortably sweaty and uncontoured for not much of a seal. The
mechanism is described as "variable reluctance" and it surely is; but the metal diaphragm drive looks like a varient of the old
and familiar pre-hi-fi arrangement we've
had for a half century or so. The phones, I
note, were adapted from a military tank
communications system.
Knight
The last set of phones to come in, shortly
before a late deadline, was the Allied Radio
mail-order Knight KN 840, modest in price
and quite radical in looks-cream-white
phones with ~ancy brushed-metal arms running up to a flat black plastic top piece
lined underneath with foam. The phones
turn 'round on spindles and can be telescoped for fit, but tangling is unlikely since
the earpieces stay at least three inches or
so apart and can't be crossed. Four-wire
connections, neatly brought together into a
paired, shielded, gray plastic cable, like a
lamp cord. The phone plug is three-contact;
I snipped it off and attached my usual fourcontact Jones plug combo.
(Note the usual anomaly: two "hot"
leads and two surrounding "shields," the
two channels kept entirely separate right
up to the phone plugs, where the "shields"at 45 ohms-join into a co=on "ground.")
Good looking, these Knights, but in practice I found that I must have a very peculiar head, for I couldn't find a comfortable
"hang" for the square overhead ensemble.
Stuck out on both sides, and the phones
sort of dangled straight down, and didn't
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FM • S TER EO • MULTIPLEX
All on One Chassis and in KIT FORM
That's Right - No external Multiplex
Adapter required • • • PACO introduces the
new model ST·35MX FM Stereo Multiplex
tuner, featuring the f inest multiplex cir·
cuit ry, ALL ON ONE CHASSIS ... ALL IN
ONE CABINET AND IN KIT FORM (with
factory pre'aligned multiplex section).
The ST-35MX FM Stereo-multi plex
tuner is designed for the discriminating
Audiophile who demands the ultimate in
dist ortionless FM Stereo reception. I~ s
incomparable features include ultra high
sensitivity, rock-stable AFC, pin point
select ivity combined with broad band
response,
The ST-35MX has been engineered to
meet t he most critical standards. Highly
styled in a handsome black and gold case
•. . it is the perfect compan ion to Paco's
popular SA-40 Stereo preamp-amplifier or
any other fine quality st ereo system.
AVAILABLE THREE WAYS IN HANDSOME
GOLD AND BLACK ENCLOSURE
MODEL ST·35MX (Kit) with full pre-aligned
multiplex circuitry and PACO det ailed
assembly- operating manual.
NET PRICE $99.95
MODEL ST·35PAMX (Semi-Kit) with both
tuner and multiplex sections factorywired and completely prealigned for
hairlin e sensit ivity. Complete with
PACO detailed assembly - operating
manual ... .... NET PRICE $ 119.95
MODEL ST·35WMX (ready to operate).
Factory-Wired, aligned, calibrated and
assembled complete wit h operating
manual . ... . .. NET PRICE $139.95

by ~~[9[QJ

Model SA·40
STEREO PREAMp·AMPLIFIER KIT
Kit Net Price: $79.95
Factory Wi red Net Price: $129.95

Model ST-25 MX
FM STEREO TUNER KIT
Kit Net Pri ce: $69.95
Factory Wired Net Price: $99.95

Model MX-l00
STEREO MULTlPHX ADAPTER
Kit Net Price: ~49 . 95
Factory Wired Net Pri ce: $69.95

See the full line of PACO
Hi-Fi St ereo components
on display at all lead ing
distributors throughout the
world .
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be expected, too, they were much louder
than Permoflux off a standard power amplifier output and brought through the expected amplifier noise, due to the necessary
low volume-setting minus resistors. Even at
45 ohms the resistors are definitely needed.
Allied Radio has gone to considerable
lengths to provide unusually easy matching-up for these phones under present conditions. There's a companion Control Unit,
the KN-841, which includes everything
you'll likely need, with level set, "stereo"
balance and "stereo"-mono for chairside
use. This, you see, makes the phones strictly
HB" devices : the Control Unit connects to
the power amplifier output, preferably at
16 ohms. (But it still makes use of the
three-conductor phone plug.)
Allied also has put a I-watt power jack
(see above) on its Knight KN 771 ampli-

seal very well with their somewhat shiny
rubber flanges. The top of my brain-case
simply wasn't flat enough.
As to sound, t hese Knights, oppositely t o
the Telex phones, had a nice bass response
but I found their highs rather deficient
with a slight whistling sound, a peakish
effect, somewhere in the lower middle, and
a lack of "presence." Not musically very
satisfying and the speech sibilants were
not too convincing.
These phones are electrically interesting
in that, in contrast to Beyer (4 ohms) and
the numerous 8-ohm models, these rate at
45 ohms each "to optimize speaker damping." Thus on the cathode-follower type of
"A" area monitor circuit they were distinctly louder than the other newer models,
though still considerably fainter than my
optimum Permoflux '52 phones. As might

INST R UME N TS
FOR PRECISION
CIRC UIT ANA L Y SI S
For every t ype of service. These quality instruments are supplied as original equipment with
many broadcast st at ion installations.
~

· -----------11----------- ,
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NEW B&W

:

Model 4 10
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I

Distortion

I

Meter

I

MODEL 200 AUDIO OSCILLATOR

I

• Frequency Range: 30 t o 30 ,000 cycles.
• Frequency Respo nse: Belter th an
± I db. 30 to 15,000 cycles wi th 500
ohm load.
• Stabili ty: Belt er th an 1% .
• Calibration: ± 3.0% of scale read ing.
o Voltage Out pu t : 10 volts into 500 ohm
load.
Distor tion : less than .2 % at 5 volts
output.
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• Measures: Au dio distortion, noise l evel and
audio voltage level.
• Idea l for FCC Pro of of Performa nce Tests and
laboratory measurements.
o Measures disto rtion as low as .1% on f undamental f requencies from 20 to 20,000 cycles.
o Th e sensi ti ve vacuu m tu be volt meter ci rcuit
measures AC voltage wi th an accuracy of £5%
through a freq uency range of 20 to 200 ,000
cycles.
• The calibrated attenuator permits noise and
db measu remen ts over an extremely wi de
range.
• The Model 410 is a quality instrum ent, attractively styled and nomi nally priced.
• Drop us a ca rd for a Spec Sheet.

MODEL 600 01 P METE R
• Cov ers 1.75 to 260 Ill C in 5 ban ds .
• Monitoring jac k & B+ OFF switch.
• Shaped for use in hard· to-get·at
places.
• Sturdy, color co ded. plug·in coils .
• Adj ustable . 500 microaillp meter.

~------------~-------------

Canal Street & Beaver Dam Road, Bristol, Penna.
Speci a lists in D e s i gn i ng and bu i ldi n g e qu i pm e nt to oper a t i n g sp ecifi c a t i on s
B&Waho design and manu f acture flit . .. fo" ANTENN AS · RADIO IN TE RFE RE NC E. RADI O RAN GE. UHF and V HF
os well a s ma ny speci al t y pes des ig ned to p e rformance sp eciAcotions. Ava il ab le to commercio l o r milit ary stand a rds.
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fier to take these phones direct. More "B"
circuitry (but still via the three-conductor
"shielded" phone plug).

Watches and Clocks
All in all, I can so far reco=end only
two of these sets without serious reservations as !J..i-fi headphones. And both of them
are expensive. Or were. The Beyers run up
in the $80 range. The Permofluxes cost $50
in 1952, might rate a good $70 now and
well worth it, I'd say.
Now this does not mean I am condemning the other, and much less expensive
phones. You get what you pay for these
days, 20 to 20,000 or no_ Good phones cost
money. They are a bit like watches compared to clocks, after all. Just because they
are small they aren't going to be cheap.
Likely the other way 'round.
With headphones still a novelty and demand a bit hesitant, people don't tucker to
the idea of astronomical sums for phones.
So these makers have had to strike towards
what are really too-low prices- or else. $15,
$25, $30- how much top hi fi can you get
from a pair of loudspeakers at these prices'
How much do you pay for top loudspeaker
quality- not counting the enclosure' And
in pairs, remember. Phones come in pairs.
Until we learn that headphones must cost
like speakers if they are to equal speakers
in sound quality, we are bound to be offered
"20 to 20,000" phones at too-low prices and
consequently, in spite of ingenuity, too-low
quality. Too low, that is, for ultimate perfection, which we all want. And so I trust
that the various makers ,vill accept my
somewhat frank remarks (and readers too)
as friendly evaluation, rather than criticism. At a relatively low price you may
have, in all of these and others, a good
starting buy to launch you into the wonders
of headphonery without breaking your
pocketbook.
With continued application of thoughtful cybernetics--engineering for peoplewith a jiggering-up and dickering-around
of sound quality here and there, for more
over-all presence and naturalness, the present phones can surely be modified into highly worthwhile low-cost transducers, easily
superior to most pairs of speakers in the
same price range. Keep that in mind.
And as always, if the makers will borrow
good ideas from each other, if they will
figure out a better and a standard type of
electrical configuration and pluggery f or
our use, if they'll persuade all of their customers that a bit of cash can do wonders
for hi fi in headphones just as everywhere
else, we'll soon reach really high levels of
a.chievement in this new phone area at
every p rice level.
In later comment I expect to offer some
general ideas towards the perfect "allAmerican" or "all-universe" phone, as well
as evaluate a few more models.
IE

CAMPBELL
(from page 50)
waves) preserves waveshape, and is a true
and accurate method of investigation. If
audio engineres have preferred to ignore
the phase relationships inherent in a Fourier series, that is their error, not the mathematicians'. To do violence to his example, a
square wave generated by sine waves added
in the proper frequencies, amplitudes, and
phase relationships is absolutely indistinguishable from a square wave generated by
clipping. There is no difference between
them-none.
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All these considerations, of course, do
not detract f rom the possibility that phase
shift between fundamentals and harmonics
is a source of listening fatigue, and I for
one am grateful that Mr. Campbell b rought
the matter to light .
R obert McN eill
Briarcliff Manor, New York
Sir:
The article on "Sinewar d Distortion" by
John Campbell, is not new. Refer ring to
October, 1956 issue of CQ, there is an article entitled "The Sawing Machine," by the
same John Campbell. The ti tle referring to
a sawtooth generator capable of forcing
this mysterious distortion out in the open.
The original article showed examples and
one practical solution. It seems Mr. Campbell should have sent t he first st ory to
AUDIO, as it seemed to arouse little interest
at the time.
I n 1956 Mr. Campbell was editor for Astounding Science Fiction. Space travel was
once science fiction, and apparently some
think the same of "Sineward Distortion."

Perhaps a few examples and solutions will
bring it down to earth.
John C. Cook
1736 Eveleth Avenue
San Leandro, Calif.
Sir :
A complex waveform, even a genuine
musical tone, is or can be composed of a
number of harmonically relat ed sine waves.
For example, a plucked string in a music
instrument can be demonstrated to be vibrating in several modes simultaneously
with each mode producing its sinewave component of the net musical waveform.
A complex waveform can be converted
into a sine wave only by removing from it
all but one sinewave component, usually the
lowest or fundamental frequency. No
amount of phase distortion will do the job.
However, phase distol'tion will alter the
waveform. Mr. Campbell made a point of
this alteration by phase distortion, even
though it directly conflicts with his contention that the complex wave is not made
up of components. By definition, phase ex-

And - has the KLH sound

presses a relationship between two or more
things or condit ions, and if the waveform
did not have two or more components in i t,
it coul cl not possibly suffer phase distortion.
The not quite oscillating phase shift
oscillator in Fig. 2 will not function as a
perfectly good RC coupled amplifier st age.
It is not valid to state t hat it can be tested
with a cOllventional sinewave generator
without misbehavior or that its frequency
response is flat across the audio spectrum .
On the contrary, it is very difficult to test
because of its misbehavior s and the frequency response is tar from being flat.
This conclusion is based upon theory and
my own laboratory tests.
The three tube version in Fig. 3 is not
t he equivalent of Fig. 2. In fact, it is not
even an amplifier. With t he feedback shown
the output is tied directly to the input,
th us making i t impossible for gain (or
loss) to exist. It is nothing but a f requency-sensitive shunt across essentially a
common input and out put terminal.
There are so many things wrong with
(Continued on page 6'7)

l{.

Up to now, the bottom price for
a high quality stereo system has been
well over $500 - more than many
people feel they can afford. The KLH
Model Ten - uncompromised in performance , lower in price, and operating
with smaller, less costly electronic components - substantially lowers this
cost threshold for a good high fidelity
system.
The Model T en is a summation of
everything that is ' known about the
sophisticated design of high performance speaker systems. It is produced
with the most advanced, automated
techniques, quality-controlled as carefully as any other KLH speaker.

The KLH Model Ten speaker system'
Is smaller than our other models a true bookshelf speaker,
Costs less than our other modelsunder $90,
Operates with a 12 watt amplifierup to 60 watts if you wish ,
And - has the KLH sound.

We have never been more pleased
with any other loudspeaker we have
made. We believe you will be, too.
I

t
FH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
" KLH loudspeaker systems
a re sold excl usively th ro ugh
franch ised dealers.
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to show off his old technical prowess an ~
speed wins out briefly, however, and ~e
whips up considerable excitement on Brown.e
SpeakB, and his own DentOn Chaae. Teddy
Edwards contributes SunBet Eye8, and the
hearty welcome of the title tune. McGhee
is complete master of all he surveys on
Willow Weep For Me, Sum1nerti1lte, and Soltly,.
.11.8 In A Morning Sunrise. After winning attention as a young piano virtuoso, Phineas.
Newborn also is rapidly acquiring a senseof maturity and emotional directness, and:
his pointed dialogues with McGhee come off
brilliantly in stereo. Leroy Vinnegar, bass,
and drummer Shelly Manne give the quartet
a buoyant foundation. Not only does McGhee.
attain a new peak, but he somehow compresses into the short span of a single set
a ll the experience of a lifetime.

Van Alexander: Sw ing ! Staged For Stereo.
Capitol Stereo STAC 1635

CHARLES A. ROBERTSON*
STEREO
Chicago: The living l e ge nds
Riverside Ste reo 9389/9390
After winning so much praise for visiting
New Orleans and recording the veterans still
Hvlng at home, the "Living Legends" serles
moves on to the next logical place to look
for survivors of the great early days of traditional jazz. The search continues with the
same keen sense of discovery as before, and
the assembled Chicago groups prove to be
equally lively and full of surprises. Riverside's mobile recording unit made the trip
this time, but Chris Albertson again took
charge of the project and spent two weeks
scheduling sessions last September. This twovolume set contains his account of the proceedings, with photographs, and Introduces
all the historic figures who turned up. In
addition to the geuerous samplings here, each
spirited con tingen t wlIl have at least one
album to Itself, and the entire series promises
to be a jazz event of major import.
One stroke of good fortun e Is the presence of Earl Hines, who happened to be
passing through town on tour, and his
name stlIl epitomizes Chicago j azz to many
people. His famous plano style was born
and bred there, and he remained for more
than twenty-five years before moving to
San Francisco. He solos as strongly as ever
on Caution BlueB, while the entire sextet
shimmys on SiBter Kate. It Is the first recording of Hines with a regular band of
his own in better than a decade, and piano
fanciers will appreciate hearing his powerful left hand striding out with the horns
once again .
Another working group still holding the
traditional banner high Is Franz J ackson's
Original J ass All-Stars, and years of playing
tor patrons of such local clubs as the Red
Arrow and Jazz Unlimited have formed a
compact unit which marches jauntily by to
the tune of 1919 Rag. Life moved faster In
Chicago, and both the temperature and tempo
increases on Hotter Th an That. Vocalists also
grew in popularity and began to preempt
more and more solo space. The team of Alberta Hunter and Lovle Austin recreates
the first blues session on the Paramount
label, showing how the way was paved
for Bessie Smith to record Downhearted
BlueB. Al Wynn's Gutbucket Seven features
Blind John Davis on How Long BlueB, and
provides a haven for Bus Moten, a refugee
from Kansas City who once sang with his
brother Bennie's great band. Little Brother
Montgomer y plays and sings the blues wIth
several proteges, then accompanies the most
venerable performer to appear. At elghtyfour, Mama Yancey promptly steals the show
with her own Santa Fe Blue8.
Among the surprises uncovered is Junie
Cobb's New Hometown Band, a seven-piece
dance outfit which might be described as a
Chicago counterpart of Buddy Tate's Celebrity Club orchestra in Harlem. Cobb writes
the material, plays piano, and gives the

* 732 The Parkway, Mamaroneck, . N.Y.

legendary "Banjo Ike" Robinson at home. The
Mississippi Sheiks, a small skifile group
headed by gUitarist-singer Walter Vinson,
recalls .the time when r ent parties were the
order of the day.
A show of hands by all concerned would
probably reveal that the majority first recorded on acoustic equipment, and the series
spans a good forty years of recording history. But a generation capable of mixing
bathtub gin is fully prepared for stereo.
The irrepressible LU Armstrong borrows
two front lines and places them face-to-face
on opposing sides of the stage. Trumpet
breaks and trombone smears fly back and
forth at random, and no arrangement could
ever plot the course followed on Bugle BlueB,
and MUBkrat Ramble.
Barrett Clark and Richard Cohn were In
charge of the mobile unit and first set up
operations at Prince Hall Masonic Temple.
The location proved unsuitable because of
street noises, let alone acoustics that allow
JImmy Archey's trombone to run rampant
behind Alberta Hunter. The remaining sessions took place at The Birdhouse, a citadel
of modern jazz which probably never will
be the same again, and even the acrobatics
of the dual front lines fail to elude the engineers. Riverside eventually may get around
to taking a more leisurely look In its own
backyard for living legends, even though
Prestige is already exploring the New York
scen·e. For a starter, the label's new contract
with Red Garland could be used In tracing
Harlem piano styles. Putting Garland in the
stUdio beside Luckey Roberts, his pian Is tic
mentor, should reveal quite a bit about the
links between new and old.

How ard McGhee: Magg ie's Back In Tow n
Contempo r-a ry Stereo S7596
Words of praise always greet the Initial
recording of a jazz veteran staging a comeback, but everything depends on what is
said after the third or fourth time around.
Howard McGhee has steadily Improved since
returning to the studios with a version of
the score to "The Connection" on Felsted,
and each of his albums Is better than the
one before. On a Bethlehem set and an appearance with Teddy Edward on another
Contemporary release, McGhee demonstrates
that he can hold his own with the new
crop of trumpet players. Now, stepping out
with only a rhythm section. McGhee meets
the supreme test and passes with flying
colors by simply playing what he feels.
"After I got myself together," McGhee explains, "I began listening to what all the
guys were doing, and I decided to play like
me. I don't play like I used to play, running
up and down the horn and hitting the high
notes. Now I play what I fee!."
At forty-three, McGhee no longer worries
about current trends or fashions, but utilizes
everything learned over the years to create
a timeless style. He knows the blues from
before the swing era, remembers the story
of bop from the Inside, and Is mature enough
now to play ballads with controlled passion
and melodic Imagination. The temptation
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In keeping with the trend to special stereo.
series In super packaging, Capitol Is Introducing a "Staged for Stereo" line, and the first
five releases boast all the luxurious features.
that drive many autolsts to the purchase of
compact cars. Each vinyl platter comes.
snuggly enclosed in a dustproof plastic case,
and only a few additional steps would be required to manufacture a workable turntable.
A rigid rim prevents any damage from outside pressure, and a spindle for the center·
hole provides further Insurance against
scratches caused by rubbing against the case.
A little more ingenuity in designing the·
spindle might have resulted in a method ot
putting records Into play without the contaminating touch of human hands. Still, the
Tempest owner can quell any extravagant
tastes at a price considerably less than the
outlay for a Cadillac. If every compact car
buyer responds to the lure, perhaps the theory
behind this type of merchandising Is valld,
after all.
On the other hand, the accompanying·
booklet is a masterpiece of economy, as it
dispenses with most of the excess verbiage
usually dragged out to explain stereo and
describe special effects. Simple diagrams.
for each selection illustrate the exact placement of various Instruments. Quite a few
different seating plans are tried out, so the.
diagrams really come In handy and do away
with any necessity of reading the adjectives.
In the text more than once.
Van Alexander handles the new llne's entry
in the swing division, turning out sleek, hlgh-.
powered models with the help of a bunch ot
Hollywood studio regulars. When studying'
Henderson's style twenty-five years ago,
Alexander certainly never Imagined his mentor might be frustrated. Since posthumous
analysis Is supposed to have establlshed the
fact well enough for the word to be used
in the title of a recent Henderson reissue·
a lbum, Alexander may be worrying about the
frustrations of a soft Hollywood life. At
least, it appears as though he would gladly
give up a movie or television contract to.
write for the old Chick Webb band once again.
He stages a drum battle between ShellyManne and AlvIn Stroller on Get Me To TheChurch On Time) and pits Irv Cotler against
Milt Holland in percussion duels on Old Man
River, Strike Up The Band, and hIs own
Tappin' On The Taps. He dips Into the Ellington book for In A MeZZowtone, featuring
tenor-sax exchanges from Babe Rusin and
Plas Johnson, and pays tribute to Henderson
on Stealin' AppleB, with duet trumpet pas,
sages by Joe Graves and Shorty Sherock.
Capitol engineers have always regarded
stereo as an opportunity to open out a wide
stage In the llving room rather than as an
excuse for trick effects, so the new series.
finds them going about their duties pretty
much as always. Aside from the packaging,
abou t the only difference from a plain,
ordinary Capitol album Is the changing ot
orchestral settings tor each number. The
scenes shift rapidly, highllghting twIn pianists.
Bobby Stevenson and Henri Rose on J Won't
Dance, and Lulu'B Back In Town. Latin
drummers Frank Guerro and Jack Navarra
dellver a mambo version of 'Way Down Y on.
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FOR LOWEST INSTALLED COST
8" SPEAKERS FOR DISTRIBUTED SOUND
This new line of Jensen 8-inch Professional Series
loudspeakers is specially designed to meet the
exacting rigorous demands for commercial sound
installations. The 8-inch size is ideal for the majority of all distributed sound systems giving more
than adequate low frequency range without enclosure and mounting complications.
A wide selection of models to meet every need~
from the lowest cost highly competitive application
to the most sophisticated highest quality system.
This entire line is value engineered for lowest
installed cost of the entire system. Convenient
10-pack with or without preattached 70.7 or 25-volt
transformers are options availab l e. Handy
KWIKON * instant connectors for input and power
tap adjustment.
'
For full details write for individual data/specifications available on each speaker.

1. AVAILABLE IN HANDY 10-PACK
Added savings and convenience in bulk-packed carton of
ten speakers, with or without preattached transformers.

2. PREATTACHED TRANSFORMERS
P·830

~

Power
Rating
Watts
12
12

Model
C·855
C·850
C·840
P·830
P·810

11
10
9

Ma filnet
Weig ht
Ounces
10.0 (1)
10.0<1)
6 .0 (1)
2.5 (2)
1.47(2)

CHOICE OF 70 AND 25 - VOLT LINE TYPES

Especially designed for use with the
popular "constant voltage" distribu·
tion systems . Center-tapped primary
windings for balanced -line or spe'cial circuit needs . Tapped secondary for adjustment of power to 8-ohm
speaker in 3 db steps from Yo watt to
4 watts . Core size Yo" x Yon . Two 716'
dia. mounting holes on 2Yo" centers.
Prices below are for transformers.
only.
70CV4. For 70-volt distribution
systems.
25CV4. For 25-volt distribution
systems.
List Price . , . ..... . . . .. . . .. , .$4.75

P·810

Loudness
Level (3)
85 .0
85 .5
84.5
84.0
82 .0

3"
2 15/ 16"
3 1,4"

Net
Weig ht
Po und s
2'/2
2%
2
1',1"

3 5!t6"

l/s

Overa ll
Depth

3 1/t6"

List
Price
$13.50
12. 95
10.95
7. 25
5.8 0

3. KWIKON * INSTANT CONNECTORS
Simply twist bare ends of two 12" input leads supplied
for each speaker to incoming signal cable leads, insulate with wire-nut or tape. Slide sleeve cl ips onto input
terminal lugs of speaker or preattached transformer as
speaker assembly is raised into place . KWIKON * instant connectors also provide simple fast power tap readjust ment on transformer.

(1)-SYNTOX·6® Ceramic.
(2)-OP· Aln ;eo·5.
(3)-db above 2xl0" dynes/ cm.'@ 10 Ft. l or Input power 011 .0 watt standard 800·1250 cps warb le,slgnal.
Speaker. conlorm t o applicabl e EIA Standards. Max. 0 .0 . 8W: width and heig ht 7";\0', Recomm ended
baffl e cutour6 ~" dla. Nom. vo ice coli impedance 8 ohms. Faciliti es for standard 2-hol e mounting tri\nsformers up to % x % nominal core size.

·T.M.,

fHCOMINO UNE

en3en

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Division of THE MUTER COMPANY

660~ ·'S. Laramie Avenue , Chicago 38, Illinois

STEP€)
MOUNT SPEAKER
INTO POSITION

In Mexico: Universal De Mexico, S .A. , Mex ico . D .F.
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Work as a sideman keeps the former D uke
E llington and Quincy Jones trumpet star
so busy that any projects of his own are apt
to be turned out to pasture for awhile. They
come back friskier th3.n ever, and Terry has
enough ideas in shape to fill several a lbums
whenever he takes up the reins on one of
his own. E ntries are always varied and colorful, but Terry believes the combination pi cked
this time sums up his feelings about jazz
better than ever before.
A good example of his conditioning p rocess
at work is Blue Waltz, which Bob Wilbur
imported from Vienna and recorded with
Terry's help not so long ago. The present
octet version boasts the sonorities of JuliUS
Watkins on French horn, the prancing trombone bursts of Jimmy Knepper, Ilnd the finely
groomed teno r-sax solos of Seldon Powell
and Yusef Lateef. The European tour cont inues with three reminiscences of Terry's

der I n New Orleans, w hile a samba beat enlivens H igh N oon.
But producer s started to t r yout this iunovation on vocalist dates even before stereo
was publicly introduced. By n ow, there is
close cooperation from all concerned in creating dramatic presentations, but engineers
may star t asking fo r stageh a nd pay if the
scener y must be shifted so often.

Clark Terry: Color Changes
Candid Stereo 9009
Since g iving u p the life of a traveling band
1nusician for a less arduous s t aff position at
NBC, Clark T erry h as wasted few of the
newly acquired leisu re hou r s. He answers
studio calls for everything from stereo spectaculars t o space fl igh t with Thelonious
Monk, and r ecen tly joined forces w ith Bob
.Brookmeyer to take on a couple of cl ub dates.

WiN
tills 20th. Century
mUSiC room

designed 'by Marion Heuer .. .
furniture by Harvey Probber ... superb hi-fi/stereo with source of sound
by Shure . .. piano by Baldwin . .. carpeting by V'Soske

. . . fabr ics by Boris Kroll , hi-fi/ stereo amp lifiers and p reamplifier by M arantz, a utomatic turntable b y Garrard, turnta ble by T horens, speaker systems by Acoustic Research, FM/MX
M ultiplex tuner by Sher wood, tape player by Ampex, Stereo Dynetic Phon o Cartridge a nd Tone
Arm by Shure, PLUS $5,0.0.0. cash to add a n ew room to your h om e or rem odel a n existing
room from original pla ns by internation a lly r enowned interior designer Marion H euer, A. L D.
No purchase is required ; simply listen to a Sh ure Cartridge demonstration a t your h i-fi d ealer's
showroom a nd describe your reaction to its singular soun d recreation qualities (in 25 words or
less) . If your sta tem ent wins you can begin bu ilding you r m usic room . Should the winner
have purchased a Shure cartridge as ii result of the demonstration, a magn~ficent $1,0.0.0. RCA
Victor stereo record library will also be supp lied, as are all ot her awards, by Shure Brothers, Inc.,
222 H artrey Avenue, E vanston, Illinois. E ntry blanks a n d details a t h i-fi dealers on ly.
(Contest ends February 28th, 1962.)

,
HIGH FIDELIT Y PHONOGRAPH CARTRID GES

visit to Paris three year s ago, star t ing w ith
a Duke J ordan or igina l now
ser ving also as a theme for the French film
"Liaisons Dangereuses." Terry adds warm,
personal impressions of such local landmarks
as La Rive Gauche, and Chat Qui Peche.
But it is Terry's own grand tour of New
York stUdios that distinguishes this effort
from his other albums as leader. He was
alert enough while making the rounds to
study various recording techniques and observe the changes being wrought by stereo.
Qu ite a bit of wh at was learned along the
way is employed here to enhance arrangements and create novel orchestral textures.
Rather than try to make eight men sound
like twice as many, Terry is satisfied to
work out a number of enticing instrumental
groupings. BeSides alternat ing between trumpet and f1 ugelhorn, Terry uses stereo to pit
himself against the OPPOSite flutes of Powell
and Lateef on Fllutin' and FlttgHn'. Lateef
switches in turn to oboes on an exotic Far
Eastern salute to Brother Terry, and plays
sultry E nglish horn on Nahstye Blues. The
rhythm team on Tommy Flanagan, piano,
J oe Benjamin, bass, and drummer Ed
Shaughnessy responds amiably to all the
changing moods. Of course, Terry learned
about such things from Ellington fi rst, but
some lessons can be mastered only by leading
a group in the studio. Terr y knows from
experience, and the engineering by Bob
d'Orleans of Nola Studios is equally skilled.
The future of Candid is in doubt at the
moment, and one of t h e most promising new
jazz labels may be forced to suspend operations. Despite all the lofty claims made at
the launching as to noncommercial aims,
the project is running up against the hard
facts of distribution . Unless a certain number of releases is forthcoming each month,
distributors soon become dissatisfied. Retailers often refuse to handle a new line
that is unable to tie up established artists to
exclusive cont racts. Candid has yet to reach
t he market place in many areas, and may
do so on ly through the remainder route. Collectors should keep their eyes peeled, as
t he opportunity to obtain desired items at a
reasonable price may d isappear rather quickly.
Everything in the catalog meets the same
high standards of production as the current
Terry offering, and there is something to
suit every taste. If the gaps in enough collections are filled now, Candid could get an other lease on life.

No Pro blem,

Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane
Jazzland Stereo JLP946S
As contract restrictions were never cleared
away to permit a location recording at New
York's Five Spot Cafe when Thelonious Monk
and John Coltrane played there in 1957, it
was thought until now that no tangible memento of the histo r ic meeting existed. Luckily,
Riverside slipped the o riginal quartet into
Reeves Sound Studios long enough for at
least three numbers in stereo, and r emoval
of the last legal block fina lly brings about
t he release of the next best thing to a recording made on-the-spot. Hearing the group
in its natural habitat four years ago was an
experience few will forget. The sound and
the place went together, or as J. J. Johnson
describes it, "Since Charlie Parker, the most
electrifying sound that I've heard in contemporary jazz was Coltrane playing with
Monk at the Five Spot. It was incredible, like
Diz and Bi rd."
Apart f r om Coltrane's heralded "sheets of
sound," t h e entire group did things with
sound unheard of before Or since. Anyone
who was there should be able to select the
right volume setting to accurately recreate
the sharp impact of the interplay between
tenor sax and Monk's piano. Others less
fortunate should be advised that listening at
more than a comfortable room level is necessary if the same kinet ic effect is to be
achieved at home. Stereo also helps, and
Jack Higgins engineer ed the date with due
regard for the proper placement of Shadow
Wilson, drums, and Wilbur Ware, bass, to
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ensure a realistic balance. 'l.'hree alternate
masters unearthed from other sessions fill
out the set, so it looks as though RIverside has nothing more by the quartet hidden
away. Besides writing all the material, Monk
plays nearly ten minutes of unaccompanied
plano on Functional.

Los Muchucambos: Percussive Latin Trio
London Stereo SP44012
Los Chiriguanos: Pulsating Sounds Of
Paraguay
Elektra Stereo EKSn02
As each major label has succeeded in
duplicating the stereo hijinks of its neighbor,
the men in charge are finally looking for
something new and different. A little bush
beating among Parisian clubs uncovered these
two South American groups, both of which
feature soloists playing the Paraguayan harp.
Audiophiles and follo wers of ethnic byways
alike should treasure an instrument that
wlll "make evil spirits fly, make the rivers
stop flowing, make the cattle forget to eat."
Of course, Phase 4 engineers emphasize the
percussive antics of Los Muchucambos, and
the trio bestirs itself to rhythmic frenzies
with the aid of such unusual objects as the
tumba, charanga and tam bora. Rafael Gayoso
and Romano Zanotti harmonize masculine
and romantic counterparts to the saucy
vocalizing of Julia Cortes, who Introduces
the lively European hit Pepita, then delivers
the slow, searing Aztec lament Subo Subo.
Harpist IgnaCio Alderette appears as guest
on three traditional native themes. Novel
arrangements completely reshape such Latin
favorites as La Cucaracha, G-randa, Perfidia,
and Adi08.
Los Chlrlguanos are two members of the
Chlrigua Indian tribe who met in Paris,
where they were spotted by Fred Hellerman
while playing at rEscale on the Left Bank.
Hellerman recorded the pair at Barclay
Studio Hoche and brought the tapes to
America. Pablo Vincente Morel made his
37-string guarani harp himself, and it bears
a poetic and physical resemblance to the large
Irish harp. However, its sound and rhythms
are thoroughly Latin, and both harpists offer
rival versions of Pajaro Camapana, on which
they imitate the strange cries of a jungle
bird waking the forest at dawn. Angel Sanabria sings of his native land and plays guitar
to partner Morel, and they blend well together in stereo. Both programs will be
~alued for the music long after most stereo
spectaculars are forgotten .

The Swing in' Peters Sisters
Capitol Stereo ST1 0290
While other more famous groups of the
swing era bit the dust long ago, the Peters
Sisters seem destined to go on forever. The
three girls from California played the old
Cotton Club along with ];luke Ellington, then
went on to become fixtures in stage shows at
movie houses across the country. But their
secret of survival lies in touring all over
Europe and distant places in the Far East
and South America. They headlined at the
Folies Bergere for three years, and audiences
in localities never reacbed by groups traveling
for the State Department, or any other jazz
show, know about American swing because
~t the trio's determined efforts. The act is
the same one that played the New York
Paramount more than twenty years ago,
right down to the gossamer costumes billowing about each three-hundred pound frame.
They belt out the old songs in the old
arrangements, bu t some concessions are made
to stereo in this London appearance with
Geoff Love's big band and the assisting Rita
Williams singers. Rollicking riffs bounce
merrily about the stage on The Glory Of Love,
'Tain't What You Do, and It'8 D'Lovely.
And who remembers wh en Chick Bullock
wrote songs like Who Stole The Jam r

The Best Of The Dukes Of Dixieland
Audio Fidelity Stereodisc AFSD5956

dozen choice remnants from varIous stereo
discs and offers the lot at a clearance price.
Some new owners of stereo equipment may
still be unacquainted with The Dukes, especially those who made last Christmas an
excuse for taking the plunge into two-channel sound, and they will find no better material to show off their new toy at twice
the price. Those owners adven turous enough
to have played around with stereo from the
very beginning will remember that a recording of The Dukes hastened its arrival by
many months. The potent little group frOID
New Orleans made excellent test material
then, and the transients are just as steep
and the dynamics just as gusty today. Included is a sampling of the night in gloryland The Dukes spent giving a concert in
Carnegie Hall, along with Down By The
River8i de, South, and Bourbon Street Parade.

Bob Gibson & Bob Camp: At The Gate Of
Horn

Elektra Stereo EKS720t
With seven albums listed in the Schwann
catalogue, Bob Gibson enjoys some repute as
a follt singer, but wh atever dignity and pretensions he may Ila ve acquired quickly disappear wilen Bob Camp becomes his partner.
Riotous good fun is the only object tile pair
seems to have in mind, and the Gate of Horn
audience lmows exactly what to expect.
Followers of the ethnic trail should be
warned that the one authentic touch in tllis
program is the grease on the introductory
Skillet Good And G-rea8Y. Most of the songs
come fitted with new words and music by
one or the other, and they end up singing
straight jazz choruses on Daddy Roll 'Em, nnd

LOOK AGAIN

ONLY ERIC HAS THE EXCLUSIVE VBI

II'S THE EXCITING NEW ERIC 3560T, 3 CHANNEL STEREO 60 WAn "MUSIC POWER" AMPLIFIER.
Ladie s admire the satin·gold decor finishes ... men can't resist the realism of sound reproduction.
Here is tomorrow's amplifier ... today! Excl usive Vi sual Balance Indicator lets you visually pre·
set and determine actual output to speakers! Clean response-20 to 20,000 cps; total harmonic
distortion less than 1 % and individual controls for ultimate in sound reproduction.
A touch of the finger and sound comes alive in a way you've never experienced before! Pure
sound . .. excitingly crisp ... brilliant! Only Eric, the West's leading AM·FM tuner manufacturer,
could deve lop this advanced amplifier so perfect in engineering and so low in price. $149.95 ...
slightly higher in the East. Write today for complete specifications.
Ask for Eric ... highest quality at the lowest price.

I --' ::::,;;::::.

ERIC MULTIPLEX ADAPTOR, MX 6000. Another example of Eric fine engi- I
i
neering and low price! Only the MX600D has the exclusive "Stereo ; ~
- ... _...
'
.~.. .
Announcer" which automatically lights up when stereo is be ing broad' ~ "~"'.
cast. The unit is compatible with all Eric tuners and most other makes
usi ng wide bandwidth. Additional amplifier stage assures strong "fringe '!
area" reception. Separate balance control for optimum separation. Audio\..JI!... \...7
phile net ... $59.95. MX600 semi·automatic . . . $39.95.
'-

';::::;oa' ;::.;;a

I

ERIC

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
1823 COLORADO AVE., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

Now that The Dukes aTe roosting elsewhere, Audio Fidelity has gathered up a
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And Dupree. Foremost among the
origInal material Is a humorous paean to
The T hinking Man . An accurate and incisive
description of Chicago cops might apply
equally well to police forces In other localities. Only once do they fall to hit the mark
on Butternut Hill, which is hardly durable
enough to draw laughter twice from any
listeners not at the club. Bassist Herb Brown
joins the festivities, and the whole affair
receIves a life-like stereo recording from
Mark Abramson. Several other albums use
Gate of Horn in the title, but this seems to
be the only session actually held at the
ChIcago club.

Betty

Harry Belafonte: Mark Twain
RCA Victor Stereo LSP 1022
The first tentative steps taken by a youthful pop Singer on entering the folk music field
are now fi rmly implanted in stereo, thanks to

RCA Victor's new system of electronic reprocessing. Since this initial LP, Harry Belafon te has perfected his delivery and now
stages presentations with his own troupe,
but his ideas for making ethnic material
sound both authentic and appealing to the
general populace were already fully formed .
Millard Thomas, an old friend from the
American Negro Theatre, assists on guitar
throughout, while Alan Greene conducts on
those portions where orchestra and chorus
are heard. Some of the songs are available
in polished, later versions, and the success
of the refurbishing varies according to the
amount of unnatural resonance added. None
of B elafonte's many new partisans will want
to miss hearing tbeir hero introducing a
calypso beat on The Fo(/), or telling the story
of the lady with the cocl{eyed look on The
Drummer And The 000/'.

For the
('
1 family in 17 ·
that demands
Recording- Studio Quality
from their tape recorder •••
People actively engaged in the musical arts-amateurs as well
as professionals-are finding the Continental '400' the practical
solution to the problems of complexity and cost posed by professional recording equipment.
Guild-crafted by Philips of the Netherlands-styled by the Continent's top designers, the Continental '400' is simple to use yet
amazingly versatile. The 3-speed, 4-track '400' offers professional quality recording and playback, both stereo and mono,
at moderate cost for home use.

the;Vorelco·
CONTINENTAL

'400'

world's most advanced,
most versatile, portable
stereo/mono tape recorder

Completely self-colltailled with dual recordlll g
alld playback preamps, dual power amplifiers,
stereo-dynamic 'microphone and two stereomatched wide-range Norelco lo udspeakers.
VERSATILITY: 4-track stereo recording and playback, as well as 4·track
monophonic recording and playback, at any of its 3 speeds.

Hr.

ips,

PROFESSIONAL EXTRAS (at no extra cost): mixing, monitoring and
sound-on-sound facilities.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO: 48 db or better.

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.

HEAD GAP: .00012".

High Fide lity Products Division

230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville,

Phase 4 engineers practice feats of legerdemain with the little German band of fond
memories, con tracting or expanding its size
at will on this outing in the Bavarian Alps.
All the instruments usually employed at a
small beergarden are aligned well forward,
and solo parts are delivered with a ll the
presence of the foaming head on an overflowing glass. AccordIon, clarinets, flute s,
tuba, marimba, glockenspiel, cymbals and
other percussion strut about the stereo stage
like characters in a comic opera. Meanwhile,
conductor Rudi Bohn cues In tuttis from full
trumpet trombone, saxophone and woodwind
sections as they leap from Alp to Alp in the
background. Rating this recording as the best
of its kind is meaningless, simply because
there was never anything like it before. Hearing is believing, and the setting will make
the heart of any tourist information o1ficlal
swell with pride. Besides waltzing, marching
and polkaing about, the lusty group whistles
through Mack The Knife, and exchanges
hearty toasts on Trink, Trink, Bruderlein,
Trink.

The Modern Jazz Quartet: European Concert
Atlantic ALP1915 (4-track stereo tape)
One intermission during a jazz concert is
enough, and thIs twin-pak tape runs better
than forty minutes in either direction. Should
the need arise to cut the performance short
in the home, it is always possible to stop the
tape during the applause at the end of each
selection. Any Imprint caused due to failure
to rewind and store the reel will be lost in
the tumult. Perhaps now a few persons who
ha ve a lways resen ted the policy of letting
audience reaction consume valuable space will
be able to put the bursts of applause to good
use. Unobtrusive announcements by John
Lewis are a lso a help, and the awed crowd
sits with bated breath through every number.
As to the music itself, the concert reviews
a good ~h:\re of the Modern Jazz Quartet's
achleyelll"l1 t~ during almost a fu ll decade of
coexiste '''· ... l-:xcept for some of the activIties
at MusIc Inn. this is the first time the MJQ
has CODsc IIleu to the release of a public performance. The event took place in ScandInavia
in April, 1960, during a tour of Europe, and
engineer Gosta Wiholm hIt upon an excellent
focal poInt for stereo listeners. The MJQ
reputation Is maintained throughout, and
specIal mention should be made of the superb
extended versIons of MIlt Jackson's The
Cylinder, a nd Ray Brown's Pyramid.

MONO

WOW AND FLUTTER: less than .15% at 70 ips.
CROSSTALK: 55 db.

It Is common knowledge that Frank Si·
natra's Capitol contract made him unhappy,
and everyone thought the amount of loot
going into company coffers was the reason.
Rumors even had the singer holding back at
seSSions, but inhibitions were never men·
tioned as playIng a part in his reluctance to
perform. Now that Sinatra owns a r ecord
company and hires the publicity people, his
side of the story is told for the first time.
No rash statements are made about his being
inhibited though, as even the more gullible
fans would hardly believe that. His current
offering is simply billed as the most unin·
hibited ever, and even hardened analysts might
throw up their hands at the Idea of such a
novel complain t as being less uninhibited.
As it Is, Sinatra sounds pretty browbeaten
on Om'se Of An AChing Heart, and dolefully
sympathetic on Joe Marsala's Don't Cry Joe.
If he nearly breaks a blood vessel on GTanada,
let it serve as remainder of a time when he
was running around Spain with no inhibitions
at all. Rotund Billy May and band are as
jovial and extroverted as ever in an accompanying role, and tape bounces the dynamics a long without repression of any sort.

Rudi Bohn: Percussive Oompah
London Stereo SP44009

t

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: at 70 ips, 50-18,000 cps; at
50-14,000 cps; at 11/8 ips, 60-7000 cps.

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra Swings
Reprise RSL 1704 (4-track stereo tape)

L.t., N.Y.
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Duke Ellington: The Indispensable Duke
Ellington
RCA Victor LPM6009
If any Ellington record be dispensable, the
fault lies In the processing rather than the
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music. The majority ot the twenty-four sides
on this double-LP collection from the band's
1940 to 46 period first appeared on wartime
shellac. Original copies in good playing condition are harder to l ocate t han many pressings from ear lier years, and collectors will welcome the chance to replace worn-out stock.
The remasterlng does credit to the Victor
engineers concerned, and the refurbished
sound Improves greatly on the releases of the
war years. Dom CerullI's Informative notes
help to recreate an era when many youngsters
who are just beginning to learn about jazz
were born, while the program Is arranged
to start them off in chronological order.
The Ellington organization, l1nllL<e other
bands, was virtually untouched by the draft
and maintained uniformly high standards
all during the confilct. But unsettled times.
along with a recording ban which lasted from
1,942 to 44, had an effect on the band and
I?ersonnel changes occurred more rapidly than
ever before. Gains or losses In the trumpet
section Included Cootie W11llams, Rex Stewart,
Ray Nance, Shorty Baker, Taft Jordan and
Cat Anderson. Tenor-sex star Ben Webster
gave way to Al Sears, and Jimmy Hamilton
was brought in to replace Barney Bigard on
clarinet. The death of Jimmy Blanton was
sorely felt, and not un til Oscar Pettiford took
over the bass chores In 1945 did the band
hear his like again. The nlneteen-year-old
Blanton shows how the art of bass playing
was revolutionized through his efforts in two
duets with Ellington, whose piano style
sounds closer to Its stride origins than today
on Pitter Panther PUter, and Mr. J. B . Blue8.
Released for the first time In this country
are versions of Blue Cellophane, with a superb trombone solo by Lawrence Brown, Kay
Davis' wordless vocal on Mooa Inaigo, Blue
18 The Night, Black Beauty, and Just You,
Just Me. Ellington's writing takes a sophisticated turn on Perfume Suite, a four-part collaboration with Billy Strayhorn which was
too exquisite and costly for most followers of
the band when Issued. They know how to
accept such things In jazz by now, or else
they have succumbed to the Twist. Among
the other high points are Ohelsea Briage,
Carnegie Blues, Black Ana Tan Fanta8Y and
Morning Glory. As ~he two other Ellington
LPs available on Victor cover the same era,
the band's output from this period must be
about exnausted, so perhaps company heads
will dig back further on the next visit to
llieQuliL
E

TRANSISTOR
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(from page 26)

have described it the circuit suffers from
the usual disadvantage of class-A circuits: a ~-watt amplifier draws some 8
watts from the battery the whole time it
is switched on even though no signal is
being amplified. There is, however, an
interesting extension of the circuit, the
floating-bias amplifier, which can be a
real power economizer. I shall describe
this in a second part to the article. This
modified version of the amplifier is quite
as efficient as a class-B amplifier and to
my mind very much easier to build. IE

(from page 4)
the only controls on your present unit
which you will need to use will be the
tuning knob, the AM-FM selector, and the
on-off switch. When the tape output connection is employed as has b een discussed,
you must connect your tape recorder to
the appropriate output on the integrated
unit. This will provide the means by which
you can record from either the tuner or
from any other input fed into the integrated unit.
lE

AI Viola : Guita r La m ent
Wold-Pacific WP1408
What may become the guitar student's
lamen t Is a definite gain for the listen er
In this Instance. Al Viola wrap s u p a dozen
solos to go along with the printed scores
contained In an instruction book, which he
wrote for Leeds :Muslc. The Hollywood
virtuoso plays concHt guitar in fiamenco,
jazz and classical styles, and the novice
will need to work hard before mastering
them all. Viola cites his own favorites as,
"Segovia, Laurlndo Almeida, George Van
Eps-and that's It!" However, two other
guitarists come to mind on hearing Viola's
elegant touch on jazz numbers, which he
treats less blandly than Johnny Smith yet
not quite so earthily as Charlie Byrd. In
any event. Viola belongs In top company,
and his thoughtful and varied arrangements
are all based on such vocalists favorites as
Lover Man, Black Coffee, and A Sunaay
Kina 01 Love. Recordings of acoustic guitar
are too scarce for collectors to pass this one
by, and engineer Richard Bock outdoes himself in the department of pure sound.
E

Remember t hose in need across the world.
Every $1 sends one gift package thru the
CARE Food Crusade, New York 16, N_ Y.
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. Play records
'llt peak performance even if they are
warped. Hear the entire audible range
without distortion. How? With these
technically superior features available
o11ly in Audio Dynamics components:
First, the ADC-l and ADC-2 cartridges
that give you:
Lowest stylus mass: a mere half-milligram eliminates high frequency distortion and helps to provide excellent channel separation.
Unusually high com p li ance: at least 20
x 10. 6 ems/dyne, delivers clean, tight bass .

mize

' 'Cr'."mU -V''JL
,H',·'"

An a ccurately
walnut tone ar.m; suppresses extraneous
resonances.
.
New t ype w ire gu ide: Tone ann wire
can no longer exert drag on the mO'i'ing
system. It moves .as a unit on its own axis!
Plug-i n head : easily accommod,~tes all
quality cartridges .
'
And now the Pritchard Pickup System'.
By combining the ADC-l cartridge and .
the Pritchard tone arm, a remarkable system is produced. T his system tracks at
3f4 gram! Surely with these exclusives, it
is worth your while to hear superb Audio
DynamiCS components at your dealers'
today !

Both of these qualities result ill:
Lowest tra cking force: less than 1 graml,
renders record wear and distortion negligible.
$85.00
Pritchard Pickup System Mode l ADC·85
Next, T he P1'itchard Tone Ann:
39.50
Pritchard Tone Arm Mode l ADC·40 ·
6.95
Ve ry low ine rti a wi t h perfect balance : Plug in Cart ridge Shell Mode l ADC·S40
49.50
gives highly stable tracking at low stylus ADC·l Stereo Cartridge
37 .50
ADC·2 Stereo Cartridge
pressure.
For more information on Audio Dynamics
Only )34'" rear overhang : makes instal. components, write:
lation easy in the tightes t cabinet space.
AUDIO DYN AMICS CORPORATION
The side t hru st com pe nsa tor: first of its
kind in an American moclel, helps to main- 1677 Cody Avenue
Ridgewood 27, New York
tain even groove wall pressure.

II!!!I"~,.,......-""'!""!!!!L""",
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HAROLD LAWRENCE

3S-mm Magnetic Film
it has reached a self-styled
peak of technical perfection, the recording industry casts off old techniques and grows new ones. Its latest molting-the adoption of 35-mm magnetic film
-has the average record collector scratching his head. His first reaction is to place
the new medium in the category of photography: "Why use film to make discs~" Obviously, he reasons, the new product is not
a picture-record ( although engineers in
England and elsewhere have been experimenting with a sight-and-sound disc for
several years). Is it then a movie-style
sound recording, a la wide-screen stereo '
Or is it merely a gimmick to boost the sales
of records ~
Before proceeding to the whys of 35-=
recording, a description of the medium itself is in order.
The 35-mm film strip used in sound recording is identical with that of its optical
counterpart in almost every detail. The
cellulose-acetate base is 5 mils thick, nearly
four times the thickness of professional
magnetic tape stock; the perforations (64
per foot ) conform to the standard sprockets of film machines and still cameras designed for 35-= film; and the strip is
transported past the heads at a speed of 18
ips. When used exclusively for sound recording, the stock is fully coated with the
same iron-oxide mixture applied to magnetic tap e.
Loading film on the vertically mounted
machines is an intricate procedure compared to tape loading, because of the idlers,
flywheels, and clamps around and beneath
which the film must be threaded. (See
photograph.) An experienced film recordist,
however, can perform the operation in 15
seconds, only a f ew seconds longer than the
time required for threading magnetic tape.
Unlike t ape, which can be fast -wound without leaving the threading path, magnetic
film must be removed from its guides and
rewound along separate idlers. To facilitate
the location of "takes," index stickers are
generally placed on the film base.
Magnetic film recording is a costly undertaking. A roll of 35-mm magnetic film is
three times as costly as a 10%-in reel of
Ih-in. tape; and since the film contains only
a third of the recording time available on
the tape, the film user pays nine times more
per minute of program material.
Do the advantages of 35-mm magnetic
film recording outweigh its Rolls Royce

J

UST WHEN

Utah's High -Fidelity
CONTINENTAL
SPEAKERS

C12RD 12"

WOOFER
2 Lb . Alnico
V Magnet and
2 " Voice Coil

YOU GET LIFE-SIZE SOUND in every
range, from 20 to 20,000 CPS, with
Utah's precision·engineered stereo/
high·fidelity speakers. Tweeters and
mid·range speakers feature a specially
engineered horn formula to enhance
"presence". Each speaker has colorcoded 4-way terminals.

Please mail me prices, specifications and
performance details of your Continental
speaker line.

NAME
ADDRESS

price~

I
I
I
I

______________
IL CITY
STATE
I

Stripped of the adman's high-flown prose,
the new film medium definitely represents
a step forward in the art of high fidelity
sound reproduction. Here are some of its
benefits:
The thicker film base virtually eliminates
the bugbear of print-through, and provides
a more stable storage medium. B ecause of
the nature of the transport mechanism the
film is. guided rather than pulled past the
recordmg head. The closed-loop film path

~

26 W _9th St., N ew York 11, N. Y.
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with damped stabilization guarantees flutter-proof operation and makes for better
transient response_ The faster recording
speed of 18 ips represents another advance.
The width of each of the three tracks on
magnetic film is 220 mils, as opposed to 90
mils on % -in., three-channel magnetic tape;
this makes possible the reduction of background hiss to the barest minimum. The
dramatic improvement in the signal-to-noise
ratio is most apparent at first hearing in
softer musical passages. For example, a
limpid solo clarinet, a pianissilmo harp glissando, or a high tremolo whispered by the

Fig. 1. Engineer Ted Gosman loading 35mm film at the Bayside Studio of Fine
Recording Corp.
(Photo by the author )

violins emerge now with a cleaned-up, transparent purity of sound in which the acoustics of the hall are more realistically
projected.
Recording with 35-mm Film
There is nothing a symphonic conductor
dreads more than the voice which issues
from the intercom box near his podium:
"We have to reload!" When the announcement interrupts a particularly good take,
the panting maestro must hold himself in
a state of suspended inspiration while the
engineers feverishly load the machines_
With magnetic tape, he can record continuously for some thirty minutes, arranging his rest period to coincide with the
reloading operation. Even with this latitude, there are times when a fast re-load is
necessary_ Recording with a 35-mm film
aggravates the situation_ Faced with a
ten-minute deadline, the recording director
must plan his break-points with extreme
care. He cannot now afford the luxury of
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allowing the machines to roll more or less
continuously during a series of takes, but
must start and stop like an auto in downtown traffic. Paradoxically, the advent of
35-mm film recording takes us part of the
way back to the days of the 78-rpm disc
with its limit of ± 4 minutes.
Until recently, magnetic film editing
was performed exclusively with the "Movieola," the machine designed for motion picture work. The editor operates this device
by means of a foot pedal, the film is fed
over the playback head at 18 ips and into
a large cloth basket. When the splice point
has been established and marked with a
crayon pencil, the strip is rewound, placed
on an optical splicing block of non-magnetic material, and cut diagonally by a
guillotine. Then the butts are joined by
means of a clamp and sprocketed splicing
tape. For purely sound recording, the
movieola is a cumbersome editing instrument. Other more practical arrangements
have been made in recording studios both
here and abroad.
In motion picture production, synchronization of course plays an indispensable
role. The various cinematic componentsmusic, sound effects, sight, dialogue-all
must occur at precisely the right points in
the final "mix." Each track is therefore
"scored" in synchronism with all other
tracks. A footage counter (or "reader")
enables the editor to plot the entry, duration, and close of each "element." Music
recordists seldom utilize this built-in feature of the 35-mm film medium. On special
occasions, however, it is absolutely essential.
A case in point in Beetboven's "Welliltgton's Victory," in which the composer indicated the exact spots at which the sounds
of battle were to be integrated into the
musical score. He pinpointed 188 cannon
shots and 26 musket volleys, specifying
their direction as well (French on the left,
English on the right). In the Mercury version of this festive work, the music was
recorded in London, the cannon and muskets at West Point. The gunfire and music
tracks were run off in perfect synchronization using five magnetic film recorders, each
sprocket-driven from the same current
supply.
Magnetic film recorders capable of holding 30-minute rolls are used in the film-tolacquer transfer. The bulky masters are
then stored in heavy-duty metal cans (total
weight: approximately 16 Ibs.) . In this age
of miniaturization (tiny transistor radios,
slim TV receivers, ultra-miniature 8-mm
still cameras, and so forth) these ponderous
rolls of edited magnetic film seem
strangely anachronistic.
IE

CAMPBELL
(from page 59)
Mr. Campbell's concept of how the ears
work that I hardly know which errors to
point out in a short letter. First, multiplying t)1e number of nerve fibers by the number of bits per second capability of each
does not give you the bandwidth or bandpass of the ear. If a telephone cable carried ten telephone circuits, each capable of
handling, say, 4000 cps, you surely wouldn't
say the bandpass of the cable was 40,000
cps. And if such logic were correct, as
stated by the author, there would be no
capability left for loudness detection since
the full capability would have been used
for frequency detection. Furthermore, each
nerve fiber is capable of handling not a
piddling 12 bits per second, but can handle up to about 1000 bits per second.
Contrary to Mr. Campbell's concepts, the
ears do analyze sound waves for frequency
components. By actual measurements of
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action potentials on individual nerve fibers
it has been found that each nerve is "tuned"
to a narrow band of frequencies. The bandwidth of each increases with loudness. The
number of bits per second transmitted by
a single fiber is a function of both frequency and loudness.
The ears are relatively insensitive to
phase in a complex waveform. This I have
read many times and have verified it on
both myself and my wife. Mr. Campbell's
lengthy proof of phase sensitivity is OK,
but it was for sensitivity to phase in the
sounds reaching the two ears. That is a
completely different subject that has no
bearing on amplifier-design.
I'll bet it must have been a shock to the
Hammond Organ people to learn that no
successful music instrument has ever been
built that used sine waves. Depressing a
key on a Hammond does nothing more than
connect the outputs of a number of sine
wave generators to the audio system. Of
course the number of sine waves and their
relative amplitudes are controlled, but they
are sine waves.
Sineward distortion as defined by Mr.
Campbell still does not exist. The article
was just science fiction.
Kenneth E. Stone,
91 Pine Street,
Iselin, N. J.
Sir:
Cleverly interweaving accepted science
with imaginative conjecture has earned
John W. Campbell, Jr. a reputation as a
science fiction author. There are parts of
the article that persuade me to believe
Campbell is sincere in his ridicule of "hidebound" scientists who consider the ear insensitive to phase shift. This view is held
in spite of his pure fabrication concerning
"sineward distortion." An RC phase-shift
network is given an illusory fiat frequency
response (maybe it was short circuited)
and an erroneous attenuation-"in practice
it takes a high-gain pentode to oscillate."
Numerous triodes and transistors provide
more than the required voltage gain of 29
for a phase-shift oscillator with three identical RC sections.
On the other hand, "Physicists and acoustics people have, for years, said that the
human ear is not sensitive to phase-shift
in sound. That's still standard theory. It's
false," is a statement requiring expansion.
Tbe location of point sound sources is
commonly credited to two-ear phase detection as opposed to phase distortion sensitivity. The "phase-shift" which humans
are incapable of detecting is more properly
called "phase-distortion," i.e. a steady state
displacement o~ the phases of harmonics of
a periodic waveform with respect to themselves. Mounds of data obtained under controlled experiments classify the human
auditory system as being incapable of sensing phase distortion. If these experiments
over several decades are accurate, the ear
is insensitive to straight phase distortion
and therefore, since waveshapes are determined by phase relations among the harmonics, the ear is insensitive to waveshape.
I might add for those "do-it-yourselfers"
that experiments of this type must be carefully devised to avoid erroneous conclusions. Phase shift of Fourier components
can result in rather spike-like waveforms
which the amplifier in use may clip, causing
audible distortion coincident with phase
shift adjustment. Multiple-point sound
sources (such as stereo) are to he avoided
for these tests, because relative phase shift
between the amplifiers can mislead the
listener by changing the apparent amplitude of the harmonics. Abrupt phase shifts
are detectable as "clicks" and slow periodic
ones as vibrato.

If the work of physics and acoustics
people is to be discredited by conjectures
linked to physiology and evolution (without supporting evidence) perhaps a CO!!jecture of similar nature and opposite
hypothesis is all that is needed to restore
nature to equilibrium. The human auditory
system is a twin receptor system linking
transducers, relay stations, nerve networks,
pattern recognizers, coders, decoders, and
so forth, into one harmonious whole. Being
a reliable, long life, successful system constructed from !'ather unreliable components, redundancies are not only implied
but demanded. For example, in the ear
there are five hairlike cells per nerve fibre
associated with frequency determination.
Why should we depend on phase data alone
to locate sounds'! We don't! If one ear
can locate a sound source without aid from
the other, each ear must contain a phase
detector. False! Optical center Gestalt (a
square is recognized independent of orientation) implies auditory phase detection capability. Persuasive but not conclusive.
Auditory Gestalt could just as easily be
the ability to recognize aurally a clarinet
independent of the orientation of the instrument.
With the cochlea of the ear capable of
resolving frequencies which differ only one
part in a hundred, it seems quite proper
to view this part of the auditory system as
a Fourier analyzer. Thus, eve·r y impinging
waveform is resolved into its sinewave
components at proper relative amplitude.
After propagating through several frequency non-linear linkages (see FletcherMunson curves) it would be naive to believe that phase relations among the harmonics have been preserved in the impinging sound. Even in the presence of phase
distortion in the ear, if both right and left
channels have similar phase distortion, a
common data processor can still perform
phase and time discrimination. Note this
point well, for it shows any co=on rightleft phase distortion will not affect the
ability to locate a sound source and therefore phase relation between fundamental
and harmonics is unimportant even at the
source of sound. Hence, waveform is unimportant in the battle for survival of the
fittest.
Relative right-left phase should not be
our only source of direction information.
In abrupt noises, the time displacement
between the spectrum impinging on one
ear and the other ear gives a very rapid
location signal to the brain, making us
jump the right way when lions roar. In
addition the 180-deg. ambiguity of our two
sensor system is minimized by our "pointed
ears" which alter the rearward spectrum
drastically. Likewise, spectrum changes resulting from trees, bushes, and head interference aid the survival of a one-eared man,
but he's still more vulnerable than-the twoeared type and eventually would be exterminated by the stereo model.
A baritone and a soprano singing harmony sound quite pleasant to the ear, in
spite of the fact that drastically different
waveforms are being emitted from the tone
sources. If their tone relation is a musical
third, the third harmonic of the baritone's
note is the same frequency as the second
harmonic of the soprano's note and the
same respectively for the sixth and fourth,
ninth and sixth, and so forth, harmonics.
In view of this consonance having nothing
to do with waveform and everything to do
with harmonics, still further strength is
given to the argument that the auditory
system must resolve a sound into its sinewave components.
T. C. Penn,
911 Northlake,
Richardson, Texas
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NEW PRO D UCTS
• Slim-Line Spea ker System. X it. Designed
to permit complete assembly, even by an
unskilled person , in less than an hour, the
new Model KS-1 speaker system kit is
claimed to be the first slim-line kit in the
high fidelity field. The KS-1 includes a 3way speaker sys t em with crossover networks, finish -sanded birch or walnut cabinet, grille cloth, Acou stiGlas padding, and
stage-by-stage instru ctions. The system is

CORRECTION
Last month's Test Equ ipment
Roundup erroneously showed the
wrong photograph for the B & W oscillator. Here is the correct one.

The She rwood "Ravinia" 3-way 3-speaker
system features response within + 2 db
from 45 cps to 17,500 cps with low -intermodulation distortion and pea k -free transient response. The system consists of a
12-in. w oofer; an S-in. mid-range speaker
with sealed, Fiberglas-filled backplate; arid
a 21f.,-in. ring radiator super-tweeter, also
with Fiberglas-filled backplate. Crossover

B&W
• ModeJ. 200 Au dio Os cillator. The Barker
& Williamson Model 200 Audio Oscill a tor
is intended for use where a stable, accurately calibrated source of frequency
from 30 cps to 30,000 cps is required. The
Model 200 achieves its 30,000-cps range
in three steps, each step being contin u ous.
The outpu t is 10 volts into a 500 -ohm
load, with an atten uator available to
reduce the output if n ecessary. The Model
200 utilizes an RC oscillator circuit whose

points are 600 cps and 3500 cps with 12 db
per octave attenuation. Level controls are
provided for mid-range and twee"ter bala nce. Cab inets are available in three finishes ; walnut, unfinished hardwood, and a
u tility fin ish. Price for the w a lnut fin ished SR-3W is $139.50. The hardwood
and utility finishes are respectively $10
a nd $20 Jess. Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Chicago, Ill.
B -4

only 5 %,-in. deep, 24-in. high, and lS -in.
wide. The speaker complement inclu des a
10-in. woofer, a 5-in. mid-r a nge , and a 3in. s u per tweeter. Crossover is at 1400
and 5000 cps a n d impedance is S ohms.
Price of t h e kit in birch is $59.50; the
factory-assemb led system cost s $S4.50. I n
walnut the kit costs $64.50 and the assembled system cost $S9.50. Fisher Radio
Corp., L. I. C., N. Y .
B -1
• Modular Design AM-FM-Ste·r eo Rece·i v1ng Syste·m . Featuring modular design,
the n ew H . H. Scott Model 355 receiver
includes an FM-stereo t u ner, an AM tuner,
a stereo contro l cen ter, and SO -watt amplifier . The modular con cept permits complete isolation of the heat-produ cing power
amplifier, which can be physically separated from t h e r est of the u nit and installed up to 50 feet away from the m a in
chassis. Each section is self-powered . The
355 includes a stereo-g u ide which helps

locate FM-stereo broadcasts. FM sensitivity is rated at 2.5 I'v (IHFM), t h e control center inclu des provision for two lowlevel inpu ts, separate bass a nd treb l e con t r ols for each chann e l, stereo balancing
facilities, complete tape recording and
monitoring facil ities with fron t panel control a n d " o u tpu t. Comple t e specifications
are ava1lable. H. H. Scott, Inc., Maynard,
Mass.
B-2

o u tput achieves harmonic distortion of
less than 0.5 per cent from 100 cps to
15,000 cps at 10 volts ou tput. Frequency
response better than ± 1 db is claimed
over the 30 cps to 15,000 cps r ange (500ohm load), with stability exceeding 1
per cent. No zero reset or line calibration
is required a nd dial calibration is accurate to ± 3 per cent of scale reading.
Barker & Williamson, Inc., Bristol, P a .
Price: $13S.50.

• Condenser Micr ophone System. The
Schoeps Model M221/26 mic rophone syst e m u tilizes a single metal diaphra gm and
is ava ilable with a multiple pattern capsule. It is claimed to be t he on ly condenser
microphone featuring a low inertia l diaphragm with three acoustically selected

• Transi storized 8-W a tt Am pUller . The
McMartin Model LT- SO transistorized a m plifier is d esigned for genera l purpose
audio and public address applications.
Providing S watts for continuous d u ty,
the LT- SO also provides a peak powe r of

20 watts. No input transformer is requ ired
for a telephone line input a lthough a plugin 600 -ohm tra nsformer is availab le. A
special feedback circu it prevents the transistors from being damaged upon removal
of t h e speaker load. The power tra nsistors
a re f u sed to protec t them from being de- '
stroyed in eve nt of an overload. Power
response is ± 2.0 db from 30 cps to 15,000
cps. Tra nsistors inclu de five 2N241, one
2N114, and two 2N251. Hum and noise are
- 60 db below S watts for microphone - 70
db below for program, and - 65 db below
fo r phono (wi th accessory preamp). Continental Manufacturing Corp., Oma ha,
Nebraska.
B-3

p a tterns. The M221 series is availab le with
a number of interchangeable condenser
capsules. Nonlinear distortion is maintained below 0.3 per cent at level s up to
115 db above 0.0002 microbar. A special
attenuator can be installed between capsule a nd preamp to prevent overloadin g.
A f u ll range of accessories 'are availab le.
International Electroacoustics, Inc., New
York.
B-S

• Medium Priced Speaker System. A n ew
medium priced speaker system is availab l e
from Sherwood E lectronic L a boratories.

• 'rhree-Way Speaker Syste.m . A new l oudspeaker system featur ing a type of transducer new to the high fi delity field is bein g
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Here's why Scott Speakers sound so good!
The sound is so smooth ... so effortless ... that you'll
swear the musicians are sitting right inside your H. H. Scott
speakers. Actually, this amazing sound is achieved by a
unique,and important advance in speaker design.
The key to this advance is a radically new crossover network design. This Scott designed network is different from
conventional crossovers. First, the low-range Scott woofer
operates over a very narrow band of frequencies assuring
smooth reproduction of fundamental bass tones. The higher
crossover frequency of conventional networks forces these
woofer units to provide response into the mid-frequency
range resulting in compromised performance. Second, the
Scott network is designed so that crossover points do not
cause dips affecting smoothness of the overall response.
Scott's three-way speaker systems perform as if they were
composed of one perfect speaker giving smooth and accurate
response over the entire audio range.
The new Scott speakers have won praise from leading
critics and musicians. Audio magazine said ... "The S-2
provides a well-balanced tonal picture ... The transition
between frequency ranges is quite smooth ... a remarkable
device."
As Berj Zamkochian, famous organist of Boston's leading
Symphony Orchestra, said after listening to a recording of
his own performance over Scott speakers: "I have never
heard any reproduction of organ which sounded so faithful
to the original. I felt I was sitting in the center of Symphony
Hall."
Hear superb H. H. Scott speakers for yourself. We are
sure you will agree that they are the finest musical reproducing systems ever made.
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H. H. Scott speaker systems are available In three
models. Model S-2 Wide-Range System A
Three·way acoustic compliance system con·
sisting of a low resonance high excursion woofer,
two dual·cone mid·range units and a wide·disper·
sion tweeter. Model S-3 Wide-Range System Three·way system of truly bookshelf size. Depth
is only 9>'('". Model 5-4 A modestly priced, two·way
acoustic compliance system. Uses same ,t ype
multiple crossover circuitry found in higher priced
S·2 and S·3.AII three systems are available inyour
choice of oil·finished walnut, hand·rubbed rna·
'hogany, unfinished hardwood and unfinished
pine. Prices start at $89.95 for the S·4, $114.95 for
the S·3, and $179.95 for the S·2, All prices slightly
higher West of the Rockies.
Write for complete technical details, and new
1962 catalog.

•

H.H.SCOTT

H. H. Scott Inc., 111 Po.wdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass.

Export: Moman Exportlnl Corp., 458 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 WlnlQld Ave., Toronto

~
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marketed by Bogen and Rich, Inc. The
Rich 20 / 20 series utilizes a pn eumatically
loaded cone-type woofer which drives a
non-resonant dome to obtain good efficiency with relatively small cone excu rsion. The mid-range and tw eeter units
utilize the new transducer design which is
simila r to an electrostatic speaker in tha t
the vibrating surface is fl a t, but unlil<e
electrosta tics in that they do not require
high pola rizing volta ges. Instead the flat
voice coil and tra n s ducer is mounted between b a r magnets a nd opera t e s from the

MAGNETIC STEREO CARTRI DGE

modelSX- l
SPECI FI CATI ONS
Responce """",, .
"" " 20- 20. 000 cps
Out pu!."""" " "",, 4 mV / Scm / 1.000 C/ 8
Channel lsolatlon
. 20 dB 40- 12.000 c/ a
". ± O.S dB a! 1.000 c/a
Channel Balance
Compliance .". """""" 3 X I0- 6"' / dyne
Load Res.latance "." . " . SO-70klllo ohma
Tracking Force "" ."
" """"",,·3 grams
Stylus """""" ""''''' ' ,, ·0 .7 mil DIamond
Weigh! """"".
""""" ." 12. sgrama

SONO V OX

CO., LTD ,

Tokl womOl suc ho, Shlbuyok u. Tokyo, l.opan

Circle 70A

YOU
SAV E
MON EY!
RUSH US YOUR
LIST OF HI - FI
CO MPONENTS
FOR A SPECIAL
Q UOTATION
W R IT E FO R FREE
AU D IO DIS COUNT
C ATALOC A-15
New 'ow prices on amp.ifiers, tuners, tape recorders, speakers, etc.

KEY

ELECTRONICS CO.
120 LIBERTY ST.
NEW YORK 6, N.Y.

Circle 70B

norma l speaker connections of the a mplifier. The tweeter is essentially the same as
the mid-r a nge unit but utilizes a corrugated sheet rather than a flat surface. It
is claimed that the efficiency of the Rich
20/20 system is from 6 to 10 db higher
than most of the available low-efficiency
systems presently m a rketed. Input impedance is 8 ohms and power h a ndling capacity
is 60 watts of program material. Crossover
frequencies are 1000 cps and 6000 cps.
Minimum recommended a mplifier power is
20 watts. Price of the Rich 20/ 20 in oile d
walnut cabinet is $200.00. Bogen and Rich,
Inc., Yonkers, N. Y.
B-6

NEW LITERATURE
• :Relay Catalog". Universal Relay Corp.
has recently released their latest 20-page
illustrated bulletin, listing and describing
many of the 1,200,000 relays, steppers,
sensitrols, solenoids, contractors, rectifiers, and related items from their normal
stock. Most of the different items shown
are carried in stock in production quantities. Universal Relay Corp., 32 White
street, New York 13, New York.
B-7
• Thin Speaker Systems. Advanced Acoustics Co. announces the availability of a
new 2-color cata logue sheet covering descriptive material on their new Wafaire
Bi-Phonic Coupler thin speal<er s y s tems.
The W a faire reproduces th e full r a nge of
the audio spectrum by mea ns of 'a large
wood panel which vibrates as a single system. The resulting spea ker system is only
3%-in. thick and can be hung on a wall
like a picture or conceale d within a wall.
The new catalogue sheet provides full
specification da ta, descriptive material,
prices and other information. In addition
to the Wafaire catalogue sheet free reprints of technical articles covering the
bi-phonic principle can also be obtained
upon written request. Electronic Research

• Four-Track T a p e :Rec ording" Booklet. A
booklet describing four-track tape recording has been published by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company (3M) .
The booklet is a non-technical description
of the method and its benefit s. Fo u r-track
recording, the booklet points out, demands
not only superior equipment, but also the
highest quality tape. However, it is the
most economica l method of tape recording
yet devised, because more sou nd can be
recorded on a given length of tape. The
pamphlet is available by writing Dept.
Yl-522, Minnesota Mining and Manufa cturing Company, 900 Bush Avenue, st.
Paul 6, Minnesota.
B --l l
• Preclslo-n T est I nstrume·n t Ca.ta.l og- and
Technioal :Reviews. New 24-page short
Catalog ES-10 listing the complete Bruel
& Kjae r line of intergrated sound, vibration and data analysis instrumentation is
available from B & K Instruments. Also
available are two 22 -page Technical Reviews "RMS Recording of Narrow Band
Noise With a Level Recorder" and "Effective Averaging Time of an RMS-Level Recorder." Influences in the Level Recorder
that affect the measu rement of the theoretically true rms value of a statistically
fiuctuating signal are extensively explored. To obtain copies of the Technical
Reviews, request T R-4-60 and TR-1-61.
B & K Instruments, I nc., 3044 West 106th
Street, Cleveland 11, Ohio.
B-l2
• L oudspeakers and S ystems. J a mes B.
Lansing Sound, Inc. has issued a 30-page
pocket-size brochure on its JBL Loudspeakers and Loudspea ker systems. The
new publication is numbered SC-509. The
first part of this publication is devoted to
extended- r a nge spea k ers, low-f r e quency
drivers, high-frequency drivers and horns,
and dividing networks. The second half of
the catalogue is devoted to JBL loudspeal<er enclosures starting with the Paragon and the Metregon stereo reproducers
plus more than a dozen smaller sizes each
of which is available with or without its
own complete sound system. James B.
Lansing Sound, Inc., 3249 Casitas, Los Angeles, Calif.
B-13
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• :Rev i sed " Guide to Hi Fl." A completely
revised and updated version of their 36page booklet enti tled "Gu ide to High Fidelity Stereo and Monophonic Sound" has
been published by EICO. Written by
Mannie Horowitz of EICO' s engineering
department, the booklet covers such sub jects as the "factors comprising highfid elity" (including the nature of sound,
and the problems that a sound reproducing system has to contend with-harmonic
distortion, interference, and the like); the
component parts of a high-fidelity systern ; the meaning of stereo and how to
convert a mono system to stereo; and how
to save money when buying high fidelity
equipment. The revised version of the
book let takes in to account a ll the developments that h a ve come along in this f a stmoving field since the first edition was
publishe d. It is available from EICO for
25¢ to cover the cost of postage and handling. EICO Electronic Instrument Co.,
Inc., 33-00 Northern ·Blvd., L.I.C. I, N. Y.
B -9
• Cita.tion IUts B r ochure. A new questionand-answer brochu re, explaining the features, installation, constru ction, and philosophy of the Citation high fidelity kits,
is now available from Harman-Kardon,
Inc. Among the questions answered in the
8-page brochure are: What is a blend control and how does it operate? How are the
Citation preamplifiers and tuner installed
within a cabinet? How does the packaging
used in Citation help save the kit builder
time and effort? Why is it necessary to
extend the frequency range of an amplifier beyond the normal range of hearing
if no one can hear beyond 20,000 cps or
below 20 cps? The brochure is available
free by writing to: Citation Division,
Harman-Kardon, Inc., Plainview, Long
Island, N. Y.
B-lO

SONOVOX
101

Association, Inc., 67 Factory Place, Cedar
Grove, N. J.
B -S
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LIGHT LISTENING

KLIPSCH

(from page 10)
by Paul Lavalle has always been one of the
fiashier organizations among the big-time
bands. This is an outfit with a youthful fiair,
its loose-gaited swing refiecting Lavalle's very
active participation in the affairs of school
and college bands across the country. No military band is apt to tackle Sousa's marches
with quite the swaggering showmanship of
this crew. Much of this spirit is traceable to
the days wben the band was called upon to
win the immediate attention of radio and television audiences. The program includes just
about every well-known Sousa march . For a
final touch, Lavalle adds a Simple device that
-could spruce up other albums of this sort<lrumming segues that carryover interest
from one march to the next. The sound is
refreshingly cr isp and the mlJdng pattern,
with a picku p pattern more distant than average, puts the entire band in the spotlight.

5 0 Yea rs of Movie Music
Decca DL 79079
They really went back to t he beginning in
this one. The staff at Decca Records obviously
had a lot of fun recreating Hollywood's early
<lays in this stereo recording. Start the disc
and the lights in your room will appear to
:flicker as the nasal nickelodeon piano lurches
into the music that accompanied the silent
1IIms issued at the turn of the cenutry. If
this record is a clue, audiences of that day
had some pretty fancy stuff lavished upon
them as they sat in the converted stores that
housed the first projectors and screens. This
upright twangs its way through excerpts from
Poet and Pea8ant, Melody in F, and the Erl
King. Equally entertaining is the early-style
.orchestral film music written and conducted
by Jack Shaindlln who once played the piano
at the age of 15 in a Chicago silen t movie
bouse. Music for chase and slapstick se~uences leads the way to an ancient newsreel
medley. This opens with a fiery march that
.once worked equally well for national figures
.or football games. Then follow "serious"
themes suitable fo r fires or floods, jazzier
i deas for parading damsels in beauty contests
and, finally, the inevitable horse race. Raymond Bohr plays a theatre organ solo in Erno
Rapee's Ohar-maine from "What Price Glory."
The early talkies are represented by an ex-cerpt from "Sunny Side Up" and the town's
golden years come in for attention in Beyond
the Blue H orizon f rom the Ernst Lubitsch
classic Monte Carlo, starring Jeanette MacDonald. Other high points in Hollywood's
story inclu de samples of "Flying Down to
RiO," "King Kong," "The Informer," "Spell·
bound," "Inter mezzo," and "The Third Man."
The album brings us up to date with Elmer
.Bernstein's theme from "Man with the Golden
..Arm."

Sy Oliver: Dance Music f or Peop le Who

Don't Dan ce A nymore
Riverside RLP 97502
The big bands are still with us on discsif you know where to look for them. After
-coasting along for several seasons on labels
that offered him only meager promotion, Sy
-Oliver's first appearance on a Riverside re·cording may now get him some of the attention he has rated since the heyday of the
,great bands of the early Forties. His present
'band features noted stars of the Swing Period
oSuch as trumpeter Charlie Shavers and drummer Jimmie Crawford, a sidekick of the old
Lunceford days. Sam "The Man" Taylor gives
the band some presen t -day glamour in the
reed section. The choice of tunes in this album may tend to puzzle youngsters unfamiliar
with the folk tune arrangements Sy turned
.out for both the L unceford and the Tommy
Dorsey bands. Stereo underlines the sly humor
.of the Oliver treatment of Annie Laurie,
Arkan8as Trave l er, I'm a Little Teapot and
'The Blue Tail Fly.

AUDIO
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Ray Anthony: Dream Dancing
Capitol

0

IT 723

Many theories have been applied to stereo
recordings of the larger dance bands. Each
la bel has preferred to think that it a lone had
the best formula for effective presentation of
a name band. In searching for new ways to
establish channel differentiation, some record
companies almost outsmarted themselves as
tbeir orchestras became less and less recognizable. In contrast, Capitol presents in this
tape release a major band just as it would
be deployed in a ball room appearance. The
spacing-for-stereo of the key sections of the
orchestra is completely right In its logic. Now
the ear is free to enjoy the music and the
illusion of depth created by the placement
of the Ray Anthony trumpet in the ranks of
. the band. One of Ray's all-time best-selling
albums, this set of dance able mood music
was first issued back in 1956. For the stereo
re-release, Anthony used the same arrangements and most of the same musicians in
quiet favorites such as September Song,
La.ura, and Moonlight in Vel·mont.

Dancing on Sunday
United Artists UAS 6146
It takes a sequel to "Never on Sunday" to
reveal more fully the scope of native popular
music making the rounds in Greece. The hard
brilliance of the strumming Bouzouki made
famous in the Mercouri film is a prominent
feature of this album. It is a perfect complement to the upper-register percussion. If this
trend in music keeps up, the names of Greek
composers such a s Hadjidakls, Theodrakis,
Pless as, and Yacouleff may yet become household words over here. Some of these men have
been busy in music fields other than movie
making. The varied collection of tunes offered
here includes a few traditional melodies but
the title song will sell the album simply because the word Sunday appears in it. Crisp
sound adds further seasoning to these off-bent
instrum entals r ecorded in Greece.

Song Without End (Original Sound Track)
Col pix 0 exe 602
This particular sound track offers better
listening for pinno fans on tape than it does
on disc. While no playback medium can disguise the corny nature of some of the choral
excerpts from Hollywood's lavish appraisal
of the life and music of Franz Llszt, the
sound is definitely more acceptable In the
ta pe medium. In one respect tape has almost an unfair advantage. The man who selected the recording characteristic for the
Col pix disc certainly placed no faith in the
generally accepted virtues of the RIAA
curve. The formula, whatever Its nature,
defies my efforts to find a listenable playback setting. As processed by UST, the
sound of the plano heard throughout the
picture in the off-screen performances of
Jorge Bolet has a chance to establish its
normal
character.
Llszt's
pyrotechnics,
which embrance both ends of the keyboard,
fare better on this reel than they would on
the average stereo record. The chorus heard
in Handel's Largo. 'Vagner's Pilgr·i ln'8
Ohorus from Tannhauser and Liszt's Un
Sospiro still has some of the boxed-in effect
that was noticeable in the disc version. The
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra makes
only fleeting appearances in the recording.
Perhaps it's just as well because it sounds
only slightly better on the tape than it did
on the disc. I suppose Hollywood has Its
own problems in determining the length of
its so-called concert sequences In films dealing with music. Far too much of this recording is given over to snippets of selections.
Make no mistake Bolet is good and his piano
has received realistic recording. The difficulty
lies in the fact that he is heard in this reel
for a total of only twenty-four minutes.
.l'El

MODEL 00

Unparalleled among small
speakers, th e Mod el H is compatibl e with th e
KLI PSCHORN or any oth er Klipsch speaker for
stereo . Compare it w ith any sm all speaker •..
at any price. Priced at $ 22 1. Ot h er Klip sch
s peaker systems up to $ 2. 112. Wri t e R. L.
Moer s, Director of Sales, for f r ee brochu re and
n am e of your nearest Klips c h dealer .

KlIPSCH and ASSOCIATES, INC.
BO X 96 . HOPE . AR KANSAS

ADVANCE ORDERS

BOUND VOLU MES
1961 Issues
Audio Magazine
Order Now
LIMITED N UMBER
AVAI LABLE
$10.00 EAC H POSTPAID
U. S. DELIVERY ONLY
Send Orde r
and Remittance Today

Book Division
Rad io Magazines, Inc.
P.O. Box 629
Mineola , N. Y.
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No. 120
THE 4th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY
$2.95 Postpaid
This is the biggest Audio Anthology ever!
CoDtains a wealth of essential high fidelity
know-how in 144 pages of complete articles by world-famous authors.

"the best of
No. 124
A new compendium of AUDIO knowledge.
Here is a collection of the best of AUDIO-The AUDIOclinic
by Joseph Giovanelli. .. noted audio engineer and the original
high fidelity answer-man-EQUIPMENT PROFILES edited by
C. G. McProud ... Editor of AUDIO. Here is a wealth of hi-fi
and audio information. Answers to the most important issues
in high fidelity and a valuable reference on the performance of
leading makes of high fidelity components. Volume I $2.00

NEW! Greatest Reference Work on Audio & Hi Fi

No. 123

nThe AUDIO Cyc:lopedia" by Howard M. Tremaine
Up If) lite minule, inc/wing steref)! •

1280 pages
• 3400 topics
• 1600 illustrations

Here is one single volume with the most comprehensive coverage of every phase of audio. Concise, accurate explanations
of all audio and hi fi subjects. More than 7 years in preparation-the most authoritative encyclopedic work with a unique
quick reference system for instant answers to any question. A
vital complete reference book for every audio engineer, techi1ician, and serious audiophile. $19:95

No.115
McPROUD HIGH FIDELITY OMNIBOOK
Prepared and edited by C. G. McProud,
pubHsher of Audio and Doted authority
and pioneer in the field of high fidelity.
Contains a wealth of ideas, how to's,
what to's .and when to's, written so
plainly that both engineer and layman
can appreciate its valuable context.
Covers planning, problems with decoration, cabinets and building hi-fi furniture. A pedect guide. $2.$0 Postpaid.

HANDBOOK OF SOUND REPRODUCTION
by Edgar M. Villchut
Right up to date, a complete course on
lIOund reproduction. Covers everything
from the basic elements to individual
cbapters of each of the important com·
ponents of a high fidelity system. $3.75
Postpaid.

SPECIAL!

You pay only $2.75 for this
book when you order it wjth any other

No.112
TAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE RECORDING
by Harold D. Weiler
A complete book on home recording by the author of
High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and learn the
techniques required for professional results with home
recorders. Covers room acoustics, microphone techniques,
sound effects, editing and splicing, etc. Invaluable to reo
cording enthusiasts. Paper Cover $2.95 Postpaid.

MONTHLY
SPECIAL!
SAVE
$5.40

Save over 50% with this collection of AUDIO books.
4th Audio Anthology ($2.95) McProud High Fidelity
Omnibook ($2.50) best of AUDIO ($2.00) Tape
Recorders & Tape Recording ($2.95)

TOTAL VALUE OF ALL FOUR BOOKS $10.40
Your cost ONLY $5.00 POSTPAID
This offer expires March 31, 1962
eood only an direct order to Publisher
CIRCLE 05200

AUDIO Bookshelf
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC.,

P.O. Box 629, Mineola, New York
Please send me the books I have circled below. I am enclosing the
full remittance of $_____________ (No C.O.D. or billing.)
All U.S.A. and CANADIAN orders shipped postpaid. Add 50; for Foreign orders
(sent at buyer's risk).

BOOKS:
NAM~E

11 0

112

_________________

115

120

123

124

05200

ADDRESS________________________

~

CITY______________________ ZONL-STAT'"-E_____________
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with a larger capacitance will attenuate
its output uniformly, and allow a smaller
value control to be used without bass loss
(Fig. 1).

Teasers

Answer 2 . (a) Impedance on a trans·
former winding reflects in proportion to
turns squared. If, for example, a 16·ohm
load connected to the secondary reflects a
plate-to-plate load of 10,000 ohms, the reflected impedance at the screen taps wo~ld
be 0.4 x 0.4, or 0.16 of 10,000 ohms, which
is 1600 ohms. The impedance reflected to
the screen taps is 16 per cent of that reflected to the plat e connections.
(b ) That comparison of loading is based
on the incorrect assumption that the same
load is connected to the secondary and fed
separately from plate or screen connections
on the primary. In practice, both feeds
occur simultaneously.
Suppose the plate-to-plate voltage is 100
(rms). The power supplied from the plates
will be 100'/10,000 = 10 watts. The corresponding screen-to-screen voltage will be
40 volts and the corresponding screen-toscreen current swing will be one tenth of
the plate-to-plate current swing. The plateto-plate current swing is 100 rnA (rms) .
So the screen-to-screen swing is 10 rnA.
The power delivered by the screens is 40
volts times 10 mA or 0.4 watts. So the
screens deliver only 4 per cent not 16 per
cent of the plate power.
Answer 3. A pentode with a plate coupling resistor previously used for a triode

AUDIO will pay $5 for questions or
answers used. Send questions or an·
swers to: Audio Teasers, P. O. Box
629, Mineola, N. Y.

NORMAN H. CROWHURST
Answers to Last Month's Teasers

Answer 1. When the 250k resistor is
used as a "load" for the ceramic pickup, it
causes bass loss, because the pickup has an
impedance essentially that of a capacitor;
the effect is the. same as using too small a
grid resistor following a small coupling
capacitor. When the 5·megohm control is
used, this bass loss is avoided, but "static
hum" is picked up when the control is
part way up. This is because the input im·
pedance of the grid circuit reaches its
maximum. Ftill on, the ceramic capacitance
bypasses the static, and off, it is grounded.
If the static hum is picked up in the in·
strument, complete shielding of the control
and input lead may cure the hum. But if
it is due to the input tube-the fact the
return impedance of grid to ground is too
high, a smaller control is the answer, and
other means must be sought to avoid the
bass loss. Shunting the instrument ceramic
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Fig . 1. Smaller
value control to
reduce hum.
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New Orthonetic
Stereo Cartridge

•

Purest musical response ...
even beyond 20,000 cycles!

...<

/

Only General Electric gives you this:
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FEEDBACK
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MUCH SMALLER
FEEDBACK [!HAN BIAS VALU~

(A)

Breakthrough in musical reproduction!
General Electric's new VR-1000 ORTHONETIC Cartridge gives precise, undistorted
reproduction of every note on your highfidelity records-even at frequencies above
the ,n ormal range of human hearing!
Even the most subtle overtones
come through . •.
Ordinary cartridges shave off the higher
harmonic frequencies that give orchestral
instruments their characteristic color.
Thanks to a revolutionary new suspension and damping system, the VR-I000
ORTHONETIC Cartridge fully reproduces
these harmonic frequencies, with barely
measurable loss or distortion.
This means that every instrument has
its true coloration; even the most sensitive ear can listen without the fatigue
caused by musical distortion.
Tracks at pressures as low as one
gram-prolongs record life . •.
The low-moving mass of the ORTHONETIC
assures highest fidelity even on the fastest passages, minimizes record wear.
Provides up to 30 decibels per channel
stereo separation. Ask your General
Electric cartridge dealer for full specifications or write VR-I000, General Electric
Co., Audio Products Dept., Decatur, Ill.
'Ar>g~ss Is Ollr Mosf Iml'o!"!.:1I7! 77cl1'lIcI

GENERAL. ELEC'TRIC
Fig. 2. Using a smaller cathode feedback resistor and bypassing the bias resistor.
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stage will have a little more than twice the
gain, so that over-all feedback is doubled
by the change. But screen current, as well
as plate current, passes through the cathode
resistor. The effect of the additional feedback will be to try and linearize input stage
total current by means of an amplified
version of the plate voltage. As input stage
total current includes its screen current,
which is extremely nonlinear, an additional
nonlinear element is included in the loop.
Screen current nonlinearity does not matter
when screen voltage is held constant, by
decoupling, and when the cathode is similarly decoupled to ground.
The remedy is to use a smaller value of
cathode feedback resistor, and bypass the
one used for bias (Fig . 2). In this way the
nonlinear voltage due to screen current
contribution is made much smaller than
the fed back voltage across the smaller
resistor.

FAIRCHILD uSOO"
Exclusive
Makes
ANTI·
the
SKATING* Dillerence
Anti-Skating . . . the most important arm
development ... now makes conventionally designed · arms virtually obsolete.
The Fairchild 500, with the exclusive
Anti·Skating system overcomes the
obstinate inward pull found in most conventional arms. This skating is the basic
cause of right channel distortion. Only
the uniquely designed Fairchild 500
applies continuous skating correction
with balanced compensation for skating
at the inner diameters where friction
between stylus and groove is greater.
This remarkable anti-ska ting arm, coupled with the unmatched Fairchild SM-2
Cartridge with its linear separation, linear response and low stylus massmakes this Fairchild 500 the ultimate
system to duplicate the sound of the
original master. Complete details are
avai lable. Only $58.00 for complete
Arm·transport and SM-2 Cartridge. Also
available Arm only (500A) $29.95; SM·2
Cartridge only $37.50.
' Palent pending

This Month's Questions

FAIRCHILD RECORDI NG EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
10·40 45th Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Question 1. To check phasing of loudspeaker units to be used in a multiway sys·
tern, a small cell is connected to each unit
and the terminal to which the positive pole
has to be connected to make the cone move
forward is marked with a red dot. The sys·
tern uses 12 db/ octave crossover (an Land
a C in the feed to each unit). Assuming the
filter elements of the crossover are fed
from the amplifier in parallel and that the
unmarked terminal of the woofer goes to
ground, the red dot one to low·pass output, which way must the tweeter be connected for correct phasing'
Question B-2. The loudspeaker supplied

Circle 74A

IF YOU ARE MOVINC
Please notify our Circulation Department
at least 5 weeks in advance. T.he Post Office
does not forward maga:z-ines sent to wrong
destinations unless you pay additional postage, and we can NOT duplicate copies sent
to you once. To save yourself, us, and the
Post Office a headache, won't you please
cooperate? When notifying us, please give
your old address and your new address.
Circulation Department
RADIO MACAZINES, INC.
P. O. Box 629, Mineola. N. Y.

with a solo organ intended to be attached
to the front of a piano keyboard didn't
look very good to a certain audioman. Con·
vinced a high fidelity loudspeaker would
get better results, he (a) connected the
organ speaker to his high fidelity system
and found it gave very obvious intermodula tion distortion; (b) connected his high
fidelity speaker to the organ, but found it
did not give so sweet tone as with its own
"crumby" speaker. He checked that the difference was not due to impedance differ·
ences-they were near enough the same.
What is the explanation'

ISOTONE
acoustical tone equalizing music system
An acoustical Landmark.
Incomparably superior tonal balance due, mainly, to the
tremendous air loading of speaker units. Speakers mounted
front and rear for much better sound dispersion. A MUST
for the music epicure. Brochure on request. Dealers please
inquire.
Three models : 1 cubic foot, 2 cubic feet and (illustrated)
the Eroica, 6 cubic feet at $2 65. ASK for Isotone .

ISOTONE ASSOCIATES
3402 Third Avenue
New York 56, N.Y.
Circle 74B
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"'--CLASSIFIEDRates: 10< per word p.r InsertIon for non.om ..... lal
ad"rtls • .,.nb; 25' p.r word for comm.rclal ad,ertl",,"nh. Rat.. aro net. and no discounts will ..
allowed. COpy ... st be a •• ompaal.d by I'OIIIlttan.. la
fill. and .. I.t roach the New York otll.. " til.
ftrst of the month prec.dlng tho date of I.....

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMP RITE SPEAKER SERVICE
168 W. 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y. CH 3-4812
ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES? Then
write us before you purchase a.n y hi-fi. You'n
be glad you did. Unusual savings. Key ElectroniCS, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y.
CLoverdale 8-4288.
LOW, LOW quotes: stereo tapes, components, recorders, HIFI, Roslyn 4, Pa.
SALE ITEMS - bulk tapes - componen t
quotes. Bayla, Box 131-0, Wantagh, N. Y.
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize with
your recorder, phonograph or amazing new
"Electronic Educator" endless tape recorder.
Astonishing details, sensational catalogue
FREE. Sleep-Learning Research Association,
Box 24-AD, Olympia, Washington.
lVIAILaTAPE. Reusable 3-inch malllng containers. No wrapping. Supply mailing and return labels ensures returns. Four: $2.20.
Ten: $4.30. Quality 150' tapes inclu ded. Four:
$4.10. Ten: $8.30. Check with order. Refundable. Rusco, 108 Brighton Avenue, Boston,
Mass.
SELF-HYPNOSIS tape or LP record. Learn
quickly, easily. Free literature. McKinley·
Smith, Co., Dept. ATR, Box 3038, San Bernardino, California.
15·INCH STEPHENS WOOFER. Model
105-LX. All diecast frame, 2'h pound magnet,
2 Inch V. C., 20 watts. $35.00 or trade for
University Hl<'·206 super tweeter.
WANTED: Jensen Imperial or Triplex
speaker system and Knight 25-watt hasic
amplifier. Shuster, 17 Ravine Court, Clifton,

N. J.

SCHOBER ELECTRONIC ORGAN. Concert
model. Meets AGO speCifications. J aeger, 128
East 37th Street, New York City. N. Y. MU
4-3139.
PROFESSIONAL RECONDITIONING all
audio and recording equipment. Low prices on
components with service. Best trade-in deal in
the country. Dick Simms, Audio Trading
Post, Inc., 58 West 48th Street, New York
36, N. Y. JUdson 2-2356. 2nd Floor.
MAGNECORDS FOR SALE. Several dUreren t professional models newly reconditioned.
Send for list. Audio Specialties, Box 12203,
San Antonio 12, Texas.
MAN, LONG-EXPERIENCED HI-FI IN.
STALLATIONS and administration looking
for appropriate pOSition, New York City area.
Answer CE-1, AUDIO, P. O. Box 629, Mineola,
New York.
WANTED: Buy, Magnecord 728 recorder.
Sell, Concertone 505E ¥.. -track recorder plus
pair Dynaco variable impedance microphones.
GLOBAL TAPE RECORDING EXCHANGE
HOBBY CLUB. We bring the world to you via
tape. This is the most rewarding hobby known.
fo r all ages. Tapespondlng can put you in
contact with people all over the world for
exchanges of Ideas, music, educational knowledge, or small talk. Free detalls. Write to
MAILWAY CO., 216 W. Jackson Bonlevard.
Chicago 6, Ill. or 51 West 35th Street, New
York I, N. Y. or 601 S. Vermont, Los Angeles
5, California or 2006 E. Courtland. Spokan..
27, Wash.

AUDIO
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• GOTKAM TERMINATES DISTRmUTION CONTRACT. Gotham Audio Corp.
anno unced the termination of its distribution contract with Norted Audio Co. as of
December 31, 1961. Prior to this date
Norted was the distrib u tor of the Neumann PA-2a turntable, the Neumann DST
stereo cartridge, and the Beyer dyna mic
h eadphon es, a ll of which are exclu sively
imported by Gotham. All inquiries regarding these products pertaining to sal es,
service, and engineering applicati ons
should now be addressed to Gotham Audio Corp., 2 West 46th St., New York 36,
N. Y.

THE FINEST OF ITS KIND •••
Get more FM stations with the world's most
powerful fM Yog i Antenna systems.
To be fully inform.d,
send 30¢ for book
"Theme And Variations" by L. F. B.
Carini and containing
FM Station Directory.

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO.
WETHERSFIELD 9, CONN

.EMPIRE
TROUBADOR
GOES
"'ROUND TKE WORLD ." Taking hee d
of the opinion that the most tempting contest prize is travel, Empire Scientific Corp.
is sponsoring a co ntest with the prize being a "'Round-the-World Music Festival."
For 21 days, the winner and his g u est
will have the privilege of hearing some
of the world's greatest music in the cultural centers of Europe. Th e object of this
contest will be to arrange ten features of
the Empire Troubador record playing system in their order of importance as determined by top-ranking music editors a nd
critics who will be the judges for the
contest. Full details of the contest are
given in advertisements. The contest is
aimed at acquainting the listening p u blic
with the finest music in the world as well
as with the Empire line.

Circle 758

6}ij

Storage cabinets available or do -it- yourself
Eliminates visibility problem of edge-stacked
albums, stops jacket-bollom wear. Ins talls
anywhere in five minutes with 4 screws. Sturdy .
welded steel construction, ba ll-bearing tracks,

~~:dn~~~~s~~~~~8~' gl:c~d~:~ ~~~s~~i~~~l~~:

.

,/"

Write for brochure A. Dealer illql£l1'ics invit.ed
KERSTING MFG. CO .. 504 S. DATE . ALHAMBRA . CAlif

Circle 75C

Specializes in

SAVING YOU MONEY

v FACTORY FRESH COMPONENTS

v LOWEST POSSIBLE QUOTATIONS
v FAST DELIVERY
We are FRANCHISED DEALERS for most Hi-Fi
lines. Most orders SHIPPED PRDMPTL Y from
,·c-.k. RECOI1DIMr: T'OE at LOWEST PRICES.
FREE 95 page STEREO CATALOG.
190-A Lex. Ave., Cor. 32
St., New York 16, N. Y. Visit 6ur Showroo..m
Circle 750

SAVE UP TO 40% on
HI-FI COMPONENTS
AND PACKAGES
• 15 Day Money Bock Guarantee
• EASY PAY PLAN - UP TO 24 MONTHS
TO PAY
• WE GUARANTEE WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD
Please w ri te for FREE return mail quotation,

and wholesale catalog. Also pre-recorded tape
coool09 on request .

220-U East 23rd St.
N.w York 10, N. Y.

• BOGEN-PRESTO LAUNCKES " FISK
BOWL" DEALER CONTEST. Offering
cash prizes totalling $5000 plus providing
photographs of dead fish and live girls,
the Bogen-Presto Div. of the Siegler Corp.
h as cast bait at their dealer organization
in order to fish up a dditional business.
The prizes are scaled according to the size
of the fish (sale) caught by the individual
dealer. All that the dealer has to do to
enter is to sell a piece of Bogen-Presto
equipment; to win he has to guess the
combined weight of the live girls and the
dea d fish.
• PILOT RADIO BOUGKT BY JERROLD.
The acquisition of Pilot Radio Corporation by J erro ld Electronics was announced
on J an uary 12 by Sidney A. Harman, J erro ld President. Pilot will be continued as
a separ ate entity, and will operate as an
independent division of Jerrold E lectronics, of which Harman-Kardon is a l so
a division.

AUDIO

•

:G)audio exchange
WHEN YOU PURCHASE
The Fisher FM-l00-8

FM-Multiplex Wide-Band Tuner
with Exclusive Stereo Beacon
Features 0.6 microvolt sensitivity, Micro Ray
Tuning Indicator, Automatic switching between
mono and stereo, MPX noise filter • .

TRADE 4 WAYS
• TRADE Hi-fi for hi-fi
• TRADE Amateur radio* fOr hi-fI
• TRADE Hi-fi for amateur radio
• TRADE Amateur radio* for amateur radio*
' Includes HAM ; SWL; Citizen's Band; Test Equipment

AUDIO EXCHANGE EXCLUSIVES:

Trade-Back Plan • New Equipment from over 100
manufacturers • Used Equipment sold on 10·day unconditional money·back guarantee ... plus gO·day servIce warranty. Special GE credit plan .• Custom In~tal:
latlon for stereo and monaural eqUipment .• HI FI
service laboratory.
~
Get more! Pay less when vou trade at ~

audio exchange

For Trading info., write dept.

PLEASE MAIL All ORDERS AND INQUIRIES TO JAM AI CA
153·21 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y. • AXlel 7·7577
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. BROOKLYN, N. Y. MANHASSET, N. Y.
203 Mamaroneck Ave. 1065 Flatbush Ave. 451 Plandome Rd.

Circle 75A

CANADA

High Fidelity Equipment
Complete Lines
•
Complete Service
Hi-Fi Records - Components
and Acces~ories

C'LECTRO.:uOlCE
U SOUND SYSTEMS
126 DUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO. CANADA

SAVE YOUR

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: ~ MAIL ORDER HI·FI ~ :

COPIES OF

·COMPONENTS
RECORDERS TAPES:
:At wholesale prices. Shipped within 24-28.
·hrs. We'll airmail low quotes on packaged:
: Hi-fi . (Free catalogue.)
•
•• CAR S TON
125-N EAST 88 ST.
•
NEW YORK 28, N. Y • •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Circle 75F

LONDON CALLINC THE WORLD _ ••
KEEP HI-FI COSTS LOW buy
BRITISH EQUIPMENT from the United
Kingdom Mail Order Specialists!
• AMPLIFIERS • MOTORS • TUNERS
• SPEAKERS • PICK-UPS
All goods Packed, Insured and Shipped promptly
at minimum cost. Send us details of your needsl

C. C. GOODWIN (Sales) Ltd. (Dept. A)
7, The Broadway, Wood Green, London, N.22. Eng.
Circle 75E

TOP ALLOWANCE
FOR YOUR USED COMPONENTS
......
AT
.'

Circle 750

AUDIO
Attractive and

• Each file holds a
full year's copies.

practical for your

• Jesse Jones Volume Files for every
publication.
• Covered in durable
leather like Kivar,
tille embossed in 16
Kt gold •

Satis/aellon guaranteed

home or office
3 for $7.00
6 for $13.00

ORDER NOW - send
check or money order
MAGAZINE FILE CO.
520 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 36, N.,. Y.

~

FREE

DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
UPON REQUEST

75
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LAFA¥ETY'E
STEREO HI-FI COMPONENTS

ADVERTISING
INDEX

Engineered To Professional Standards

•
Made in U.S.A.

LAFAYETTE . LT-700

Criterion

FM STEREO
MULTIPLEX TUNER

NO MONEY DOWN

124~50

Ready for Stereo and no Adapter Needed . . .
opening a new era in stereo, the new lafayette
Criterion FM Stereo Multiplex Tuner is entirely
self contained with its own built-in multiplex
facilities. Capable of achieving the highest

lab.oratory Standards, its exceptional selectivity
and sensitivity together with drift-free AFC performance insures effective reception of even
the weakest multiplex or monaural FM signals.

/

KT-2S0A SO-WATT INTEGRATED
STEREO AMPLIFIER

Made
in U.S.A.

KT-25QA

LA·250A

74.50

99.50

in Kit Form
Completely Wired
• 3rd Channel Output
.• Separate Bass & Treble Controls
• 50-Watts Monophonically - 25 Watts Ea~h Stereo Channel
• Response: 15-40,000 cps ± .5 db (at normal listening level)
Pacesetting quality, performance and design. Features include: unique "Blend"
control for continuously variable channel separation-from full monaural to full
stereo, 4-position Selector, Mode, loudness and Phase switches. Also provides
outputs for 4, 8, and 16 ohm speakers. Hum-free operation is insured by use of
DC on all pre·a mp and tone control tubes. Individual bias and balance controls.
Harmonic distortion, less than 0.25 %. 1M distortion, less than .S% . Hum and noise
77 db below full output. 141/2"W x 12%"0 x SI/2"H. Shpg. wt., 28 Ibs.

KT·600A Criterion
PROFESSIONAL STEREO
CONTROL CENTER
KT·600A

Completely Wired

• Response 5-40,000 cps ± 1 db
• Precise "Null" Balancing System • Bridge Control Provides Variable 3rd Channel output
• Variable Cross Channel Si,nal Feed Eliminates Hole·ln·The·Mlddle Effects
• Tape Head Playback Equalization for 4-Track Stereo
sensitivity 2.2 mv for 1 volt out. Dual low impedance "plate follower" outputs IS00
ohms. Less than .03% 1M distortion; less than .1 % harmonic distortion. Hum and
noise 20 db below 2 volts. 14xl0'Vex41!2". Shpg. wI., 16 Ibs

Made
In U.S.A.

KT-SSO

Criterion

100-WATT
BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIER

KT·550

134.50
in Kit Form

Completely Wired

• Rated at 50·Watts per Channel • Response
from 2·100,000 cps; 0·1 db at l·Watt • Massive Grain Oriented Silicon Steel Transformers
• Multiple Feedback Loop Desi!!n (over 50 db)
• Metered Calibration Control Panel • Abso·Iutely Stable Under Any Conditions of Load
~
A new "laboratory Standard" dual 50·watt amplifier
guaranteed to outperform any basic stereo amplifier
on the market. Advanced engineering techniques plus
the finest components ensure flawless performance. Distortion levels so low they are unmeasurable. Hum and noise
better than 90 db below SO·watts. Complete with metal en·
closure. 91/4"H x 121/2"0. Shpg. wt., 60 Ibs.

Barker & Williamson, Inc•..••..••.•
Belden
British I ~d~;tri~; 'C;rp~~~tio~ . : : : : : : : :

58
37

Cabinar\' Acoustical Dev. Corp. ..... .•
Carston • • ••• . • . .• ..• • .•. •••••..••
Classified • .•• . .•... . • •.•. . . •. •.•••

15
75
74

Dynaco, Inc. .... . . .... .. .. ••• ..••• •

47

EICO .....•.. .... .•• • •• • •. ••• •. • ••
Electronic Applications, Inc. •••..••..
Electro- Voice, Inc. . . . • .• •• • .•••• 40,
Electro-Voice Sound Systems •••. • ••.
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc. .. .•. • •
Empire Scientific Corp. ...•. • .• • .. •. .
Eric Electronics Corporation ..• . • •.. • •

13
11
41
75
14
25
63

Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp. • •
Fisher Radio Corporation . • • ••.••• • . .

74
9

Garrard Sales Corp. ..•• •• •...••••. •
General El ectric .. . • ..••.•• .•..••••.
Goodwin. C. C. (Sales ) Ltd. ..• • .• • •. •
Gotham Audio Cc;>rporation •. •.••••.••
Grado Laboratories, Inc. • .• •.••••••••

3
73
75
54
2

5

65
75
53
75

3

LAFAYETTE RADIO, Dept. AB-2
P.O. 801 10
Syosset, L. I., N. Y.
o Send FREE 1962 Catalog featuring the complete line of
. lafayette Stereo Components.

Name'______________________________________________

~

61

Kersting Manufacturing Company • .. •
Key Electronics Company •.• •. ...••••
KLH Research & Development Corp. '"
KI ipsch and Associates, Inc. •••• ••••• •

75
70
59
71

Laf ayette Radio ....• • •• •• • .•••• . ..•
Lansing, James B., Sound, Inc. • •.• •• •.

76
49

Newcomb Audio Products Company • . • •
North American Phillips Co •• Inc. ••••.

55
64

Paco Electronics Co., Inc. . . • .. .•••.••
Pickering & Company, Inc. • •• •••••.•
Pilot Radio Corporation •. • ••.•••• • ••
Pioneer Electronic Corporation •...••••

57
17
29
7

University Loudspeakers, Inc. •.•••. ••
Utah Electroni cs Corp. •.• • . .•• ..• •.•
I
I
I

39
69
1
62
70
35
33

45
66

Viking of Minneapolis •. • •• ••••• Cov. III

I

I

I

Zone _ _ Stale

Jensen Manufacturing Company ..• . ••

Transis-Tronics, Inc. . .• : ••• • • • •• Cov. IV

I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.-:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

56
74

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. ..• • • •• ••••••• ••
Scott, H. H., Inc. ....••• • .. ..• • .•••
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc. ••
Shure Brothers, Inc. ...............
Sonovox Co., Ltd. .. .•..•.••. • . .•• . •
Stackpole Carbon Co. •.•.••••.•• • ••
Superscope, Inc. • •... • .. • •••.• • . .•

FOR THE ASKING!

$ Enclosed ..................... ..................... .. .. ........ for Stock No ... .. ......... .. .. .

International Electroacoustics
Incorporated . .••..••• • ••.•. ••• •• •
Isotone Associates .••••..•. .•••••. ..

Reeves Soundcraft Corp. .• • ••• ••• • Cov. II
Rek-O-Kut Co., Inc. .• . • •.•• ••••• ••• 51

~-~,~~;,~~~--,--~~~~:~~~~.~;;~~-----.--.~

Cily

27
6
31
4
75
72

Harman -Kardon . .... . . ... .. . ... . . 6. 43
Hi Fidelity Center. ... ..... . .... . .. . 75

LA·600A

79.50 134.50
In Kit Form

Acoustic Research , Inc. ... . •. . ...• .
Airex Radio Corporation . .. .•.•.•.•.
Altec Lansing Corporation .. .• ..•• • ...
Amelux Electronics Corporation ..•• ..
Apparatus Development Co. . .... • ... .
Audio Bookshelf ..•. .. ••. .. ...• ...
Audio Devices, Inc. . . • • . .••.. •• . . . •
Audio Dynamics Corporation ••..•.. ..
Audio Exchange ..•...•..••...••.••.
Audio Fidelity Records ..• ........•..
Audio Unlimited ... •. .. .....•. . .•..

Weathers Industries

10

:
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'Tiny thouph the transistor might be, Transis-Tronics has used it to ;et a neW pace for the entire h
·transistor amplifiers and tuners have become the "mighty oaks" of higf'1 t;delity - no hum, no heat, no microphonics. The transistor,
unlike the old-fashioned tube, is a "Iife·time" device, therefore, both the TEe amplifier and the TEe FM tuner come to you with
full tWo-year

unconditional~arantees.

Regardless of price, the

S.~5

d FM·15 are the most effic1ent amplifiers and tuners on the

STEREO AMPLIFIER is all sound, rated at 2 watts of mu 'ic power per channel with a 4 ohm load. With 8
is

slightl~

reduced. TEe FM-15 TUNER, the perfect ompanion to the TEe S-15, will give you years
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